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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
 
Neuartige Energiespeicher sind aktuell im Fokus der Forschung, angetrieben durch die 
stetig steigende Nachfrage nach portablen Elektronikgeräten und die Implementierung 
erneuerbarer Energiequellen. Diese Speicher sollen idealerweise eine hohe Kapazität 
aufweisen und gleichzeitig schnell geladen werden können, was durch die Hybridisierung 
von redox-aktiven Materialien und Doppelschichtkondensatoren erreicht werden kann. 
In dieser Dissertation wurden verschiedene Strategien verfolgt: Nasschemische 
Beschichtungsprozesse für Übergangsmetalloxide, die Funktionalisierung mit redox-
aktiven Oberflächengruppen und die Synthese von Kern-Schale-Partikeln. Dabei lag der 
besondere Fokus auf der Optimierung des Kohlenstoffsubstrates hinsichtlich Oberfläche, 
Porosität und Struktur. Es zeigte sich, dass nanoskalige Kohlenstoffe, wie 
Kohlenstoffnanozwiebeln, mit ausschließlich äußerer Oberfläche und hoher Leitfähigkeit 
ein ideales Substrat für Batterie- und Pseudokondensator-Hybride darstellen. Dies wurde 
für pseudokapazitives Manganoxid, eine redox-aktive Oberflächenfunktionalisierung mit 
Chinonen und Lithium-Schwefel-Batterien gezeigt. Die Beschichtung von nanoporösen 
Kohlenstoffen führt, im Vergleich zu Nanokohlenstoffen, zu einer signifikanten Reduktion 
der Porosität und der spezifischen Oberfläche, sodass diese eher bei einer Kern-Schale 
Materialarchitektur zum Einsatz kommen, wobei sich das redox-aktive Material im Kern 
befindet und der nanoporöse Kohlenstoff in der Schale. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Energy storage technologies are at the focal point of current research activities, propelled 
by the increasing demand on mobile storage for portable electronics and the rapidly 
growing implementation of renewable energy sources. To fulfill the requirements of an 
advanced energy storage device - high power and high energy - a hybridization of redox-
active materials and electrical double-layer materials can be used. In this PhD thesis, 
several strategies and material architectures will be employed: Wet-chemical carbon 
coating procedures with transition metal oxides, carbon functionalization with redox-
active surface groups, and the synthesis of core-shell particles. A special focus was on the 
optimization of the carbon substrate properties, such as porosity, surface area, and 
structure. It was shown that carbon nanomaterials, like carbon onions, with exclusively 
outer surface area and high conductivity are ideal substrates for battery and 
pseudocapacitor hybrids. This is exemplified for pseudocapacitive manganese oxide, a 
quinone-based surface functionalization, and lithium-sulfur batteries. Coating 
nanoporous carbons led to substantial pore blocking and thus a reduction of the specific 
surface area and the resulting capacity. To take advantage from the high double-layer 
capacitance, nanoporous carbons can be effectively used in core-shell particles, with the 
battery material in the core and the nanoporous carbon in the shell, which avoids the pore 
blocking issues. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Planet earth presents optimal conditions for life and nature. These are mainly sustained 
by its relative position to the sun, the natural greenhouse effect, and the specific 
composition of its elements.[1] However, since the past few decades some of these 
circumstances are changing, which may threaten humanity and all living species in the 
future.[2] At the moment, it is not clear how fast and to what extend the earth’s climate 
will change, but the first results and indications can already be seen and are represented 
by the increase of the world’s mean temperature, changes in weather pattern, and the 
consequent rise of the sea level.[1] 
The availability of electrical energy has enabled an extensive development of 
industrialization in the last centuries. For this reason, the demand for energy sources has 
rapidly increased and currently reaches its availability limits. Especially fossil fuels like 
coal, gas, and oil have been accelerating this technological development, but on the other 
hand they are responsible for the consequent climate change.[2, 3] Greenhouse gases, for 
example carbon dioxide (CO2), are mostly produced by burning fossil fuels in industry or 
in the transportation sector. Owing to their long atmospheric lifetime, they have been 
accumulated and distributed over the whole planet. The resulting sealing of radiation 
avoids the transmission of outgoing radiation and ultimately warms the whole planet. As 
a consequence, air and water temperatures increase, which in turn leads to melting of the 
polar ice caps and rising sea levels.[1] 
Figure 1 shows the development of the annual mean global temperature of 14 °C and the 
mean atmospheric CO2 concentration of 334 ppmv (parts per million by volume) over 
time. Since the start of the industrialization, the part of CO2 in the earth’s atmosphere has 
risen by 31 %. Even half of this increase was established after 1965 because of the 
progressive industrial development. Over the same time period from 1958 to 2004, the 
mean annual global temperature has increased by ~1 °C.[1] Considering the current 
emission regulations and the calculated impacts on the future, a further climate change 
must be expected. Of course, the impact can be slowed down but a complete stop in this 
century is quite unlikely.[1] 
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Since the burning of fossil fuels is the main reason for the continuous increase of CO2 
emissions and the resulting greenhouse effect, many developed countries have 
established regulations like emission constraints for cars, speed limits on highways, and 
low-traffic zones in cities, for instance. Moreover, it is essential to consequently replace 
fossil fuels in the near future by other energy sources, which have no or less impact on 
the environment. For this purpose, the generation and implementation of renewable 
energy sources are planned to be extended.[4] 
 
 
Figure 1: (A) Annual mean global temperature of 14.0°C (bars) and mean carbon dioxide 
concentration (solid curve), using data from ice cores and from Mauna Loa after 1958.[1] 
(B) Number of smartphone users from 2007 to 2014.[5] 
 
The most practical renewable energy sources are wind and solar power, which potentially 
could meet the world’s energy demand many fold. While green energy sources are 
inexhaustible, sustainable, and quickly renewable, their major disadvantage is the varying 
and unpredictable output, fluctuating over broad time scales from seconds to several 
hours and even days.[3] For example, the sun is not always shining and wind is typically 
stronger during the night. Furthermore, the energy demand of the population is changing 
too, which leads to a huge mismatch between energy demand and production.[4] To 
bridge this gap intermittent energy storage can be used, which stores excess energy and 
releases it when it is needed. Energy storage technologies are important drivers of the 
global energy revolution, which compensate the divergency between the costumer’s 
energy consumption and the output fluctuations from renewables. Additionally, they are 
a main contributor to the global digitalization since they ensure the constant energy 
supply of portable and mobile electronics. 
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The development of portable electronics, such as mobile phones, laptops and tablets has 
been the key for the world-wide connection. Every day more people are using mobile 
applications, and the demand for portable energy storage devices is rapidly growing. In 
2007, less than 400 million people world-wide were using a smartphone (Figure 1B). In 
2014, the number of smartphone users is more than four times higher and is expected to 
further increase in the next years.[5] Additionally, the performance of every electronic 
application has to meet the increasing costumer’s expectations, which is higher capacity, 
shorter charging times, and longer life times. For this purpose, new energy storage 
solutions must be developed which fulfill both, the requirements of high energy and high 
power. Especially electrochemical energy storage demonstrates a key technology owing 
to its high development potential and its broad application possibilities. 
 
1.1  Electrochemical energy storage 
 
There exists a variety of energy storage techniques, differing by its storage principle and 
categorized by their performance values, such as storage capacity and power.[4] The 
specific energy in Wh/kg is a value for the amount of energy, which can be stored per 
mass and the specific power is a value of the rate at which the system stores and releases 
energy in W/kg. Dependent on the application, the performance values normalized to 
their volume are more important, especially when limited space is given, for example in 
portable electronics. When both values are shown in one plot, it is called a Ragone plot, 
which is among the most important performance metrics in energy storage 
(Figure 2A).[6] 
The choice of an energy storage technique depends on the application where specific 
amounts of energy must be stored and released in a defined time scale. With respect to 
the discharge time, different techniques can be separated into power management, 
bridging power and energy management. The first two present ramping services with 
short charge and discharge times, for example, for applications with high input 
fluctuations. The power management compensates short fluctuations from seconds to 
minutes and the bridging power section closes the gap between those with fluctuations 
in the order of minutes to hours. The energy management sector is responsible for moving 
large amounts of energy over several hours to days.[7] The latter part is mainly covered 
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by pumped hydro energy storage, which stores large amounts of water in high reservoirs. 
During the release, the water flows down the plateau and a generator is powered.[8, 9] 
Typical examples in the bridging power section are superconducting magnetic energy 
storage devices (SMES)[10] and batteries.[11, 12] 
 
 
Figure 2: (A) Ragone plot presenting the specific energy and power values of different 
energy storage technologies.[4, 11, 13] (B) Set up of an electrical double-layer capacitor 
(EDLC) in charged and uncharged state.[14] 
 
Capacitors are favorable for very high rates, belonging to the power management part, 
whereas supercapacitors work in the range of seconds to minutes and rather belong to 
both, power management and bridging power. Supercapacitors can be divided into 
EDLCs, pseudocapacitors, and hybrid devices. In case of EDLCs, the energy storing 
mechanism is purely physical, with a reversible electrosorption of ions at the interface 
between a porous carbon electrode and the electrolyte (Figure 2B). For comparison, 
Faradaic reactions, like intercalation or conversion reactions take place in batteries and 
pseudocapacitors, leading to much higher specific capacities, but lower power.[14]  
Since most of the energy storage techniques present either high specific energy or high 
specific power, an optimized device achieving both properties is still missing. Yet, the 
combination of two complementary techniques, such as batteries and supercapacitors, 
can be a feasible way to develop hybrid electrochemical energy storage devices. For this, 
the properties of batteries (lithium-ion and lithium-sulfur batteries) and supercapacitors 
will be explained in the next chapters, to extract adequate hybridization strategies. 
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1.2  Lithium-ion batteries  
 
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the most advanced and best commercialized 
electrochemical energy storage devices. Compared to EDLCs, LIBs are characterized by 
high specific energies of >100 Wh/kg, but with a rather low power performance of less 
than 1 kW/kg and a limited long-time stability in the order of a few hundred cycles.[11, 
12] A commercial LIB is typically composed of graphite as anode and a lithium transition 
metal oxide (e.g., LiCoO2 - LCO) as cathode with Li-containing organic, carbonate-based 
electrolyte. During charging, Li+ ions move from the metal oxide and intercalate into the 
graphite anode. The discharging step involves deintercalation from the anode (graphite) 
and intercalation into the cathode (LiCoO2). The respective reactions for the discharge 
step are shown in Eq. 1-2: 
y n nLi C C yLi ye
+ −→ + +     (1) 
1 y x xLi MO yLi ye LiMO
+ −
−
+ + →     (2) 
Eq. 1 presents the reaction at the graphite anode and Eq. 2 for the metal oxide (MO) 
cathode. The transportation of ions between both electrodes, which can host lithium ions, 
is called the rocking chair.[15] Dependent on the electrode materials the working 
potential range of Li-ion batteries is between 2.5 V and 4.1-4.3 V vs. Li/Li+.[15] Typical 
anode materials are graphite, lithium titanate (LTO) or Si with theoretical specific 
capacities ranging from 300 mAh/g (graphite: 372 mAh/g) to more than 4000 mAh/g (Si: 
4200 mAh/g). The most common cathode material, LiCoO2, has a theoretical specific 
capacity of 274 mAh/g, but it is quite expensive, presents a low thermal stability, and fast 
capacity decrease at high currents.[16] Therefore, several other types of cathode 
materials were developed in the past few decades. The main alternatives are LiFePO4, 
LiMn2O4, and LiNiMnCoO2.[17] Although Li-ion batteries are currently the dominant 
energy storage device for portable electronics, research is trying to identify alternatives, 
such as Na-, K-, Zn-, or Mg-batteries, because a shortage of Li is expected to happen in the 
near future.[18] 
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1.3  Lithium-sulfur batteries  
 
Other possibilities to store energy via Faradaic reactions, besides the lithium ion 
intercalation into transition metal oxides in LIBs, are alloying and conversion reactions. 
These reactions occur between two materials forming a new compound with new 
material properties. An example is the formation of Li2S using metallic lithium and 
elemental sulfur in lithium-sulfur batteries.[19] Since the energy storage capacity of LIBs 
is strongly limited by the specific capacity of the cathode (e.g., transition metal oxides) 
with values between 200-400 mAh/g (e.g. LCO: 274 mAh/g), there is a large need for new 
electrode materials. Recently, the attention came to elemental sulfur due to its high 
theoretical specific capacity of 1672 mAh/g, its low costs and high natural abundance.[19] 
The lithium sulfur battery is on lab-scale composed of elemental sulfur as active cathode 
material, often combined with a lithium metal anode to balance the high specific capacity 
of the sulfur (sulfur: 1672 mAh/g; lithium: 3861 mAh/g).[20] The latter is mixed or 
hybridized with a conductive additive (for example carbon black or porous carbons) due 
to the insulating properties of sulfur and Li2S. The whole discharge process is known to 
happen in several steps. First, lithium ions form at the anode and are transferred to the 
sulfur cathode (Eq. 3).[20]  Orthorhombic cyclic octasulfur (S8) is reduced to polysulfides 
in multiple reactions from Li2Sx (6<x≤8) to Li2Sx (2<x≤6) resulting in Li2S as the end 
product (Eq. 4). The charging process reconverts the Li2S to elemental sulfur by multiple 
lithium polysulfide intermediates.[19, 21, 22] The occurring reactions for the discharge 
are shown in Eq. 3-4: 
16 16 16Li Li e+ −→ +     (3) 
8 216 16 8S Li e Li S
+ −+ + →     (4) 
However, a practical application of this system still requires resolving several challenges: 
The dendrite formation on the lithium metal anode may damage the separator, leading to 
short-circuiting, which makes the electrochemical system unpredictable and highly 
unstable. Also, the volume expansions during the Li2S formation of ~80 % compromises 
structural integrity during long-time cycling operation.[19-22] In addition, the 
intermediately formed lithium polysulfides (Li2Sx) are soluble in the electrolyte and 
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shuttle between anode and cathode. The latter is the main reason for the low charge 
efficiency and the rapid self-discharge.  
The high resistance of sulfur with ~10-30 S/cm is a great challenge, so that carbon 
additives must be added, combined with advanced materials architecture, to provide high 
conductivity, high sulfur loading, and large interface to increase the sulfur 
accessibility.[19, 21, 22] For this purpose, porous carbons were used in recent literature 
due to their high conductivity, their chemical inertness and low density.[20] Dependent 
on the surface area, the pore size distribution and the electrode architecture high amounts 
of sulfur can be accommodated, the dissolved polysulfides can be prevented from 
shuttling, and sulfur leaching can be partially avoided.[20] For example, a high pore 
volume consisting of mainly mesopores enables high sulfur loadings and fast kinetics. On 
the other hand, a nanoconfinement of sulfur in micropores favors trapping of the 
polysulfides, leading to improved long-time stability.[20] 
 
1.4  Supercapacitors 
 
Supercapacitors belong to the large family of electrochemical energy storage devices.[14] 
In general, they can be divided into electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs),[23] 
pseudocapacitors (PCs),[24] and hybrid devices[25]. 
 
1.4.1  Electrical double-layer capacitors 
 
EDLCs present very high charge and discharge rates due to their purely physical energy 
storage mechanism. Reversible electrosorption of charged electrolyte ions takes place at 
the interface between a porous carbon electrode and the electrolyte when a voltage is 
applied (Figure 2B). The absence of chemical reactions favors high power ratings, but 
also limits the energy storing capacity.[26] For example, EDLCs consisting of two 
activated carbon (AC) electrodes with a capacitance of 100 F/g per electrode (25 F/g cell 
capacitance) and an organic electrolyte with a stability window of 2.7 V would reach a full 
cell specific energy of ~25 Wh/kg. For comparison, batteries can reach more than 
100 Wh/kg but suffer from their lower specific power of ~1 kW/kg, which is more than 
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ten times smaller than for EDLCs (>10 kW/kg).[11] The specific energy of a 
supercapacitor can be calculated according to Eq. 5: 
21
2cell cell
E C U=         [ ] WhE
kg
=      (5) 
U is the applied voltage and Ccell the specific capacitance of the cell. The capacitance can 
be derived from Eq. 6: 
2
1
1 1 1 t
cell
t
QC Idt
m U m U
= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ∫         [ ] FC g=      (6) 
where Q is the reversibly stored charge or discharge, I the current, U the applied cell 
voltage, t1 and t2 the start and end time of charging or discharging, and m the mass of both 
electrodes. Note that the specific capacitance of one electrode in a symmetrical set up can 
be calculated by multiplication of the cell capacitance with 4. The specific power is directly 
related to the specific energy divided by the discharge time Δt = t2 - t1. 
cell
cell
EP
t
=
∆
        [ ] WP
kg
=      (7) 
As defined by Zhang et al., a capacitive electrical response, that is, a sloping voltage profile 
and a rectangular cyclic voltammogram, is the main characteristic of a supercapacitor. It 
distinguishes supercapacitors from other energy storage techniques, such as batteries 
with distinct potential-dependent redox-reactions.[27] In the case of EDLCs, this 
mechanism is only related to pure ion electrosorption, whereas pseudocapacitors allow 
fast redox-reactions.[24]  
The capacitance and the consequent specific energy of EDLCs scale somewhat with the 
accessible specific surface area (SSA) of the carbon electrode. For this, high surface area 
carbons are typically used in commercial devices.[28, 29] The most commonly employed 
material is activated carbon (AC), which can be derived from coconut shells, pyrolysed 
and activated to achieve a porous structure with high surface area in the order of 1500-
3000 m2/g with a capacitance of ~100 F/g per electrode (i.e., 25 F/g per 
device).[14, 30, 31] Higher capacitances can be achieved by increasing the SSA, for 
example, using activation procedures[32] and tuning the pore structure to a certain 
degree by using carbide-derived carbons, for instance[33].  
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However, there is an upper limit of the surface area, defined by a minimum required size 
of the pores allowing the electrolyte ions to penetrate and a minimum wall thickness to 
screen the adsorbed charges.[32] For example, in a study by Lozano-Castelló et al., the 
capacitance of microporous AC decreased for higher surface areas.[34] A study by 
Barbieri et al., comparing the gravimetric capacitances of several carbon blacks and 
activated carbons to their SSAs, came to the same conclusion: The capacitance linearly 
increases to ~90 F/g for a SSA of ~1500 m2/g, but higher SSAs did not lead to further 
capacitance improvement.[32] This result is supported by the study of Stoller et al., 
investigating the capacitance of a single graphene sheet.[35] It was shown that the 
capacitance per surface area in contact decreased when the electrolyte was in contact 
with both sides of the graphene electrode.[35] Other studies using microporous AC show 
similar results and the same trend.[30, 31, 36, 37] 
Although the increase in SSA does not necessarily induce a capacitance improvement, the 
design or the optimization of the pore size and its distribution can lead to higher 
capacitances. By tuning the micropores to a pore diameter exactly matching the ion size, 
the latter one is squeezed through the pore and its solvation shell becomes highly 
distorted and is even (partially) stripped off. As result, the closer packing of the ion to the 
carbon surface leads to a higher capacitance. This is often called “anomalous” pattern, 
since a maximum capacitance can be found for a specific pore size and not a constant 
dependency is measured.[33] Paradoxically, in several other studies, for example by 
Centeno and Stoeckli, contrary findings put the earlier results into question: A linear or 
regular behavior between capacitance and surface area/ pore size was measured.[38, 39] 
The controversy about capacitance dependency on pore size and surface area is still 
ongoing, but it has to be pointed out, that the precise determination of capacitance and 
surface area is a very crucial issue.[40] Capacitance values can be measured using several 
techniques, for example galvanostatic cycling and cyclic voltammetry using a variety of 
setup parameters. In addition, the electrode preparation is changing from study to study, 
ranging from pure powder electrodes and monoliths, to polymer bound electrodes with 
binder contents of up to more than 20 mass%. This complicates the normalization of the 
specific capacitance and changes the conductivity of the composite electrode, which 
ultimately results in a variety of different and incomparable capacitance values. It 
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becomes even more complex when different SSA measurement strategies are used 
(nitrogen, argon or carbon dioxide) in gas sorption analysis and calculation methods like 
BET (after Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller)[41] are compared to DFT (density functional 
theory)[42, 43] calculations. 
In a detailed study by Jäckel et al., six different microporous carbons were tested in 
different organic electrolytes and ionic liquids. Compared to other studies, the 
electrochemical data were correlated with the pore size distribution (PSD) using the ion 
size and the influence of the solvation shell. As a general result, it can be summarized that 
both, the anomalous and the regular pattern, do not precisely simulate the capacitance-
surface area dependency for a specific PSD. Dependent on the normalization, both 
patterns could be achieved.[40] Yet, when taking into account the electrochemical active 
surface area (surface area accessible for the ions) and not just using the volume-weighted 
average pore width (d50), but instead the spread between d25 and d75  (pore width 
enfolding 25 and 75% of the total pore volume) a clear trend of increasing normalized 
capacitance for pores in the range of the ion size can be measured.[44] 
Apart from that, it was shown by Gerischer et al. that the capacitance itself is rather 
dependent on the applied voltage and not an intrinsic material property per se.[45] Owing 
to the non-metallic conduction properties of carbon, the density of charge carriers 
increases when increasing the applied potential and more charges accumulate on its 
surface.[46] This so called electrochemical doping or butterfly-shape, named by the 
special shape of the cyclic voltammogram (CV), was shown for graphite,[45] 
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions,[47] templated carbons,[48] and carbon 
nanotubes[49]. For amorphous carbon, this effect has been measured to be much smaller 
than for more graphitic carbon, experimentally supported when using carbon onions with 
different degrees of carbon ordering.[47] 
The usage of carbon materials for energy applications, especially in supercapacitors 
necessitates several properties, such as high SSA, precisely tuned PSD with ion matching 
pore sizes, high conductivity, and high chemical inertness. Dependent on the required 
performance, different carbon materials can be used and will be discussed in the next 
chapter.  
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1.4.2  Carbon materials in EDLCs 
 
For a very long time, carbon has been known to exist in three main forms: diamond, 
graphite, and amorphous carbon. These carbon allotropes present the same chemical 
composition, but their properties strongly differ dependent on how the atoms are 
arranged and bonded.[50] The emergence of new carbon nanoforms, first with the 
discovery of the buckminsterfullerene C60[51], and followed by the development of 
carbon nanotubes[52], has opened a new field in carbon research. Since a variety of 
microstructures (carbon ordering and crystallinity) and different dimensionalities, 
ranging from 0D to 3D (Figure 3), exist, the physico-chemical properties of the carbon 
material can be tuned to a large degree.[53] 
Diamond is the hardest natural occurring material on earth with a sp3 hybridization and 
a face-centered cubic crystal lattice. It presents a very high electrical resistivity compared 
to other carbons, such as amorphous carbon or graphite.[54] The latter one consists of 
covalently bonded, hexagonally oriented carbon atoms in sp2 hybridization formed to 
layers which are arranged in an AB stacking order, causing soft mechanical properties and 
a high electrical conductivity.[50] 
New carbon nanoforms, such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, or fullerenes opened the 
way for new applications in electronics, optics, and energy storage.[53] Graphene, often 
considered as the main building block of all carbon nanomaterials, is composed of one 
layer of hexagonally oriented carbon atoms. The rolling of this carbon layer to a tube-like 
morphology yields a single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and the formation of a single-
layer sphere presents a fullerene.[53] 
For supercapacitors, and especially EDLCs, typically porous carbons with high SSA are 
used.[14] Dependent on the synthesis procedure and the precursor materials their 
structure is a combination of different carbon hybridizations and structural compositions. 
For example, activated carbon can be composed of amorphous carbon parts (sp2 and sp3 
hybridization), nanocrystalline graphite, and graphene sheets.[55] Structurally, Stoeckli 
et al. described AC as a random arrangement of graphene layers, which are highly 
defective and terminated by surface functional groups.[56] 
Typically, AC is produced via thermal decomposition/carbonization of carbon-rich 
precursors at high temperatures, for instance, naturally abundant materials, such as 
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coconut shells[57] or polymeric precursors with high carbon contents[58]. After 
carbonization, the existing micropores often present slit shapes and wormlike pore 
architectures with a very broad size distribution. A widening of these pores to increase 
the pore volume and surface area can be achieved by physical activation processes under 
oxidizing atmospheres, such as steam or CO2.[59] 
 
Figure 3: Overview of different carbon materials and carbon nanomaterials. 
 
The structure, including surface area and pore size distribution, can be tuned by 
activation time, temperature, and type of atmosphere. Specific surface areas of up to 
3000 m2/g with a distinct microporous structure (pores <2 nm) can be synthesized.[60] 
According to IUPAC, pores can be divided into micropores (<2 nm), mesopores (2-50 nm), 
and macropores (>50 nm).[61] Longer activation times typically increase the pore 
diameter and the pore volume until the internal structure collapses.[60] Other 
possibilities to increase the surface area of carbons are chemical activation procedures, 
for example with agents like potassium hydroxide (KOH).  
When using natural precursors such as coconut shells, the resulting particle morphology 
is very irregular with a size in the range of 1-50 µm (Figure 4B).[57] However, the use of 
polymeric precursors facilitates the tuning of size and morphology since the polymers can 
be shaped by emulsion reactions to beads[58] or using electrospinning to fabrics or 
fibers[62, 63]. To precisely tune and to achieve defined pore diameters, carbide-derived 
carbons (CDC)[64] or templated carbons[48] can be used (Figure 4B). 
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All these porous carbons with high SSA are called endohedral, since their SSA is 
predominantly located inside the carbon particles (Figure 4A). Exohedral carbons 
present exclusive outer surface area, like carbon nanomaterials.[65] An overview about 
different endo- and exohedral carbons is given in Figure 4 with a rough estimation of 
their specific surface area.  
 
 
Figure 4: Overview about carbon materials and their surface areas. (A) Endohedral 
carbons with distinct porosity and (B) exohedral carbons with exclusive outer surface 
area such as for carbon nanomaterials. The surface area values are representative of 
typical ranges. 
 
One well-known example for an exohedral carbon is carbon black (Figure 4B), which is 
typically synthesized by the combustion of carbonaceous gases (for example from 
petroleum). Its primary particle size ranges from 10-500 nm with a structure composed 
of curved and cracked graphene layers.[66] Due to its small size, high conductivity, but 
rather moderate SSA they are mainly used as conductive additives to decrease the 
interparticle contact resistances in batteries[67] or EDLCs[68, 69]. Carbon nanomaterials 
present a very small primary particle size, for example nanodiamond-derived carbon 
onions with a diameter <10 nm, and a resulting surface area of 300-600 m2/g.[70] 
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Compared to porous carbons, the respective capacitance of <50 F/g is rather small, but 
their easy ion accessibility and high conductivity favor high power applications.[70] Since 
their surface area is exclusively located on the outside of the nanometer-sized particles, 
they present an ideal substrate for redox-active species.[70] These can be chemically 
active surface functional groups, like quinones, or typical battery materials like transition 
metal oxides. Thin coatings of metal oxides are deposited on the carbon substrate by 
retaining partial surface accessibility. Using this strategy, the issues of pore blocking  
(a notorious problem for porous carbons) can be effectively mitigated.[71] 
As shown in the last chapter, the advantage of EDLCs is their very high power 
performance due to reversible ion electrosorption in porous carbons. Yet, due to several 
reasons (see chapter 1.4.1), their capacitance can only be increased to a certain degree by 
changing the properties of the carbon electrode materials. To further enhance the 
performance of EDLCs, alternative electrode materials or additives, such as 
pseudocapacitors with distinct redox activity, can be used and are discussed in the next 
chapter. 
 
1.4.3  Pseudocapacitors 
 
Pseudocapacitive materials show a capacitor-like, linear charge-voltage profile as known 
for EDLCs, but their energy storage mechanism is related to a Faradaic reaction. 
Compared to batteries, pseudocapacitors are not limited by solid-state ion-diffusion 
within the time-frame of the charge- and discharge-process, which favors high power 
applications.[24, 72] Typical materials are oxides, dichalcogenides, carbides, nitrides, 
carbonitrides (MXenes) of transition metals, as well as redox-active polymers.[73] They 
are able to achieve battery-like specific energies in combination with the high specific 
power and the long-time stability of EDLCs.[72] Dependent on the underlying 
pseudocapacitive reaction, they can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic 
pseudocapacitors. Intrinsic reactions are due to the material itself, like for hydrous RuO2 
and MnO2, whereas the extrinsic reaction is caused by the nanoscopic architecture, 
namely the phase, the space group, or the crystallite size.[24, 72] A more detailed analysis 
of pseudocapacitive mechanisms and their differentiation from batteries will be given in 
the next chapter. 
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1.4.4  Comparison of pseudocapacitors and batteries 
 
Since Faradaic reactions in pseudocapacitors are difficult to differentiate from others and 
the nomenclature is not well defined, all electrode material-related energy storage 
mechanisms are compared in the following paragraph and in Figure 5. The mechanisms 
can be divided into double-layer formation (non-Faradaic; Figure 5A) and Faradaic 
reactions, including surface redox reactions, intercalation reactions, and 
alloying/conversion reactions (Figure 5B-D). Note that in this summary, only the 
reactions directly related to the electrode are presented. This does not include 
electrochemical reactions originating from redox electrolytes.[74] 
 
 
Figure 5: Different types and mechanisms of electrochemical reactions. (A) Non-Faradaic 
process in electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs). Faradaic process using (B) surface 
redox reactions, (C) intercalation reactions, and (D) alloying or conversion reactions. The 
electrochemical response can be either classified as pseudocapacitive or battery-like. 
 
Surface redox reactions (Figure 5B) can present Faradaic responses which are 
pseudocapacitive or battery-like. For example, surface functional groups, such as 
quinones, contribute to the surface redox reaction by a reversible proton (hydrogen) 
transfer at a specific potential.[75, 76] In contrast, thin film hydrous RuO2 reacts like a 
pseudocapacitor, although the same material as single crystalline bulk material showed 
distinct redox peaks.[24, 77] The latter pseudocapacitive behavior of metal oxides is 
especially pronounced for nanometer-sized materials (for crystals <10 nm) since the 
majority of their atoms are surface atoms.[72] Hydrous RuO2 was the first 
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pseudocapacitive material studied in aqueous electrolytes.[77] Due to reversible surface 
redox reactions and its high electrical conductivity, this material presents ideal properties 
with values exceeding 700 F/g.[24] For hydrous RuO2, the importance of structural water, 
which improves the fast proton transport, was demonstrated and clearly shows the 
impact of the interplay between electrode properties and electrolyte.[24] This so-called 
redox pseudocapacitance comes from the electrochemical adsorption of ions on or close 
to the surface of a material including a Faradaic charge-transfer.[24] However, due to the 
high price of RuO2 the attention has been directed to cheaper and more environmentally 
friendly metal oxides like MnO2, for instance[78]. 
In contrast to ideal surface redox reactions, intercalation reactions of electrolyte ions 
pertain to the bulk material (Figure 5C). Dependent on the electrochemical response, the 
redox-reaction is pseudocapacitive (i.e., capacitor-like) or battery-like. The latter is the 
general energy storage mechanism as found in batteries with a distinct potential 
dependent reaction. During this reaction a change of the crystallographic phase occurs 
which is responsible for the significant expansion of the material upon charging.[17] This 
battery-like intercalation can be converted to a pseudocapacitive reaction when the 
material exposes a nanoscale architecture[24] or the space group is changed[79]. This 
effect was measured for nanostructured Nb2O5,[80] nanocrystalline V2O5,[81, 82] and 2D 
layered materials such as MXenes[83]. These materials present a pseudocapacitive 
behavior accompanied with a Faradaic charge-transfer not being limited by solid-state 
diffusion. 
Conversion and alloying reactions are characterized by the formation of a new compound 
with new material properties, such as the formation of Li2S in lithium-sulfur batteries 
(Figure 5D). The purely Faradaic mechanism is represented by a distinct battery-like 
reaction with redox peaks in the CV. A detailed description of LSBs and the redox 
reactions is already given in chapter 1.3. All these materials, independent from whether 
they show battery-like or pseudocapacitive properties, are attractive for high capacity 
energy storage. Most of them, for example sulfur, MnO2, and V2O5, are still suffering from 
their very low electrical conductivity and limited specific power.[82] Therefore, redox-
active materials are mixed or coated with conductive additives (typically carbon) to 
decrease the interparticle contact resistances (Figure 6A-B).[84-86]  
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Figure 6: (A) Cathode material particles for batteries bound together using a polymeric 
binder. (B) Additional carbon conductive additive particles reduce the contact 
resistances. (C) Hybridization of carbon material with the Faradaic component to achieve 
an advanced materials architecture with high electrochemical performance. 
 
The need of carbon supports is even more obvious for redox active surface functional 
groups like quinones, working as electron carrier and mechanical substrate. In these 
systems, the carbon substrate is not only responsible for the electron support but also 
serves as a binding substrate.[75] 
Highly conductive carbon black particles with sizes between a few nanometers to a few 
micrometers are used dependent on the application and the manufacturing process 
(Figure 6B).[12, 17, 19, 24] In this case, a mixture of both, conductive additive and active 
material with a separation of the components on the nanoscale is commonly known as a 
composite, whereas the molecular chemical bonding on the nanometer-level is called 
hybrid.[87, 88] By adding the appropriate amount (up to 20 mass%) of conductive 
additive to the material, the capacity of the whole electrode drops significantly. When 
10 mass% of a polymer binder are added, the specific capacity drops dramatically, for 
example, from 200 mAh/g to only 140 mAh/g, since 30 mass% of the electrode does not 
contribute significantly to the charge storage. This emphasizes the importance to 
carefully distinguish between capacity per mass of active electrode material and per mass 
of the entire electrode (including binder and additive, but not the electrolyte or casing). 
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For some of the mentioned Faradaic systems the charge storage mainly occurs on the 
surface of the material or the support (surface redox reactions). For these materials, an 
optimized large interface between the material surface and the electrolyte must be 
achieved (Figure 6C). The latter combined with short bulk diffusion pathways favors 
higher energy storage capacities and higher power ratings.[24, 72] For this purpose, 
Faradaic materials can be hybridized with high surface area and highly conductive carbon 
materials (Figure 6C). Dependent on the electrochemical response of the hybrids 
consisting of carbon double-layer material and Faradaic compounds, they are either 
called battery or pseudocapacitor hybrids. 
 
1.5  Hybrid electrochemical energy storage 
 
The hybridization of different materials is used to combine different energy storage 
mechanisms, typically EDLCs with pseudocapacitors or batter 
es. To benefit from both, a hybridization on the nanometer-scale, as well as advanced 
electrode architectures are necessary. The most important properties and design criteria 
are the following: 
- A high conductivity of the hybrid electrode is necessary for high power 
applications. This can be achieved using highly conductive nanocarbons as 
substrate for the Faradaic material, core-shell particles with the porous carbon 
material as shell, or free-standing carbon fiber substrates. 
- Dependent on the carbon substrate, specific hybridization techniques must be 
used to avoid a strong decrease in surface area and pore blocking, to achieve a 
uniform distribution, and to generate a large interface with the electrolyte. 
- Thin coatings or deposits of Faradaic material favor high power applications by 
providing short diffusion paths for the ions to the reactive sites. 
- The ratio of carbon to the Faradaic compound must be precisely adjusted to 
achieve a compromise between high power and high energy. Typically, high 
loadings of redox-active material are favored for high energy storage capacities. 
These design criteria are applicable for all kinds of Faradaic materials in combination with 
carbon, especially for typical LIB materials such as metal oxides, but also for elemental 
sulfur for LSBs. In the case of surface functional groups, such as quinones, the ratio of 
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carbon support/redox additive cannot be adjusted by thicker coatings since the 
deposition method is a functionalization of the carbon and its surface terminations. For 
this purpose, a higher loading can be achieved by further increasing the SSA and the 
porosity of the carbon material. However, in general, three different types of 
hybridization strategies can be used, summarized in Figure 7. 
The redox-active material can be deposited onto the carbon material (Figure 7B) or it is 
synthesized inside a carbon shell (Figure 7C). Both strategies lead to particles with a 
core-shell architecture. Alternatively, nanoscopic fabrication methods can be used, which 
do not significantly change the shape and the porosity of the carbon particles by 
depositing thin layers or nanoparticles (Figure 7D).  
 
 
Figure 7: Hybridization strategies for carbon materials with redox-active compounds.  
(A) Ideal EDLC materials, such as porous activated carbons or carbon nanomaterials.  
(B) Coating procedures on endo- or exohedral carbons to achieve core-shell systems with 
carbon as core and the Faradaic material as shell. (C) Core-shell systems with porous 
carbon as shell and the Faradaic material as core. (D) Nanoscopic decoration of porous 
carbons using micro- and nanofabrication methods.  
 
Wet chemical approaches or macroscopic methods with limited control over thickness 
and homogeneity can be used as easy and cheap deposition method to synthesize core-
shell systems with a microporous carbon in the core (Figure 7B). With this, very high 
mass loadings of the redox-active material on carbon are possible, but this sacrifices the 
high SSA and high conductivity. Such coating procedures commonly cause pore clogging 
of the microporous carbon, which decreases the surface area and, in turn, the double-
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layer contribution to a certain degree.[71] Furthermore, larger contact resistances are 
generated by non-conductive coatings. To overcome these severe disadvantages, 
advanced hybridization techniques with carbon as shell (Figure 7C), nanofabrication 
methods (Figure 7D), or different non-porous carbon supports can be used (Figure 7B). 
The latter is especially interesting because cheap and large-scale synthesis methods can 
be applied. 
As shown in chapter 1.4.3, there exists a variety of carbon substrate materials. Since the 
surface area of porous or endohedral carbons can be significantly decreased by coating 
procedures, exohedral carbons with exclusive outer surface area might be more feasible 
(Figure 7B).[71, 89] In principle, all carbon nanomaterials can be used for this issue as 
they present no internal porosity, but a moderate external surface area combined with a 
very high conductivity[23, 55, 90]. Well-known examples are carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs)[91] and carbon onions[70] with SSAs up to 1000 m2/g.  
Although microporous carbons present much higher SSAs of more than 1500 m2/g and 
their double-layer capacitance exceeds that of carbon nanomaterials by at least two-fold, 
the latter possibly demonstrates similar or even better properties as support for redox-
active materials. The moderate SSA of carbon nanomaterials such as CNTs and carbon 
onions is generated by their morphology and their small size that results in a high surface-
to-volume ratio. Any coating up to a certain thickness and loading follows the morphology 
of the carbon substrate without significantly reducing the SSA.[70, 71, 89, 92, 93] 
Alternative coating procedures can partially prevent the pore blocking of porous carbon 
supports, for example microfabrication techniques like atomic layer deposition (ALD)[89, 
94, 95] and nanoparticle deposition using sol-gel methods[96, 97] (Figure 7D). These 
deposition methods with high control and precision on the nanometer-scale can produce 
very thin coatings or nanoparticle deposits, even inside the pores to a certain degree. Even 
though the latter nanofabrication methods prevent pore blocking, the amount of loading 
is very limited. For this reason, core-shell systems, with the Faradaic material as core and 
the porous carbon as shell may overcome this issue (Figure 7C). Since the porous carbon 
covers the outside of the Faradaic material, the latter cannot block the carbon porosity. A 
highly conductive network is formed by the carbon shell which provides very high 
accessibility of the Faradaic core.[98] 
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2.  APPROACH AND OVERVIEW 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, there are several ways to hybridize carbon materials 
with redox-active compounds (Figure 7). Especially the choice of carbon material is 
crucial for the development of high performance hybrid electrochemical energy storage 
devices. The carbon interface controls the nucleation and phase formation of the 
deposited Faradaic material.[79] This directly influences the resulting surface area, the 
ion accessibility as well as the loading. Thus, carbon nanomaterials with exclusively outer 
surface area are very attractive supports for redox-active species, such as carbon 
nanotubes and carbon onions.[62, 71, 89] 
In this PhD thesis, nanodiamond-derived carbon onions were investigated as support for 
pseudocapacitive materials as well as battery-materials (Figure 7B). An overview of the 
different topics is given in Figure 8. To achieve an optimum performance and an adequate 
interface, their synthesis and physico-chemical properties were studied, highlighted by 
two publications.[99, 100] In the first study the influence of the synthesis conditions such 
as annealing temperature and time on the resulting SSA and PSD were studied.[99]  
This was completed by a second study, in which the influence of the annealing 
atmosphere, vacuum or argon flow, on the resulting physical and electrochemical 
properties was investigated (Figure 8).[100] 
Since carbon onions were already used in supercapacitors for several years, a 
comprehensive review has been published. The topics range from nomenclature, the 
differences between carbon onion types, to the physico-(electro)chemical properties of 
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions in detail. The latter is mainly used as support for a 
variety of pseudocapacitive materials such as transition metal oxides and battery-like 
surface functional groups, which were critically compared and discussed (Figure 8).[70] 
The most common pseudocapacitive material in literature is manganese oxide.[101, 102] 
There exist hundreds of publications about different manganese oxides, as thin 
films,[103] as coatings on carbon nanomaterials,[101] and as deposits on activated 
carbons[104]. So far, the influence of the carbon substrate was not systematically studied 
in terms of microstructural and morphological influences. In our publication, we have 
investigated the influence of the degree of carbon ordering, for example rather 
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amorphous compared to partially graphitic, and the difference between endohedral and 
exohedral carbons. For this, nanodiamond (ND)-derived carbon onions were chosen since 
they can be synthesized with varying degree of graphitization. They were coated with 
MnO2 in a hydrothermal syntheses and compared to activated carbon substrates 
(Figure 8).[71] 
 
 
Figure 8: Overview about the different topics and chapters. 
 
The use of carbon onions in battery-applications was exemplarily shown as sulfur support 
for lithium-sulfur batteries[93] and as substrate for quinone surface functional 
groups[62]. In the latter study carbon onions were additionally combined with a free-
standing and highly conductive carbon fiber network (Figure 8). 
However, dependent on the material architecture and the hybridization, also endohedral 
porous carbons can be used. For example using a core-shell manner with the Faradaic 
material in the core. This kind of hybridization was investigated using vanadium 
pentoxide as core and carbide-derived carbon as shell. The resulting battery-like 
electrochemical response of the vanadia was efficiently combined with the high surface 
area carbon (Figure 8).[98] 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Abstract 
Carbon onions derived by thermal annealing of nanodiamonds are an intriguing material 
for various applications that capitalize the nanoscopic size, high electrical conductivity, 
or moderately high external surface area. Yet, the impact on synthesis conditions and 
possible post-synthesis treatment on the pore characteristics lacks a detailed parametric 
understanding. We present a comprehensive model describing the change of structure, 
morphology, specific surface area (SSA), and pore size distribution (PSD) of carbon onions 
derived via thermal annealing of nanodiamonds as a function of synthesis parameters and 
the effect of physical activation in air. Different heating rates, temperatures, holding 
times, as well as two different nanodiamond precursors were used. During thermal 
annealing the increase in SSA occurs along with a loss of surface functional groups and 
volatile impurities. The sp3-to-sp2 conversion results in a much lower density and an 
increase in SSA of up to ~160%. At high temperatures, a sintering and carbon 
redistribution process limits the increase in SSA and leading to the formation of 
micrometer-sized graphitic particles with a very low SSA. Oxidation in air is a facile way 
for the effective removal of predominately amorphous carbon between carbon onion 
particles and the removal of outer carbon shells. 
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A B S T R A C T
Carbon onions derived by thermal annealing of nanodiamonds are an intriguing material
for various applications that capitalize the nanoscopic size, high electrical conductivity,
or moderately high external surface area. Yet, the impact on synthesis conditions and pos-
sible post-synthesis treatment on the pore characteristics lacks a detailed parametric
understanding. We present a comprehensive model describing the change of structure,
morphology, specific surface area (SSA), and pore size distribution (PSD) of carbon onions
derived via thermal annealing of nanodiamonds as a function of synthesis parameters
and the effect of physical activation in air. Different heating rates, temperatures, holding
times, as well as two different nanodiamond precursors were used. During thermal anneal-
ing the increase in SSA occurs along with a loss of surface functional groups and volatile
impurities. The sp3-to-sp2 conversion results in a much lower density and an increase in
SSA of up to 160%. At high temperatures, a sintering and carbon redistribution process
limits the increase in SSA and leading to the formation of micrometer-sized graphitic par-
ticles with a very low SSA. Oxidation in air is a facile way for the effective removal of pre-
dominately amorphous carbon between carbon onion particles and the removal of outer
carbon shells.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Carbon onions, also known as onion-like carbon (OLC), are a
relatively young addition to the family of carbon nanomateri-
als: they were first discovered by Iijima in 1980 [1] and
described by Ugarte in 1992 [2]. OLCs are spherical carbon
nanoparticles, but unlike fullerenes [3,4] they consist not of
just one but of several concentric stacks of graphene-like car-
bon shells. Depending on the synthesis method and process-
ing parameters, the size of carbon onions may range from
around 2–50 nm [5,6]. So far, carbon onions have been synthe-
sized by several techniques, such as arc discharge [7–9],
electron beam irradiation [2,10], catalytic decomposition of
carbon-containing precursors [11–14], heat treatment of nan-
odiamonds [15–17], mechanical milling [18], carbon ion beam
implantation [19,20], and detonation reactions [21]. Due to
their nanoscopic size and facile fabrication, carbon onions
have attracted significant interest for various applications,
such as a conductive additive [22], solid state lubricant [23],
field emitters [24,25], in polymer composites for electromag-
netic shielding [26], or as electrode material for supercapaci-
tors with high power density [5,27].
Nanodiamonds [28] are an intriguing precursor for the
gram-scale synthesis [29] of carbon onions with high level
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2014.12.050
0008-6223/ 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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of control over the resulting structure and properties via ther-
mal annealing [27]. The typical size of nanodiamonds used for
OLC synthesis is around 5 nm [28] with dangling bonds on the
surface that are typically stabilized by functional groups,
mostly carboxyls [28,30], and locally terminated by a thin
layer of sp2-hybridized carbon [31–33]. These two surface fea-
tures contribute to the notorious aggregation of individual
nanodiamond particles forming clusters in the range of tens
to hundreds of nanometer [34]: individual grains are engulfed
by thin layers of graphitic carbon or covalently linked by
bridging functional groups [28,34], leading to the formation
of so-called tight agglomerates. In addition, a significant mass
of each nanodiamond grain is not related to carbon but to
nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen, and we often find metal
impurities such as iron, silver, or copper [28].
Studies on the synthesis of carbon onions from nanodia-
monds indicate that the sp3-to-sp2 transformation starts at
around 600 C by forming amorphous carbon [35]. At tempera-
tures between 900 and 1100 C, this amorphous layer progres-
sively graphitizes and continuing sp3-to-sp2 transformation
protrudes from the outside to the core of the particles [36].
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations have
shown that smaller particles can be transformed to sp2-
hybridized carbon more readily resulting in a possible coexis-
tence of small carbon onions with larger, partially trans-
formed nanodiamonds [15,37,38]. In addition, the presence
of surface functional groups significantly influences the onset
temperature of the nanodiamond-to-OLC conversion [38].
The reconstructive phase transition from nanodiamond to
OLC brings along a dramatic change in the crystal structure
and the unique feature of radially bent lattice planes. As
shown by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy
studies, the degree of graphitization increases with higher
temperatures due to the higher ordering of the carbon shells
into graphitic carbon [17,39–41]. On a single particle level, the
transformation causes a significant increase in volume
because of the much larger (002)-plane spacing of graphitic
carbon (0.344 nm; extending radially from the center of the
onions) compared to the initial CAC bonding distance of dia-
mond (0.154 nm). This strain-buildup also results in the
occurrence of d-spacings much smaller than 0.344 nm near
the core of carbon onions [39]. The expansion depends on
the sp3-to-sp2 ratio and an increase in diameter from around
5 nm up to 10 nm has been observed experimentally by TEM
[39] and calculated with reactive force field modeling [37]. A
broad overview about the mechanism of phase transition
from nanodiamond to carbon onions, as well as the kinetics
and the influence of the precursor, is given in Ref. [42].
The specific surface area (SSA) of nanodiamonds and car-
bon onions depends on the interplay between particle size
and density, as typical for non-porous materials. Thus, along
with the increase in particle diameter during the sp3-to-sp2
transition, there is also a severe decrease in density, and con-
sequently the SSA increases significantly [15]. Yet, at high
temperatures (>1800 C), carbon onions start sintering which
ultimately gives raise to the formation of tight agglomerates
[39]. This process is promoted by the evolution of reactive
gases originating from surface functional groups leading ulti-
mately to the formation of large polyhedral crystals [43]. The
final SSA depends on the synthesis conditions and ranges
commonly between 200 and 600 m2/g [5,27,44]. These SSAval-
ues are low compared to many porous carbons, such as acti-
vated carbon with typically 1200–1800 m2/g [45].
Many applications, especially in the field of electrochem-
istry, are dependent on the pore size distribution (PSD) and
ultimately limited by the surface area; hence, efforts have
been made to increase the SSA of carbon onions. The main
strategy to increase the SSA is related to chemical activa-
tion, for example per use of H2SO4/HNO3 or KOH mixtures,
yielding up to 820 m2/g SSA [46,47] and also physical acti-
vation using oxidation in air has been proposed [48]. Yet,
albeit numerous studies on sp3-to-sp2 transition of nanodi-
amonds to carbon onions and different post-modification
processes, we still have a very limited understanding of
the quantitative correlation of density, SSA, and correlated
PSD.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the sp3-to-sp2
transition of two nanodiamond precursors with different ini-
tial surface area and particle size and the influence of oxida-
tion in air from a morphological and pore structure point of
view. A more detailed understanding is needed to specifically
tune the properties of carbon onions to different applications,
for example in the field of electrochemical energy storage.
Therefore, this study investigates in detail the effect of the
synthesis conditions and post-synthesis treatment on the
properties which has not been done so far in the same
extend. In detail, we investigate the influence of synthesis
parameters such as annealing temperature, holding time,
and heating rate in argon and the post-modification in air
on the SSA and PSD. In addition to the sp3-to-sp2 transition,
our focus remains with physical activation which, compared
to chemical activation, has the benefit of being easier to scale
and does not involve post-activation washing of the carbon
material.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Thermal annealing of nanodiamonds and physical
activation of carbon onions
To obtain carbon onions, nanodiamond powders were placed
in graphite crucibles (30 mm · 20 mm) and thermally
annealed in a water cooled high temperature furnace with
tungsten heaters (Thermal Technology, USA) in argon (purity
4.6) with a flow rate of 1.3 L/min at 0.1 MPa. Before and after
the thermal treatment, the mass of the samples was mea-
sured with a microbalance. Two heating rates, namely 5 and
20 C/min, were used while the cooling rate for all procedures
was 15 C/min. The holding temperatures were 800, 900, 1100,
1300, or 1700 C with holding times of 1, 3, or 10 h.
Two nanodiamond precursors were used, in the following
named ND1 and ND2. ND1 (PlasmaChem, Germany) was sup-
plied in a 5 mass%water dispersion whichwas freeze-dried in
liquid nitrogen (Dieter Piatkowski Forschungsgera¨te,
Germany) prior to thermal treatment. The supplier used a
post-synthesis treatment to produce a dispersion composed
of so-called single-digit nanodiamonds fully dispersed
and deagglomerated in water with an average aggregate
size of 5–15 nm and a SSA of 350–390 m2/g. ND2 (NaBond
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Technologies, China) was supplied as a powder consisting of
non-modified nanodiamonds with a SSA of 283 m2/g and a
mean primary particle size of 4–6 nm.
Carbon onions were oxidized in air (i.e., physical activa-
tion) to increase the surface area. The samples were placed
in Al2O3 crucibles (30 mm · 60 mm) and heated under semi-
isothermal conditions in a furnace (Nabertherm, Germany)
in ambient air at 535 C for 1 h. These conditions yielded as
outlined in the experimental section an insignificant change
in SSA and was used to precondition the sample material.
After, the samples were semi-isothermally annealed at
575 C for 15, 30, or 60 min. Semi-isothermal means that the
holding temperature was reached before the sample was
placed in the furnace. During sample insertion the tempera-
ture dropped by 5% and reached the end temperature again
after 2 min.
The nomenclature of the samples includes the name of the
nanodiamond precursor, the temperature, and the post-mod-
ification process. For example, ‘‘ND2-1300’’or ‘‘ND2-1700’’
describe carbon onions derived from ND2 in argon at 1300 or
1700 C, respectively, for 1 h and a heating rate of 20 C/min.
‘‘ND2-1300-air60’’ denotes air oxidation at 575 C for 60 min
starting with ND2-1300 that was subject to pre-conditioning
at 535 C in air for 1 h as outlined before.
2.2. Chemical and structural characterization
2.2.1. Chemical composition of the precursors
The chemical composition of the nanodiamond powders was
determined with CHNS element analysis, inductively-coupled
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). CHNS analysis was per-
formed with a vario Micro Cube system (Elementar Analysen-
systeme GmbH, Germany) after sample combustion under
oxygen at 1150 C in a tin sample holder. Calibration of the
CHNS analyzer was carried out with sulphanilic acid of differ-
ent initial masses as provided by the system manufacturer
(41.6 mass% C, 4.1 mass% H, 8.1 mass% N, 18.5 mass% S).
ICP-OES measurements were done with an Ultima 2 system
(Horiba Jobin–Yvon, France) with a Czerny–Turner type mono-
chromator having a focal length of 1 m. High frequency power
of 1 kW was supplied by a regulated generator at 40.68 MHz.
Table S1 in the Supporting Information shows the parameters
used for ICP-OES measurements. Prior to the separate analy-
sis for each element, a screening was performed to analyze
which impurities are present in the sample. Calibration was
performed using aqueous standard solutions of 0, 1.0, and
2.0 mg/L yielding a calibration coefficient of 0.999. Approxi-
mately 50 mg of sample material was diluted to a total vol-
ume of 25 mL.
EDX spectra of nanodiamond powder samples were mea-
sured using a JSM-7500F (JEOL, Japan) scanning electron
microscope equipped with an EDX system (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA). Samples were placed on a conductive carbon
tape and spectra were recorded at 5 different positions for
each sample with 10 kV acceleration voltage.
2.2.2. Particle size and zeta potential analysis
The particle size was measured using centrifugal sedimenta-
tion analysis (LUMiSizer; LUM Corporation, USA). The powder
was dispersed in water (5 mass%), sonicated at 4 W for 1 h,
and tested in a range from 1000 to 4000 rpm. Several dilutions
were made to eliminate the influence of the starting
transmission.
The zeta potentials were measured with a Malvern Zeta-
sizer Nanosizer Nano-Z (Malvern, UK) in distilled water
(10 ppm dispersion). The used zeta cuvettes were disposable
capillary cells (DTS1070, Malvern, UK). Each measurement
was repeated three times with an acquisition time of 30 s.
2.2.3. Electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were recorded
with a FEI Versa 3D Dual Beam (FEI Company, USA) at
10 kV. Powder samples were mounted on steel sample hold-
ers with adhesive carbon tape. All measurements with a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) were carried out
on a 2100F microscope (JEOL, Japan) operating at 200 kV.
Samples were prepared by dispersing powders in ethanol
and drop casting them on a copper grid with a lacey carbon
film (Gatan, USA). For that, sample powders were first tip
sonicated in ethanol for 5 min to perform a homogenous
drop casting.
2.2.4. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw in via Raman
Microscope using an Nd-YAG laser with an excitation wave-
length of 532 nm, a grating with 2400 lines/mm, a 50· objec-
tive (numeric aperture: 0.9), and a spectral resolution of
1.2 1/cm. The spot size on the sample was in the focal plane
2 lmusing an output power of 0.2 mW. The acquisition time
was 10 s and 50 accumulations were used to eliminate cosmic
rays and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Peak analysis
and peak fitting was performed assuming one Lorentzian
peak for each the D- and the G-mode to enable comparability
with literature values. The background was subtracted using
a linear baseline function. Only OLC was subject to Raman
spectroscopy since nanodiamonds require UV laser radiation
for a comprehensive characterization of sp3-hybridized
carbon nanodomains.
2.2.5. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffractograms (XRD) were recorded using Cu-Ka radia-
tion with a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker
AXS, Germany). The step size was 0.02 and the measurement
time was 1 s/step. Prior to the measurements, the system was
calibrated with a LaB6 single crystal.
2.2.6. Helium gas pycnometry and gas sorption analysis
Pycnometric densities of the nanodiamond precursor and the
carbon onion samples were determined with a AccuPyc 1330
gas pycnometer (Micromeritics, Germany) using helium gas
(purity grade: 5.0). To decrease the influence of adsorbed
water, all samples were dried in an oven at 120 C and 1 kPa
for 1 h. The sample holder had a maximum volume of 1 cm3
and the pycnometer was programmed to perform 10 purges,
followed by an analysis of 20 separate measurements. Both
purge and analysis fill pressures were set at 134 Pa and an
equilibration rate of 34 Pa/min was used.
Gas sorption analysis was carried out using an Autosorb iQ
system (Quantachrome, USA). Prior to the measurements, the
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powder samples were outgassed at 300 C for 10 h under vac-
uum conditions (102 Pa). Nitrogen gas sorption was performed
at 196 C in the relative pressure range from 5 Æ107 to 1.0 in
68 steps. The pore size distribution (PSD) between 0.56 and
37.5 nm was derived using the quenched-solid density func-
tional theory (QSDFT) [39,40] supplied by Quantachrome
assuming a slit shape pore geometry. The latter has recently
been shown to be the most appropriate model for carbon
onions [49]. The SSA using the BET equation after Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller [41] was calculated in the linear regime of
the measured isotherms at a partial pressure range between
0.1 and 0.3 P/P0.
Carbon dioxide gas sorption measurements were carried
out at 0 C in the relative pressure range from 1 Æ104 to
1Æ102 in 40 steps. SSA and PSD were calculated for pore sizes
between 0.3 and 1 nm with the ASiQwin software using non-
local density functional theory (NLDFT) [50,51]. Values for the
total ultramicropore volume (pore size <0.7 nm) correspond to
P/P0 = 5 Æ10
3.
In general, the SSA of powders consisting of mono dis-
persed spherical particles with the density q, and the particle
size d can be calculated by Eq. (1):
SSA ¼
6
q  d
ð1Þ
The ideal SSA of spherical carbon onions (SSAOLC) derived
from nanodiamonds with a surface area of SSAND should
rather be calculated using Eq. (2):
SSAOLC ¼ SSAND
qND
qOLC
 2=3
ð2Þ
Takingmass losses into account, the SSA of the OLC can be
calculated using Eq. (3):
SSAOLC ¼ SSAND
qND
qOLC
 2=3 mND
mOLC
 1=3
ð3Þ
with q as the density of nanodiamond (ND) or carbon onions
(OLC) and m the mass, respectively.
2.2.7. Thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass
spectrometry
In order to detect the gases produced during the synthesis of
OLCs, a thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spec-
trometry was performed with a Jupiter 449 C STA system
and a quadrupole mass spectrometer QMS 403 C (Netzsch-
Gera¨tebau, Germany). ND1 and ND2 samples were heated to
1500 C in argon (purity grade 6.0) with a heating rate of
20 C/min and then cooled down to room temperature at
15 C/min. Themass loss and the released gas fragmentswere
measured.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure, morphology, and chemical analysis of
nanodiamond
Both types of nanodiamonds used for this study show the
typical diamond (111) related d-spacing of 0.26 nm in the cen-
ter of the particles and disordered, amorphous carbon engulf-
ing the sp3-hybridized core (Fig. 1). TEM investigations show a
somewhat smaller primary particle diameters for ND1 of
around 4–6 nm compared to ND2 with 5–7 nm. This
Fig. 1 – Transmission electron micrographs of nanodiamonds. (A, C) ND1 and (B, D) ND2.
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observation aligns well with the higher BET specific surface
area of ND1 (353 m2/g) compared to ND2 (279 m2/g); yet, we
will later adopt a more detailed discussion on the differences
between ND1 and ND2 to fully understand why the SSA
values differ so strongly (i.e., by 27%). In both cases, the
isotherms of nanodiamond show a characteristic type II shape
with a small H3 hysteresis loop (see Supporting Information,
Fig. S1A) following the nomenclature in Ref. [52].
Besides the size difference, both nanodiamond powders also
show a different density determined with helium gas pycno-
metry with 2.70 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for ND1 and 3.31 ± 0.02 g/cm3 for
ND2. The much lower density of ND1 can be correlated with a
higher amount of oxygen-containing surface functional
groups as confirmed by elemental analysis (Table 1) and the
carbon content of ND2 (89.92 mass%) is much higher than
for ND1 (76.97 mass%). Yet, the content for metal impurities,
nitrogen, and hydrogen are similar for both. Thus, using
Eq. (1), we derive a SSA of 370–556 m2/g for a particle size of
4–6 nm (ND1) and 259–363 m2/g when assuming 5–7 nm
(ND2). These values show qualitatively a comprehensive trend,
but a more detailed analysis is needed on a quantitative level
as outlined in the next paragraph.
The BET SSA is also influenced by the formation of tight
agglomerates. As seen from TEM (Fig. 1), both types of nanod-
iamond form such agglomerates which are covered and con-
nected by amorphous or graphene-like layers. These layers
are highly defective and form aggregates ranging from
20 nm to several micrometers [53]. After detonation synthe-
sis usually all types of nanodiamonds form tight agglomer-
ates. In the case of ND1 the supplier used a post-synthesis
treatment to fully de-agglomerate the particles producing a
stable dispersion in water. Using centrifugation sedimenta-
tion analysis, we found a monomodal particle size distribu-
tion for ND1 below 10 nm, whereas ND2 exhibits a broad
distribution pattern ranging from 10 to 1000 nm (Fig. 2; see
also Supporting Information Fig. S2). We see that although
different in sign, both solutions should be stable due to the
large zeta potential for ND1 of 52.4 ± 0.9 mV and for ND2
of +39.7 ± 0.5 mV at pH = 6.4. Thus, the smaller BET SSA of
ND2 is a result of combined effects: slightly larger size, higher
density, and stronger agglomeration compared to ND1.
3.2. Structural characterization of carbon onions
3.2.1. Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction
Thermal annealing of nanodiamond yields the well-known
formation of OLC as evidenced by X-ray diffraction (see Sup-
porting Information, Fig. S3). TEM investigations show con-
centric stacks of (002)-planes of graphitic carbon as typical
for carbon onions (Fig. 3). ND1-1700 (Fig. 3A) and ND2-1700
(Fig. 3B) exhibit similar structures but with the presence of a
very sharp peak at 25.7 (2h) indicating larger graphitic struc-
tures for ND1-1700 compared to ND2-1700 (see Supporting
Information, Fig. S3). The carbon onions of either precursor
consist of 2–8 shells with an interlayer spacing of 0.34 nm
for the outer shells. The particle size for ND2-OLC is in the
order of 5–10 nm whereas for ND1 smaller carbon onions of
4–8 nm are observed. At lower synthesis temperatures
(Fig. 3C), we see a larger amount of amorphous carbon
Table 1 – Chemical composition of the nanodiamond
precursors measured via CHNS, ICP-OES, and EDX analysis.
N.A. denotes values below the detection limit.
Element ND1 (mass%) ND2 (mass%) Method
Ag N.A. 0.083 ICP-OES
Al N.A. 0.2 ± 0.2 EDX
B 0.012 0.054 ICP-OES
C 76.97 89.92 CHNS
77.7 ± 6.2 90.2 ± 2.9 EDX
Ca 0.014 0.013 ICP-OES
Cl 0.7 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.3 EDX
Fe 0.05 0.154 ICP-OES
H 1.286 1.434 CHNS
N 2.141 2.336 CHNS
3.9 ± 1.2 5.6 ± 3.5 EDX
Na 0.315 1.024 ICP-OES
N.A. 1.9 ± 1.3 EDX
O 19.4 ± 6.9 3.4 ± 1.9 EDX
S N.A. N.A. CHNS
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Fig. 2 – Cumulative particle size distribution measured with centrifugal sedimentation analysis in water. (A) ND1 and (B) ND2.
The concentration was 5 mass% and different dilutions from 1:4 to 1:80 were measured resulting in different starting
transmission between 0% and 90%. The displayed zeta potentials were determined in a 10 ppm water dispersion. (A color
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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especially at the necks between individual carbon onions;
these interparticle bottlenecks are severely reduced at higher
annealing temperatures (Fig. 3B) or when applying air oxida-
tion on OLCs synthesized at only 1300 C (Fig. 3D). Beyond
the decreased level of necking, oxidation in air at 575 C of
up to 1 h seemingly leads to an effective removal of the outer
shells and accordingly to a rearrangement of loose graphene-
like sheath layers between the carbon onions (Fig. 3D).
For ND1 annealed at 1700 C using a holding time of 1 h
and a heating rate of 20 C/min (ND1-1700), we also observed
the emergence of large flake-like structures of around 1 lm
(Fig. 4A). TEM shows that these samples are highly ordered
with a typical lattice spacing of 0.344 nm along the c-direction
of graphite crystals (Fig. 4B and C). The structures consist of
stacks of parallel graphitic layers which are terminated in
the basal plane by onion-like caps with a diameter of ca.
4 nm corresponding to 3–4 shells (Fig. 4B). Perpendicular, we
only see continuing stacks of parallel graphite layers
(Fig. 4C). Such features are known from carbon fibers
annealed at temperatures in excess of 2000 C and commonly
referred to as herringbone structure [54]. The drastic change
from nanoscopic to microscopic size and the complete loss
of the spherically bent lattice planes must be the result of
extensive sintering and carbon redistribution. In Section
3.2.4 we will establish that this transition is accompanied by
a dramatic loss of surface area.
3.2.2. Raman spectroscopy
The Raman spectra of all OLCs samples show D- and G-modes
characteristic of partially-graphitic carbon between 1200 and
1700 1/cm and a well-pronounced range of overtones and
combinational modes between 2300 and 3400 1/cm (Fig. 5A).
10 nm 10 nm
10 nm
2 nm2 nm
2 nm
ND2-1300C D ND2-1300-air60
ND2-1700BND1-1700A
2 nm
10 nm
Fig. 3 – Transmission electron micrographs of (A) ND1-1700, (B) ND2-1700, (C) ND2-1300, and (D) ND2-1300-air 60.
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The G-mode at 1585 1/cm is characteristic for sp2-hybridized
carbon and is a first-order peak with E2g-symmetry [55]. The
D-mode at 1345 1/cm corresponds to defects and disorder
induced phonon transitions [56] with its overtone, 2D, at
2690 1/cm [57] activated via double-resonance of phonons
at the K-point in the Brillouin zone [58]. Noticeably, the ID/IG
ratio of OLC synthesized at low temperatures (800–900 C) is
rather low (1.5–1.6), increases at 1100 C to 2.0–2.4, and
decreases again for temperatures up to 1700 C to around
1.2 (Fig. 5B). These trends are roughly identical for ND1- and
ND2-derived carbon onions. The initial increase in ID/IG ratio
can be explained by the model of Ferrari and Robertson [59]
when we consider that we have at low temperatures first a
thin layer of sp2-hybridized carbon that, at higher tempera-
tures, finally encompasses the entire nanodiamond particles.
The Ferrari and Robertson model assumes two regions: below
2 nm, the ID/IG ratio increases with domain size approxi-
mately quadratic; only for values above 2 nm, the ID/IG ratio
10 nm 10 nm
C
5 µm
1 µm
A B
Fig. 4 – Scanning electron microscope image (A) and transmission electron micrographs (B and C) of graphite flakes derived
from annealing of ND1 at 1700 C (ND1-1700).
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of nanocrystalline graphite decreases with the reciprocal
domain size according to the correlation first established by
Tuinstra and Koenig [60]. The latter is also observed in the
case of OLC: at temperatures of or above 1100 C, the ID/IG
ratio decreases constantly with annealing temperature
[40,41,61–64]. These findings and conclusions are in agree-
ment with the evolution of the full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the D- and G-mode (Fig. 5C). There, we have a con-
stant decrease in FWHM rather than an increase and subse-
quent decrease. This is consistent with the assumption that
we have a constant enhancement in long-range ordering of
graphitic carbon with higher annealing temperatures. We
note that for the ID/IG ratio and FWHM, the annealing temper-
ature is of higher importance than the actual annealing time.
Graphite flakes seen for ND1-1700 exhibit noticeable devi-
ations from the typical Raman spectra for OLC discussed
before (Fig. 5D). Spectra measured exactly on top of one
graphite flake (position 2 in Fig. 5D) show a resonantly
enhanced 2D-mode which has roughly 5-times the intensity
of the G-mode with a very small ID/IG ratio of 0.98. These fea-
tures are in agreement with Raman spectra of polyhedral
graphite crystals [65]. The reason for the strong 2D-peak pos-
sibly comes from the arches (i.e., the specific layer-folded
ends), that form coupled coherent states between the oppo-
site carbon atoms which increases the double-resonant
Raman effect [65,66]. In-between these graphite flakes carbon
onions are found and the typical Raman spectrum of OLC par-
ticles is seen (position 1 in Fig. 5D).
Oxidation of carbon onions (ND2-1300-air60) does not
yield dramatic changes in the Raman spectrum; however,
we notice a smaller FWHM of both D- and G-mode of 86.0
and 75.1 1/cm after oxidation compared to 105.8 and
87.9 1/cm for ND2-1300. While the ID/IG ratio remains almost
unchanged at around 1.6, the significant decrease in FWHM
aligns well with the TEM observation of removed amorphous
carbon at onion-onion necks (see Fig. 3D). In fact, if we would
just decrease the size of carbon onions by removing layer by
layer using physical activation, we would actually expect
the FWHM to decrease [67].
3.2.3. Skeletal density and mass change
Raman spectroscopy of OLCs shows the proceeding graphiti-
zation by thermal annealing of ND. The conversion from ND
to OLC results in a decrease in density investigated with
helium gas pycnometry (Fig. 6A). As mentioned before, we
derived a value of 2.70 g/cm3 for ND1 and 3.31 g/cm3 for
ND2 with helium pycnometry. Thus, while the density of
ND2 is very close to the theoretical density of diamond of
3.51 g/cm3 [68], the density of ND1 is much lower. We have
shown in Section 3.1 that this is related to the much larger
amount of surface functional groups per the larger surface
area of ND1. After annealing of up to 900 C, the density of
ND1-OLC barely increases compared to the nanodiamond
material, whereas for ND2 we see a decrease by 18% to
2.73 g/cm3. Since these temperatures are sufficient to remove
oxygen surface groups and leave behind partially graphitic
carbon, the resulting OLC nanoparticles are very comparable
in structure (see Sections 3.2.1–3.2.2) and, thus, a very similar
skeletal density can be rationalized. From 1100 to 1700 C at
20 C/min, the density continuously decreases to 1.95 g/cm3
for ND1 and 1.77 g/cm3 for ND2. No significant influence of
the heating rate is observed. The mass loss upon inert gas
treatment corresponds almost ideally with the measured
amount of non-carbon atoms (Fig. 6B); hence, inert gas
annealing achieves not only conversion of nanodiamond to
carbon onions but also the effective removal of surface func-
tional groups.
The slight increase in density after physical activation
(stars in Fig. 6A) leads to important conclusions. In detail,
we see a constant increase in q from 2.1 g/cm3 (ND2-1300)
to 2.6 g/cm3 (ND2-1300-air60) as the oxidation progresses.
The same trend can be seen for the activation of ND1-1300.
First, if oxidation would merely remove carbon in a layer-
by-layer fashion, hence making the particles effectively smal-
ler, the density should increase, because the ratio of the outer
graphitic carbon to the inner diamond core would decrease.
The presence of diamond after annealing in argon at
1300 C was shown using XRD (Fig. S3A). A smaller carbon
onion might additionally reduce the density per expansion
of the strained inner shells which is easier to accomplish with
a lower number of carbon layers. The same increase in den-
sity would be measured if the outer amorphous carbon
between onion-onion necks was removed after oxidation.
Second, if the oxidation would create intraparticle pores, as
suggested by Gao et al. (Ref. [47]), then the same would apply:
the density should increase. However, the formation of
intraparticle pores after oxidation is not supported by CO2
gas sorption data (see Section 3.2.5). Yet, we see that the
SSA dramatically increases during oxidation. This can only
be explained by decreasing the particle size and the formation
of interparticle pores, which means the removal of amor-
phous carbons at onion-onion necks (as seen in Fig. 3D) when
we consider that the latter is typically characterized by a low
density of 1.4–2.7 g/cm3 [69]. The mass loss of oxidized OLC is
not shown in Fig. 6B, because the values do not refer to the
nanodiamond precursor but rather to ND2-1300. The mass
loss for an oxidation at 535 C for 1 h followed by an oxidation
at 575 C for 15 min was 8.3 ± 3.4 mass%, for 30 min
15.7 ± 2.5 mass%, and for 1 h 42.4 ± 5.1 mass% and is shown
in Fig. S4B together with the BET SSA (Fig. S4A). The increase
in SSA after activation of ND1-1300 follows the same trend as
ND2-1300, but does not reach the same high values (Fig. S4A).
The reason for the lower SSA after the same activation pro-
cess is the smaller starting particle size of ND1-1300. This
results in a larger mass loss (see Fig. S4B) due to a complete
removal of the smaller particles and only partial activation
of larger particles.
3.2.4. Surface area and pore volume
When transitioning from sp3-to-sp2-hybridization, we see an
increase in total pore volume in the nitrogen sorption iso-
therms; yet, the latter still remain characteristic for non-por-
ous nanoparticles with a type II shape and a slight H3
hysteresis loop (see Supporting Information, Fig. S1B). The
SSA increases successively with annealing time and tempera-
ture up to 1300 C and 10 h (Fig. 6C). In detail, the BET SSA fur-
ther increases for 1300 C up to 493 m2/g for ND1 and 390 m2/g
for ND2. After these maximum values, we see that higher
temperatures (1700 C) lead to an enhanced decrease of sur-
face area over annealing time which is stronger for ND1
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(380–450 m2/g at 1700 C) than for ND2 (350–380 m2/g at
1700 C). Noteworthy, all these trends are equally valid for
the two heating rates 5 C/min and 20 C/min and the BET
SSA of all OLC samples is higher than for the precursors
ND1 and ND2 (see Supporting Information, Table S2). Similar
trends are observed for the pore volume (Fig. 6D); here, how-
ever, the pore volume remains rather constant even for pro-
longed annealing at 1700 C for both nanodiamond
precursors. It is important to note that the pore volume can-
not directly be derived from particle size and density as it
depends on the particle–particle arrangement and pore geom-
etry. This will be discussed in the next section related to the
modeling of the pore size distribution.
After an initial mass loss because of the removal of impu-
rities such as nitrogen or oxygen, the continuing change of
SSA beyond 800 C is related to the decrease in density. This
can be seen when calculating the SSA as a parameter of den-
sity and initial surface area of ND1-800 and ND2-800 (Eq. (2)).
It is important to note that for the calculation using Eq. (2)
not the density and SSA of the nanodiamond is used. Both
values have to be corrected for the amount of non-carbon
surface groups and impurities. For that, we used OLC syn-
thesized at 800 C for 1 h. Once we have formed the first gra-
phitic shell, one would not expect any further mass loss
during the continuing isochemical sp3-to-sp2 transition. Sys-
tematically applying Eq. (2) to the measured data shows an
excellent agreement between the actually measured SSA
and the SSAwhich was calculated on the basis of the density
and the initial surface area (all related to BET SSA; Fig. 7).
Yet, two noticeable deviations from the parity line can be
seen, corresponding to either sintering and carbon redistri-
bution or etching and activation. Thus, we can postulate that
as long as neither sintering nor activation occurs, we can
assign the changes in surface area of carbon onions exclu-
sively to the change in particle size and density. The parity
plot in Fig. 7 is also calculated using the DFT SSA (Fig. S5A)
and using Eq. (3) which takes into account the mass loss dur-
ing heating. Both plots show the same qualitative result as
demonstrated in Fig. 7 using Eq. (2) with the BET SSA and
constant mass.
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A coherent group of data points deviating from the pre-
dicted line by showing a lower surface area belong to ND1
annealed at 1700 C. In previous sections, we have established
that this ND1-derived carbon onions exhibit unique graphite
flakes; hence, a lower surface area aligns with the emergence
of microscopic graphite structures which formation will be
subject in Section 3.2.6. The other noticeable deviation occurs
when the SSA of activated carbon onions using oxidation in
air is underestimated by our prediction. The BET SSA and pore
volume can be increased significantly by oxidation of ND2 at
575 C for up to 1 h (Fig. 6C and D; see also Supporting
Information Fig. S4). The longest oxidation treatment of
ND2-1300 leads to a specific surface area of 642 m2/g which
is much higher than the highest SSA of any of the OLC
annealing conditions with a maximum value of 390 m2/g at
1300 C. We also note that 642 m2/g is much higher than the
chemical activation by acid-treatment reported by Gu et al.
(i.e., 578 m2/g) [46] and, in percent of increase (i.e., +164%), is
comparable to the KOH-activation reported by Gao et al.
(i.e., 440 m2/g! 820 m2/g =+186%) [47]. Additional surface
area is created by removing outer shells and amorphous
carbon preferably from the necks between single carbon
onion particles; hence, the total surface area can increase
without much structural change of the primary OLC particles.
3.2.5. Pore size distribution
Until now, we have limited our discussion to the structure and
morphology of carbon onions and nanodiamonds, without
accessing the actual pore size distribution. Yet, the latter is
readily accessible via DFT deconvolution of the gas sorption
data using CO2 (for pores between ca. 0.3–1.0 nm) and N2
(for pores between ca. 0.6 and 30 nm). In lack of a better
model, we will assume slit-shaped pores that were recently
shown by Weingarth et al. to be the best-fit model for carbon
onions among currently available DFT models [49]. Spherical
or cylindrical pore geometries are unsuitable to model the
ogee-arch-like pores in-between carbon onion particles. As
seen from the PSDs (Fig. 8) for ND2-derived OLC and activated
carbon onions (ND2-1300-air60), pores are found that stretch
from about 0.3 to 20 nm which represents the entire range
that is accessible by this method. While the minimum in
the NLDFT PSD data at around 0.7 nm for CO2 sorption is
related to a well-known mathematical artifact [70], we see
two noticeable distribution maxima in the QSDFT data range
from N2 sorption experiments (Fig. 8B). These two ranges, one
centered at around 1 nm and the other one ranging from 3 to
20 nm, were previously attributed to interparticle and inter-
cluster pores, respectively [27,71]. Yet, this aspect deserves a
more thorough investigation and quantitative substantiation.
For a better understanding of the pore size distribution we
developed a series of geometric pore models (Fig. 9). The pore
width depending on the particle size is calculated using prim-
itive cubic, body-centered cubic (bcc), and face-centered cubic
(fcc) packing densities for spherical particles as model sys-
tems. Pore type D represents the distance between two parti-
cles at the edges in a bcc lattice with a spacer particle on top.
Pore types A and F correspond to the distance between two
particles with a spacer particle in-between like in a primitive
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cubic lattice or fcc lattice. The pore characteristic for a direct
contact between two particles is represented by pore type G
and is dependent on the curvature, the shape, and the direct
contact area of the particles. As a first approximation this
pore size can be set smaller than 1 nm. Finally, pore type H
presents pores between agglomerates of OLC with a width
of at least the minimum particle size (>3 nm). Looking at typ-
ical TEM images, we can see hat we find examples of all these
theoretical pore geometries in our samples (see Fig. 9).
Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the particle size
between 3 and 10 nm with a mean value of 6.5 nm (Support-
ing Information, Fig. S6), PSDs can be calculated for each type
of pores and compared to the measured PSD (Fig. 10). This
comparison was done for ND2-1700 as it exhibits a typical
PSD for carbon onions. The range between 1.5 and 2.0 nm rep-
resents an important transition zone where none of pore
models yields a significant contribution to the pore volume.
Below that threshold, we see type D and G pores, while above
the threshold type A, B, C, E, and H pores prevail. The calcu-
lated peaks align with the measured pattern and distribution
maxima. For pores larger than 2 nm, a broad background is
measured which possibly is related to the space between
agglomerates (pore type H). The peaks below 0.8 nm, mea-
sured with CO2 sorption, refer to the pores built in direct con-
tact between two particles (pore type G).
While oxidation severely enhances the volume associated
with mesopores and pores of around 1 nm, one would expect
for a 5 nm small particle the emergence of small ultrami-
cropores (below 0.7 nm) if the material is activated (formation
of intraparticle pores); hence, we need to closely investigate
the NLDFT PSD data for CO2 sorption in this regard. Yet, the
similarity of the PSD before and after physical activation in
air strongly indicates that no or only insignificant amounts
of intraparticles pores have been formed. This confirms that
the large increase in SSA must stem from removing interpar-
ticle connections and the decrease in particle size.
Themechanism of removing interparticle connections due
to the oxidation has a similar effect concerning the change in
PSD compared to the increase in particle size. The thermal
annealing in inert gas increases the pore volume due to the
expansion of particles whereas the oxidation etches the less
bonded graphite blocking the pores between the particles.
Fig. 9 – Transmission electron micrograph of ND2-1700 with different pore types. The pore types can be calculated assuming
standard crystal lattices and basic geometrical equations dependent on the particle radius r. (A color version of this figure can
be viewed online.)
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Both mechanisms result in the increase of pore volume and
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 11 for two OLCs as well
as for an agglomerate.
3.2.6. Carbon redistribution
The presence of reactive gases during thermal annealing in
argon was verified using thermogravimetric analysis cou-
pled with mass spectrometry (Fig. 12). During heating func-
tional groups containing oxygen are released resulting in an
O2+ signal which disappears at higher temperatures (750 C).
During this release, oxygen can react with carbon to form
CO and CO2 [43]. According to Kuznetsov et al. [43], CO2
can act as an etching agent which reacts with carbon and
forms CO. After all CO2 has been released, the correspond-
ing ion current signal drops and etching as indicated by the
emergence of a strong signal for CO starts. During further
heating, the CO signal does not change significantly; yet,
during cooling, this signal decreases as a result of carbon
thermal annealing in inert gas
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formation and larger graphitic ribbons are built via the Bou-
douard reaction Eq. (4). Cooling induces the increase in the
CO2 signal as well as the increase in oxygen indicating the
end of the redistribution process.
CO2 þ C ¼ 2CO ð4Þ
The formation of micrometer-sized graphitic structures
can be explained by the presence of reactive gases which
emerge from nanodiamond surfaces. The evolution of reac-
tive gases is found to a much greater extent in ND1 compared
to ND2 where no polyhedral crystals were identified. During
thermal annealing, surface functional groups are removed
between 800 and 1100 C. After that, the presence of dangling
bonds of the nanodiamonds increases the surface energy
which induces graphitization, resulting in a significant drop
of their total free energy [16,72]. The reaction of gases coming
from the surface functional groups leads to an etching and a
redistribution process during thermal annealing in argon.
This assumption is supported since none of these effects
has been reported so far for OLC derived via vacuum anneal-
ing of nanodiamond powder (vacuum removes emerging
gases while in an inert gas these gases can remain near the
surface). This also explains the observed mass reduction.
4. Conclusions
In this study a model was developed describing the change in
SSA during the conversion from nanodiamond to OLC by ther-
mal annealing in argon and the post synthesis activation
using oxidation in air. The pore size distribution and the
SSA were measured with nitrogen and carbon dioxide gas
sorption. The increase in SSA starts with the release of sur-
face functional groups until the onset of graphitization
between 800 and 1100 C. This results in a mass loss depen-
dent on the amount of non-carbon content. The graphitiza-
tion of nanodiamonds decreases the density and leads to an
increase in volume. The SSA continuously increases until
1300 C and stays constant or slightly decreases for higher
temperatures forming larger graphitic structures or polyhe-
dral crystals. This rearrangement of carbon atoms is strongly
dependent on the chemical composition of the nanodiamond
precursor.
Oxidation of carbon onions in air leads to removal of inter-
particle amorphous carbon and an etching of outer shells
without significantly inducing intraparticle pores. Further-
more, a model was developed using standard crystal lattices
to calculate different pore types dependent on the particle
size. Our calculated results are in agreement with the mea-
sured data for the annealed nanodiamond in argon as well
as oxidation of OLC in air.
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Table S1: Instrument parameters for ICP OES measurements. 
RF 
Flow 
rate 
plasma 
Nebulizer 
gas Nebulizer 
Spray 
chamber 
Injector 
tube 
diameter 
Slit 
Ana-
lytical 
mode 
Inte-
gration 
time 
Used 
standard 
(W) (L/min) (L/min)   (mm) (µm)  (s)  
1000 12 0.7 sea spray cyclonic 3 20x15 Gauss 0.5 Fe 
  
 3 
 
Table S2: Overview over SSA, pore volume, and density of the analyzed samples using N2 gas 
sorption analysis. * denotes the oxidation time (in min) for the oxidized samples at 575 °C. 
 Heating Temperature Time Density BET DFT Pore 
 rate      SSA SSA volume 
 (°C/min) (°C) (h) (g/cm3) (m2/g) (m2/g) (cm3/g) 
 
       
 
 
ND1 
argon 
0 0 0 2.70±0.01 353 280 0.414 
5 1100 1 2.66±0.03 400 376 0.553 
5 1100 3 2.66±0.03 424 385 0.607 
5 1100 10 2.61±0.03 427 398 0.615 
5 1300 1 2.37±0.01 459 433 0.665 
5 1300 3 2.34±0.02 465 444 0.722 
5 1300 10 2.23±0.01 482 455 0.751 
5 1700 1 1.93±0.01 440 424 0.706 
5 1700 3 1.93±0.12 387 362 0.484 
5 1700 10 1.84±0.01 425 411 0.688 
20 800 1 2.73±0.03 402 359 0.629 
20 900 1 2.77±0.06 399 349 0.600 
20 1100 1 2.63±0.03 425 375 0.648 
20 1300 1 2.35±0.01 493 436 0.773 
20 1700 1 1.95±0.01 448 413 0.742 
 
       
 
 
ND2 
argon 
0 0 0 3.31±0.02 279 246 1.021 
5 1100 1 2.88±0.02 280 276 0.915 
5 1100 3 2.70±0.02 296 293 1.036 
5 1100 10 2.68±0.01 310 317 1.025 
5 1300 1 2.21±0.01 336 344 1.103 
5 1300 3 2.20±0.02 345 352 1.143 
5 1300 10 2.02±0.01 390 364 1.231 
5 1700 1 1.91±0.01 371 385 1.265 
5 1700 3 2.06±0.01 357 363 1.110 
5 1700 10 1.90±0.01 362 373 1.237 
20 800 1 2.86±0.01 285 251 0.937 
20 900 1 2.64±0.01 286 256 0.983 
20 1100 1 2.64±0.01 295 288 1.029 
20 1300 1 2.11±0.01 339 341 1.122 
20 1700 1 1.77±0.01 374 387 1.233 
      
 
 
ND1-1300 
air 
15* 575 0.25 2.36±0.03 530 488 0.795 
30* 575 0.5 2.36±0.01 564 514 0.865 
60* 575 1 2.47±0.02 587 539 0.950 
      
 
 
ND2-1300 
air 
15* 575 0.25 2.40±0.02 400 401 1.199 
30* 575 0.5 2.56±0.02 572 565 1.321 
60* 575 1 2.57±0.06 642 623 1.516 
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Table S3: Overview over peak position, FWHM and areal intensity ratio ID/IG of the analyzed 
samples. * denotes the oxidation time (in min) for the oxidized samples at 575 °C (first heated 
at 535 °C for 1 h followed by an oxidation at 575 °C). 
 Heating 
rate Temperature Time 
D-mode 
position 
G-mode 
position 
D-
mode 
FWHM 
G-
mode 
FWHM 
ID/IG 
ratio  
 
 (°C/min) (°C) (h) (1/cm) (1/cm) (1/cm) (1/cm) (…) 
         
ND1 5 1100 1 1349 1576 232 107 2.18 
argon 5 1100 3 1351 1577 231 105 2.23 
5 1100 10 1353 1579 229 101 2.27 
5 1300 1 1345 1586 158 85 1.82 
5 1300 3 1348 1590 151 84 1.74 
5 1300 10 1344 1586 139 81 1.65 
5 1700 1 1343 1591 68 62 1.27 
5 1700 3 1342 1589 63 61 1.27 
5 1700 10 1344 1590 63 59 1.22 
20 800 1 1359 1572 260 137 1.56 
20 900 1 1355 1573 253 135 1.51 
20 1100 1 1351 1577 235 105 2.23 
20 1300 1 1350 1589 160 87 1.78 
20 1700 1 1342 1590 67 61 1.35 
 
        
ND2 5 1100 1 1345 1573 216 115 1.87 
argon 
 
5 1100 3 1345 1572 219 112 1.97 
5 1100 10 1348 1574 215 109 2.00 
5 1300 1 1341 1584 161 92 1.77 
5 1300 3 1345 1583 152 89 1.68 
5 1300 10 1343 1585 135 82 1.64 
5 1700 1 1343 1586 70 63 1.20 
5 1700 3 1340 1583 68 61 1.22 
5 1700 10 1342 1585 65 60 1.17 
20 800 1 1360 1573 220 121 1.51 
20 900 1 1353 1570 205 122 1.44 
20 1100 1 1343 1573 213 113 1.90 
20 1300 1 1341 1584 150 94 1.66 
20 1700 1 1341 1584 68 61 1.26 
 
        
ND1-1300 
air semi-
isothermal 
575 15* 1341 1583 159 87 1.86 
575 30* 1346 1593 155 81 1.98 
575 60* 1346 1589 179 85 2.16 
 
        
ND2-1300 
air semi-
isothermal 
575 15* 1336 1587 81 80 1.50 
575 30* 1338 1588 80 78 1.49 
575 60* 1338 1589 86 75 1.61 
 
 
 5 
 
Table S4: Overview over NLDFT SSA and pore volume of the CO2 gas sorption data. The 
oxidized sample was first heated at 535 °C for 1 h followed by an oxidation at 575 °C for 1 h. 
For comparison, data for ND2 as received material without argon or other treatment have been 
added. 
 
 Heating 
rate Temperature Time 
NLDFT 
SSA Pore volume  
 
 (°C/min) (°C) (h) (m2/g) (cm3/g) 
      
ND2 argon as received as received as received 170 0.059 
20 1300 1 313 0.127 
20 1700 1 266 0.107 
 
     
ND2-1300 air semi-
isothermal 575 1 370 0.141 
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Figure S1. Nitrogen gas sorption isotherms of ND1 and ND2 at -196 °C (A) and different carbon onions 
(B). 
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Figure S2. Volumetric particle size distribution measured with centrifugal sedimentation analysis in 
water. (A) ND1 and (B) ND2. The concentration was 5 mass% and different dilutions from 1:4 to 1:80 
were measured resulting in different starting transmission between 0 and 90 %. 
  
 8 
 
 
Figure S3. X-ray diffractogramms of (A) ND2, ND2-1300, ND2-1300-air60, ND2-1700, and (B) ND1, 
and ND1-1700. The index dia represents diamond and gra graphite. Using the powder diffraction 
database the PDF-number of diamond is 71-364 and of graphite 75-1621. 
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Figure S4. Influence of air oxidation on BET SSA (A) and skeletal density (B) of OLC derived from 
ND1, and ND2 via thermal annealing at 1300 °C and oxidized in air 535 °C for 1 h followed by 
additional oxidation in air at 575 °C for 15, 30, and 60 min. The first data point (0 min) belongs to ND1-
1300 and ND2-1300. 
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Figure S5. (A) Parity plot showing the comparison between the measured DFT SSAs (NLDFT for ND1-
1300-air and ND2-1300-air and QSDFT for the other samples) of OLCs (x-axis) and the calculated SSAs 
using a volume expansion (y-axis). (B) Parity plot showing the comparison between the measured BET 
SSAs of OLCs in due consideration of the mass loss during heating shown in Figure 6B and normalized 
to the nanodiamond precursor. The numbers for the ND1-1300-air and ND2-1300-air data points denote 
the oxidation time in minutes at 575 °C. 
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Figure S6.Gaussian function showing the particle size distribution of OLC derived from nanodiamond. 
The distribution assumes a particle size between 3 nm and 10 nm maximum range. 
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Abstract 
We present a comprehensive study on the influence of the synthesis atmosphere on the 
structure and properties of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions. Carbon onions were 
synthesized at 1300 and 1700 °C in high vacuum or argon flow, using rapid dynamic 
heating and cooling. High vacuum annealing yielded carbon onions with nearly perfect 
spherical shape. An increase in surface area was caused by a decrease in particle density 
when transitioning from sp3 to sp2 hybridization and negligible amounts of disordered 
carbon were produced. In contrast, carbon onions from annealing nanodiamonds in 
flowing argon are highly interconnected by few-layer graphene nanoribbons. The 
presence of the latter improves the electrical conductivity, which is reflected by an 
enhanced power handling ability of supercapacitor electrodes operated in an organic 
electrolyte (1M tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile). Carbon onions 
synthesized in argon flow at 1700 °C show a specific capacitance of 20 F/g at 20 A/g 
current density and 2.7 V cell voltage which is an improvement of more than 40% 
compared to vacuum annealing. The same effect was measured for a synthesis 
temperature of 1300 °C, with a 140% higher capacitance at 20 A/g for argon flow 
compared to vacuum annealing. 
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We present a comprehensive study on the influence of the synthesis atmosphere on the structure and
properties of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions. Carbon onions were synthesized at 1300 and
1700 C in high vacuum or argon flow, using rapid dynamic heating and cooling. High vacuum annealing
yielded carbon onions with nearly perfect spherical shape. An increase in surface area was caused by a
decrease in particle density when transitioning from sp3 to sp2 hybridization and negligible amounts
of disordered carbon were produced. In contrast, carbon onions from annealing nanodiamonds in flowing
argon are highly interconnected by few-layer graphene nanoribbons. The presence of the latter improves
the electrical conductivity, which is reflected by an enhanced power handling ability of supercapacitor
electrodes operated in an organic electrolyte (1 M tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile).
Carbon onions synthesized in argon flow at 1700 C show a specific capacitance of 20 F/g at 20 A/g cur-
rent density and 2.7 V cell voltage which is an improvement of more than 40% compared to vacuum
annealing. The same effect was measured for a synthesis temperature of 1300 C, with a 140% higher
capacitance at 20 A/g for argon flow compared to vacuum annealing.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Carbon has always been an element of central technological
use, be it as primary energy source (coal), refractories (graphite),
or abrasive medium (diamond). Especially the emergence of
novel carbon nanoforms with intriguing properties has propelled
carbon research over the last decades [1,2]. Carbon onions are a
relatively new member of the vast carbon family, first discovered
in 1980 by Iijima and described in 1992 by Ugarte [3,4]. They
are spherical or polyhedral carbon nanoparticles and consist of
several fullerene-like shells which are highly defective and disor-
dered [5]. Typically, the size of carbon onions ranges between 2
and 50 nm, dependent on the synthesis method and parameters
[6–8]. Several methods exist for their synthesis, like underwater
arc discharge between graphite electrodes [9–11], electron beam
irradiation of carbon containing materials [3,12], decomposition
of carbon-containing precursors [13–16], mechanical milling
[17], detonation reactions [18,19], or plasma spraying of nanodi-
amonds (ND) [20]. Thermal annealing of ND [7,21–26] has
emerged as the most practical synthesis method, considering
the very high yield of high purity carbon onions with a small
size distribution between 5 and 10 nm and a large-scale material
production with high reproducibility [2,7]. As precursor material,
detonation NDs with a size of typically 5 nm are commonly
used, which are engulfed by thin amorphous and disordered car-
bon layers [27–30]. The latter is also causing particle agglomer-
ation forming entities of up to more than 100 nm [31].
Chemically, detonation ND consist out of 80–90 mass% of carbon,
a few mass% of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen partially located in
the core and coming from particle stabilizing functional groups,
and possibly minor metal impurities [7,30,32].
Several experimental and theoretical studies have investi-
gated the thermal transformation of ND to carbon onions. In a
first stage, the decomposition of surface functionalities on NDs
starts with the condensation of oxygen-containing surface func-
tional groups, and their desorption together with water mole-
cules [33,34] below temperatures of 200 C. At higher
temperatures, acidic groups like carboxyl, anhydride, and lactone
groups decompose evolving CO and CO2 gases [7,33]. Thus, func-
tional groups decompose which initially had stabilized the ND
surface. The thermal stability of ND surface functional groups
has been investigated in several studies [7,34–37]. To minimize
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2015.07.028
0008-6223/ 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
⇑ Corresponding author at: INM – Leibniz Institute for New Materials, Campus D2
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the surface energy of newly formed dangling bonds, the surface
reconstructs and this onsets a gradual transformation from ND
to carbon onions. The reconstructive phase transformation from
sp3- to sp2-hybridization has an onset between 700 and
1100 C and we first see a phase transformation from diamond
to disordered carbon from the outside of the particle to the
inside [7,21,37,38]. At elevated temperatures, typically starting
between 1100 and 1300 C, the sp2-carbon continuously graphi-
tizes and builds highly graphitic carbon shells, resulting in a
complete transformation from ND to carbon onion at tempera-
tures between 1800 and 2000 C [23,39]. More details on the
mechanism of ND graphitization is described, for example, in
Ref. [40].
The thermal transformation of ND to carbon onions has been
investigated so far in vacuum [21–25,37,41], argon [7,42–47],
nitrogen [48], and hydrogen [49]. The onset temperature for
graphitization is typically in the range between 700 and 1100 C,
but varies as a function of used atmospheres, heating rates, and
type of ND material. Different synthesis atmospheres may also dif-
fer in the amount of gases containing reactive oxygen from the
atmosphere or desorbing from the precursor. The catalytic effect
of oxygen decreases the onset of graphitization and increases the
graphitization rate, which may lead to different carbon nanostruc-
tures [50–52].
In a recent publication, we have shown a gradual volume
increase during the transformation from nanodiamond to carbon
onions in argon due to the lower density of graphitic carbon
compared to nanodiamond [7]. Therefore, the specific surface
area (SSA) increases with temperature and reaches a maximum
at 1300 C dependent on the heating rate, holding temperature,
and the precursor type [7]. In other studies, the maximum SSA
was observed at 1500 C [53] or 1800 C [6], depending on the
kind of ND. After reaching a maximum SSA, the increase in sur-
face area saturates or the SSA may even decrease, especially for
slow heating rates and long holding times [7]. Desorbing surface
functional groups containing oxygen may partially etch the car-
bon onions and yield a redistribution process leading to large
graphitic or polyhedral structures with high conductivity but
low surface area [7,54]. Yet, no such structures were found after
vacuum annealing, as described in other studies [21–25,37,41]. A
decrease in surface area is disadvantageous for many electro-
chemical applications; ideally, a high surface area should be
combined with a high electrical conductivity to enable a high
energy and high power performance for supercapacitors
[45,53]. Yet, it remains a challenge to find an optimum synthesis
condition to maximize conductivity (1700–2000 C) and surface
area (typically at lower temperatures) [6,7,53].
Our study compares the benefits and limitations of carbon
onion synthesis using either vacuum (minimum carbon redistri-
bution) or argon (attractive for large scale synthesis). For this,
we used rapid heating to and cooling from the annealing tem-
perature (1300 or 1700 C) within 2 min. This way, the ND pow-
der is heated up to accomplish near-complete transformation to
carbon onions without giving raise to extensive particle sinter-
ing. Local carbon redistribution may still facilitate nanocarbon
formation between the carbon onions and impact on electrical
conductivity (positively) and surface area (negatively). All syn-
thesized materials were characterized comprehensively by
4-point probe, chemical analysis, transmission electron micro-
scopy, Raman spectroscopy, nitrogen and carbon dioxide gas
sorption, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) to determine the differ-
ences in carbon structure and ordering. The electrochemical
properties were analyzed in organic electrolyte and 2-electrode
configuration using cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic cycling
with potential limitation.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Synthesis of carbon onions
ND powders were thermally annealed in graphite crucibles
(30  20 mm2) using a custom-built dynamic furnace system
(Xerion Advanced Heating Ofentechnik, Germany). To avoid struc-
tural changes during prolonged heating and cooling, we heated to
and cooled from 1300 to 1700 C within 2 min to have a nearly
isothermal process. The holding time for all samples was 1 h and
the temperature was measured directly at the sample. For each
holding temperature, the ND powder was annealed either in argon
flow (flow rate: 1 L/min) or in a high vacuum of 102 Pa (during the
annealing the vacuum changed to ca. 1 Pa for several seconds due
to desorption of functional groups). The samples were named in
reflectance of the treatment conditions; for example 1300-VAC
for 1300 C annealing temperature and the use of vacuum.
2.2. Chemical and structural characterization
2.2.1. Electron microscopy and chemical analysis
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out with a
2100F microscope (JEOL, Japan) operating at 200 kV. Samples were
dispersed in ethanol and drop casted on a copper grid with a lacey
carbon film (Gatan, USA). The chemical composition of ND powder
and carbon onion samples was analyzed using energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), CHNS elemental analysis, and
inductively-coupled optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES).
EDX analysis was performed using a JSM-7500F (JEOL, Japan) scan-
ning electron microscope equipped with an EDX system (Oxford
Instruments, UK). The samples were fixed on a conductive carbon
tape and 5 spectra were recorded at 5 different positions with
10 kV acceleration voltage. CHNS elemental analysis was con-
ducted with a Vario Micro Cube system (Elementar
Analysensysteme GmbH, Germany) after combustion of the sample
under oxygen at 1150 C in a tin holder. The CHNS analyzer was
calibrated with sulphanilic acid using different masses (41.6 mass%
C, 4.1 mass% H, 8.1 mass% N, 18.5 mass% S). For ICP-OES analysis,
an Ultima 2 system (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, France) was used with a
Czerny–Turner type monochromator with a focal length of 1 m
and high frequency power of 1 kW was supplied by a regulated
generator at 40.68 MHz. Prior to the analysis of each element, a
screening was performed to survey all included elements.
Calibration was performed using aqueous standard solutions of 0,
1.0, and 2.0 mg/L yielding a calibration coefficient of 0.999. For
every sample analysis, ca. 50 mg of material was diluted to a total
volume of 25 mL.
2.2.2. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia Raman
microscope equipped with an Nd-YAG laser with an excitation
wavelength of 532 nm, a grating with 2400 lines/mm, a 50 objec-
tive (numeric aperture: 0.9), and a spectral resolution of
1.2 cm1. The spot size on the sample in the focal plane was
approximately 2 lm using an output power of 0.2 mW. The acqui-
sition time was 30 s and 10 accumulations were used to eliminate
cosmic rays and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Peak analysis
and peak fitting were performed assuming several Voigt profiles
dependent on the phase composition. Voigt profiles were used to
fit broad Raman signals of amorphous carbon as well as sharp
Raman modes for graphitic carbon. The background was sub-
tracted using a linear baseline function. Only carbon onions were
subject to Raman spectroscopy since NDs require UV laser radia-
tion for a comprehensive characterization of sp3-hybridized carbon
nanodomains.
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2.2.3. X-ray diffraction and helium gas pycnometry
X-ray diffractogramms (XRD) were measured using Cu-Ka radi-
ation with a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS,
Germany). The step size was 0.02 and the measurement time
was 1 s/step. Prior to the measurements, the system was calibrated
with a LaB6 single crystal. Pycnometric densities were measured
with an AccuPyc 1330 gas pycnometer (Micromeritics, Germany)
using helium gas (purity grade: 5.0). Adsorbed water was removed
by drying the samples in an oven at 120 C and 1 kPa for 1 h prior
to the measurement. The sample holder had a maximum volume of
1 cm3 and the pycnometer was programmed to perform 10 purges,
followed by an analysis of 20 separate measurements. Both purge
and analysis fill pressures were set at 134 Pa and an equilibration
rate of 34 Pa/min was used. The theoretical SSA of spherical carbon
onions (SSAOLC; OLC: onion-like carbon) derived from NDs with a
surface area of SSAND was calculated using the pycnometric density
assuming a volume expansion and constant mass according to Ref.
[7] (Eq. 1):
SSAOLC ¼ SSAND 
qND
qOLC
 2
3
ð1Þ
2.2.4. Gas sorption analysis
Gas sorption analysis was carried out using an Autosorb iQ
system (Quantachrome, USA). First, powder samples were out-
gassed at 300 C for 10 h under vacuum conditions (102 Pa).
Nitrogen gas sorption was performed at 196 C in the relative
pressure range from 5  107 to 1.0 in 68 steps. The pore size
distribution (PSD) between 0.56 and 37.5 nm was derived using
the quenched-solid density functional theory (QSDFT) [55,56]
supplied by Quantachrome assuming a slit-shape pore geometry.
The latter has recently been shown to be the most appropriate
model for carbon onions [45]. The SSA using the BET equation
after Brunauer–Emmett–Teller [57] was calculated in the linear
regime of the measured isotherms at a partial pressure range
between 0.1 and 0.3 P/P0. Carbon dioxide gas sorption measure-
ments were carried out at 0 C in the relative pressure range
from 1  104 to 1  102 in 40 steps. SSA and PSD values were
calculated from CO2 sorption data for pore sizes between 0.3 and
1 nm with the ASiQwin software using non-local density func-
tional theory (NLDFT) [56,58].
2.2.5. Dynamic light scattering and electrical conductivity
measurements
Volumetric particle size distributions were measured using
dynamic light scattering method with a Nanotrac Ultra
(Microtrac Europe GmbH, Germany). For all samples a 0.1 mass%
water dispersion was used and 3 independent measurements were
performed with an acquisition time of 30 s.
The electrode conductivity was measured with a custom
built 4-point probe (tip diameter: 1.5 mm; tip distance
1.75 mm). The areal resistance was measured 10-times on dif-
ferent positions of the electrode material (3  3 cm2) and Eq.
(2) was used to calculate the electrode conductivity normalized
to the thickness.
r ¼
lnð2Þ
p
I
U  d
ð2Þ
In this equation, I is the current, U the voltage, and d the thick-
ness of the electrode measured with a micrometer screw.
2.2.6. Electrochemical characterization
To prepare polymer-bound carbon electrodes, carbon onion
powder was dispersed in ethanol, sonicated for 10 min, and then
heated to 90 C to remove some solvent. The viscous slurry was
put into a mortar and 10 mass% of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE,
60 mass% solution in water from Sigma Aldrich, USA) were
added. The dough-like carbon paste was rolled with a rolling
machine (MTI HR01, MTI Corp., USA) to 200 lm thick free stand-
ing electrodes and dried at 120 C at 2 kPa for at least 24 h.
For all measurements, 1 M tetraethylammonium tetrafluorobo-
rate (TEA-BF4) in acetonitrile (ACN) from BASF (Germany) was
used in a 2-electrode setup. The electrode discs (12 mm in diame-
ter) were separated by a glass-fiber separator with a diameter of
13 mm (type GF/D, GE Healthcare, USA). The electrode/separator/-
electrode arrangement was placed between two carbon-coated
aluminum foils (diameter 12 mm, type Zflo 2653, Coveris
Advanced Coatings, USA) and compressed with spring-loaded tita-
nium pistons. The cells were dried at 120 C and a vacuum of 2 kPa
for 12 h before they were put in an argon-filled glove box (MBraun,
Germany; Labmaster 130; O2, H2O < 1 ppm), where they were vac-
uum filled with a syringe containing 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN.
All electrochemical measurements were carried out using a
VSP300 or VMP300 potentiostat/galvanostat from Bio-Logic
(France) in cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic mode
(GCPL). Cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates from
1 mV/s to 2 V/s from 0 to 2.7 V were conducted. Each voltage
was applied for 3-times and the capacitance at 2.7 V for every scan
rate was calculated using Eq. (3).
C ¼
R tend
t0
IðtÞdt
U
ð3Þ
with the capacitance C, the time t (t0: start of discharge, tend: end of
discharge), and the electrical potential U. The specific capacitance
was determined with Eq. (4):
Csp ¼ 4 
C
m
ð4Þ
with the active mass m of both electrodes and the device capaci-
tance C. Using GCPL mode the current was varied to apply different
current densities from 0.1 to 20 A/g with 10 s resting time between
charging/discharging and a potential limitation of 2.7 V. The specific
current relates in this case to the active mass of both electrodes and
the resulting capacitance was calculated from the current and the
time for discharge with respect to the IR drop of the cell (Eq. 3).
The electrochemical stability was measured using long-time
voltage floating tests between 0 and 2.7 V with a constant current
of 0.5 A/g and a holding time of 10 h. After three full galvanostatic
cycles, the voltage was held for 10 h at 2.7 V and the procedure was
repeated to an overall holding time of 100 h.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Chemical and structural characterization
3.1.1. Chemical composition
Chemical analysis was carried out using EDX, CHNS analysis,
and ICP-OES (Table 1). The ND precursor is composed of
89.92 ± 0.91 mass% carbon, 2.34 ± 0.64 mass% nitrogen, and
1.43 ± 0.73 mass% hydrogen, according to CHNS analysis. Spectral
analysis with EDX reveals the presence of small amounts of chlo-
rine (0.8 mass%). Additional ICP-OES analysis shows minor
amounts of Ag, Al, B, Ca, Fe, and Na (cumulatively less than
2 mass%). In comparison to EDX, CHNS and ICP-OES analyses are
more adequate for quantitative chemical analysis; therefore, an
oxygen content of 4.77 mass% was determined using the total mass
of materials minus the detected elements of the CHNS and ICP-OES
analysis. These values are in good agreement with the recent liter-
ature [31,32,59–63]. It is expected that the detected oxygen and
hydrogen atoms mostly belong to surface functionalities like
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carboxylic, ketonic, or hydroxylic groups [40]. Nitrogen found for
ND commonly stems from surface functional groups like amide
[35] or nitro groups [64,65], but can also be structurally bound in
the diamond core [37]. Carbon onions synthesized at 1300 C show
around 3 mass% of oxygen when using argon flow (3.4 mass%) or
vacuum annealing (2.8 mass%). For comparison, thermal annealing
at 1700 C yields only 1.1 mass% (1700-AR) and 1.3 mass%
(1700-VAC) oxygen. It has been shown that oxygen containing sur-
face functional groups desorb when heating to 1000 C [7,33], but
may partially re-adsorb during cooling or when re-exposed to
ambient atmosphere. A higher degree of carbon ordering after
annealing at 1700 C may result in a lower number of dangling
bonds on the surface, causing a decreased affinity for surface func-
tional groups. This correlation can explain the higher oxygen con-
tent found for carbon onions synthesized at 1300 C. Applying a
high vacuum during the synthesis leads to the removal of des-
orbing functional groups. The lower content of molecules in the
atmosphere inhibits the adsorption during cooling and induces
lower oxygen contents for 1300-VAC than for 1300-AR.
3.1.2. Carbon onion structure
Transmission electron microscopy demonstrates the structure
and the morphology of carbon onions (Fig. 1). The samples show
a characteristic particle size of 5–10 nm, spherical shape, several
defective fullerene-like shells, and localized particle sintering to
form agglomerates of several hundreds of nanometers. The only
visible difference between samples synthesized at 1300 or
1700 C is a more pronounced tendency to express a polyhedral
shape at higher annealing temperatures (Fig. 1F), as has been
reported in the literature [40]. Samples obtained in vacuum at
1300 C show locally fused spherical carbon onions (Fig. 1C, D).
When using argon at the same temperature, additional defective
few-layer graphene nanoribbons (2–5 layers) can be found
(Fig. 1A, B). The same is seen when comparing samples synthesized
at 1700 C and almost perfect carbon onions without a distinct
amount of few-layer graphene nanoribbons or other carbon phases
are obtained by vacuum synthesis. In contrast, 1700-AR is com-
posed of carbon onions interconnected by a multitude of
few-layer graphene nanoribbons (Fig. 1E). These layers are highly
defective, partially curved, directly connected to carbon onions,
and consist of 2–5 graphene layers (Fig. 1F). Compared to
1300 C, the few-layer graphene nanoribbons seen after annealing
ND at 1700 C are more ordered and locally polygonised. The used
term few-layer graphene nanoribbons is in accordance with the
proposed nomenclature in Ref. [66].
Fig. 2A presents the Raman spectra of the four types of carbon
onions in the range between 500 and 3500 cm1 and the fitting
results can be found in Table 2. The spectra exhibit the characteristic
G-mode between 1580 and 1590 cm1 indicative of sp2-hybridized
carbon. More precisely, this mode represents the bond stretching
of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms in rings and chains coming from
the zone center E2g mode [67]. Between 1330 and 1342 cm
1, the
so-called D-mode can be seen. This peak represents the breathing
mode of the sixfold rings, but is only Raman active because of the
presence of ‘‘defects’’ in the widest possible meaning. Defects can
be vacancies, additional atoms, curvature, and edges. Therefore,
the D-mode is a double resonant Raman process, due to the scatter-
ing of the electron with the phonon as well as a defect [68]. Perfect
graphite single crystals would be void of the D-mode [67].
1300-VAC samples show a Raman spectrum characteristic for
carbon onions synthesized at rather lower temperatures with very
broad D- and G-mode [7]. In comparison to the material after vac-
uum annealing at 1300 C, the Raman spectrum of 1300-AR is sig-
nificantly different although the annealing temperature and time
were the same (Fig. 2A, B). The spectrum presents a much sharper
D-mode, the G-mode shows a small shoulder at 1610 cm1, and the
transition between D- and G-mode is less distinct than for
1300-VAC. The Raman spectrum of 1300-AR is not characteristic
for just one specific carbon material rather for the combination of
different carbons. As seen from Fig. 2B, the D-mode shows a broad
shape at the base, but a very sharp peak near the maximum. The
same can be seen for the G-mode, where a doublet structure is
caused by the emergence of a pronounced shoulder at higher fre-
quencies. These features can be explained when assuming the
presence of disordered nanocrystalline carbon onion similar to
1300-VAC with a broad D- and G-mode and additionally a second
carbon phase with a higher degree of structural ordering responsi-
ble for the sharp part of the D-mode and the doublet structure of
the G-mode. This assumption aligns very well with the TEM images
shown in Fig. 1.
The same trend is seen for carbon onions synthesized at 1700 C
(Fig. 2A, B). 1700-VAC material shows very sharp D- and G-modes.
The higher degree of carbon ordering at elevated synthesis temper-
atures comes from the rearrangement of carbon atoms, especially
concerning the distortion of carbon rings, bond length variation,
and interstitial atoms. For 1700-AR, the Raman spectrum is quite
similar to 1700-VAC, but with the additional emergence of a shoul-
der at 1610 cm1 (similar to 1300-AR). For both synthesis temper-
atures, 1300 and 1700 C, the second order Raman spectrum
presents more pronounced peaks for carbon onions synthesized
in Argon, reflecting the higher degree of carbon ordering.
Table 1
Chemical composition of the ND and the OLC samples measured using EDX and CHNS elemental analysis. All values are given in mass%. Oxygen contents from CHNS analysis are
derived from the difference of the total amount and the other detected elements using CHNS analysis and ICP-OES.
Method Al B Ca Ag Fe Na
ND ICP-OES 0.212 0.054 0.013 0.083 0.154 1.024
Method C O N H Cl
ND CHNS 89.92 ± 0.91 4.77 2.34 ± 0.64 1.43 ± 0.73 –
EDX 90.20 ± 2.90 3.4 ± 1.9 5.6 ± 3.5 – 0.8 ± 0.3
1300-AR CHNS 96.62 ± 1.66 3.38 – – –
EDX 98.91 ± 0.22 1.09 ± 0.22 – – –
1300-VAC CHNS 97.18 ± 0.69 2.82 – – –
EDX 98.44 ± 0.38 1.56 ± 0.38 – – –
1700-AR CHNS 98.94 ± 0.28 1.06 – – –
EDX 98.76 ± 0.10 1.24 ± 0.10 – – –
1700-VAC CHNS 98.73 ± 0.53 1.27 – – –
EDX 99.26 ± 0.21 0.74 ± 0.21 – – –
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To exemplify the impact of two separate carbon phases on the
resulting Raman spectrum when using argon annealing,
1300-VAC carbon onions were mixed with graphite flakes and
the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 2C. The graphite flakes
show a Raman spectrum resembling few-layer graphene nanorib-
bons. When admixing graphite flakes to 1300-VAC, we see the
superimposition of two carbon phases with different degrees of
structural ordering. The resulting spectrum shows the same
Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrographs of 1300-AR (A, B), 1300-VAC (C, D), 1700-AR (E, F), and 1700-VAC (G, H).
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characteristics than 1300-AR with an ‘‘unexpectedly’’ sharp
D-mode, a less distinct transition between D- and G-mode, and a
doublet structure of the G-mode. The existence of two different
carbon species resulting in one Raman spectrum with doublet
structure had also been shown for nanographite ribbons on
HOPG [69].
To further understand the presence of different carbon phases,
we performed peak deconvolution of the Raman spectra (Fig. 3).
As both synthesis temperatures do not induce a complete transfor-
mation from diamond to graphite, especially for 1300 C, a remain-
ing nanodiamond core is expected. Given the use of visible light
laser radiation (532 nm), this contribution will not show up in
the Raman spectra. It was shown that nanodiamond first trans-
forms into amorphous carbon before graphitization from the out-
side to the inside starts. Additionally, particle–particle
connections are established and an amorphous carbon phase at
the interface between graphitic shells and diamond core exists
[70]. Therefore, besides a non-Raman visible diamond core and
the actual carbon onion material, we have to consider amorphous
carbon when fitting the spectra. Bogdanov et al. used one peak to
describe amorphous carbon at 1530 cm1 [39]. Yet, to adequately
represent the Raman signal of amorphous carbon with very broad
peaks, we fitted three peaks: one for transpolyacetylene (TPA) at
1130 cm1 and two for the broad D- and G-mode of amorphous
carbon coming from interstitial atoms with sp3 connections in
the planes of sixfold rings, or the presence of five- or sevenfold
rings. The TPA-peak may also come from carbon chains in a
transpolyacetylene-like ordering at the zigzag edges of the defec-
tive carbon shells on the particles [39]. The D-mode of amorphous
carbon is seen as a small low-frequency shoulder of the G-peak
[71]. Once accommodating for the presence of amorphous carbon,
there are two more carbon phases to consider: The actual carbon
onions and, in case of argon-annealed samples, few-layer graphene
nanoribbons between the particles. For the latter two phases, each
one pair of corresponding D- and G-modes were used to deconvo-
lute the spectra (Table 2).
Material after vacuum annealing at 1300 C shows a Raman
spectrum related to carbon onions with a D-mode at 1341 cm1
and a G-mode at 1592 cm1 with relatively broad peaks indicated
by a FWHM of 139 and 87 cm1, respectively (Fig. 3A). According to
the model by Ferrari and Robertson [72], a broad G-mode is indica-
tive of a high degree of distortion of the sp2-hybridized carbon
rings as well as their bond length variation leading to an incom-
pletely graphitized material. This is supported by the G-mode posi-
tion at 1592 cm1, which is larger than for ideal graphite at
1580 cm1. For comparison: the G-mode position of
Fig. 2. Raman spectra of the carbon onion samples (A and B), Raman spectra of the combination of carbon onions and graphite flakes (C), and X-ray diffractogramms (D) of
carbon onion samples.
Table 2
Properties of the deconvoluted Raman peaks.
Pos. Pos. Area Area ID/IG FWHM FWHM
D G D G D G
(cm1) (. . .) (cm1)
1300-AR Carbon onion 1343 1610 44 29 1.52 135 96
Few-layer graphene 1331 1585 40 21 1.90 47 64
1300-VAC Carbon onion 1341 1592 106 63 1.68 139 87
1700-AR Carbon onion 1345 1593 62 42 1.40 69 69
Few-layer graphene 1332 1584 20 11 2.10 45 33
1700-VAC Carbon onion 1340 1588 90 56 1.61 74 71
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nanocrystalline graphite should be at ca. 1600 cm1 [72]. This is
larger than what we see for 1300-VAC due to the combination of
different types of defects, a confinement due to the nanoscopic
size, and defected sixfold rings. Considering the nanocrystalline
(nc) and defective character of carbon onions, the Raman spectrum
can be best discussed in view of the three stage model for carbon
transition by Ferrari and Robertson [72]. This model assumes that
ideal graphite is first transformed to nanocrystalline graphite due
to a decrease in mean grain size and then the nanocrystalline gra-
phite transforms to sp2-hybridized amorphous carbon with bond
length variation and distorted carbon six-rings [72]. This means
that the G-mode position is effectively a combination of the first
two stages in the amorphization trajectory from Ferrari and
Robertson leading to smaller G-mode position than for nc graphite
but still larger than in ideal graphite. For 1300-AR, the FWHMs of
D- and G-mode are similar to those of 1300-VAC indicating the
same kind of incompletely graphitized material. This is supported
by a similar ID/IG ratio and the similarity of the carbon onion phase
from argon and vacuum annealing demonstrates that the carbon
onions themselves are not directly affected by the synthesis atmo-
sphere (Table 2).
When annealing in argon, the Raman spectrum can only be ade-
quately deconvoluted when assuming besides some amounts of
amorphous carbon and carbon onions also few-layer graphene
nanoribbons as a third carbon phase. As exemplified for 1300-AR,
this additional nanocarbon phase is composed of defective
few-layer graphene nanoribbons, presenting very sharp peaks with
a FWHM of 47 and 64 cm1 for the D- and the G-mode (Table 2).
Such sharp Raman modes indicate a much more graphitic charac-
ter compared to the carbon onions. The G-mode is located at
1585 cm1, which is slightly larger than for perfect graphite and
a large ID/IG demonstrates the nanocrystalline nature [72]. The
same phase analysis was used for the samples synthesized at
1700 C (Fig. 3B). Compared to 1300 C, the Raman signal for amor-
phous carbon found in the material after annealing at 1700 C is
smaller and the signal for carbon onions is larger. Yet, an adequate
fit can only be obtained when assuming the presence of some
amounts of amorphous carbon. It is indicated that the remaining
amorphous carbon at 1300 C is transformed to a more graphitic
material. This is supported by the decrease in FWHM of the D-
and G-mode for both synthesis atmospheres. For 1700-AR, also a
second phase consisting of graphitic nanoribbons is present similar
to 1300-AR.
X-ray diffractogramms of the samples, including the ND mate-
rial, are shown in Fig. 2D. With increasing synthesis temperature,
the signal intensity of the (002)-graphite reflection (26 2h for
1300-VAC) increases, whereas the (111)-diamond signal (43.8
2h for 1300-VAC) decreases and vanishes at 1700 C completely
with the emergence of the (100)-graphite signal [23]. Yet, all sam-
ples obtained after annealing at 1300 C show still the presence of
a small amount of the diamond phase. This aligns with the litera-
ture, where it was shown that a small diamond core may remain
at 1300 C, especially for NDs with a larger diameter of up to
10 nm [7,23]. The diffraction pattern of 1300-VAC and 1300-AR
are virtually indistinguishable. Finally, thermal annealing at
1700 C yields a nearly complete transformation from ND to car-
bon onion with a large (002)-graphite reflection and a vanishing
(111)-diamond reflection. 1700-AR shows an asymmetric
(002)-graphite reflection with a sharp maximum at 25.7 2h.
Fig. 3. Raman spectra of (A) 1300-AR and 1300-VAC and (B) 1700-AR and 1700-VAC. Peak fitting was applied using Voigt line shapes.
Table 3
Surface area and pore volume values derived from gas sorption isotherms using
nitrogen gas sorption (QSDFT) as well as carbon dioxide gas sorption (NLDFT), and the
calculated SSA using the model from [7] derived from the pycnometric density.
N2
sorption
BET
SSA
QSDFT
SSA
Pore
volume
Skeletal
density
Calculated
SSA
(m2/g) (m2/g) (cm3/g) (g/cm3) (m2/g)
1300-AR 356 323 1.109 2.42 ± 0.03 300 ± 14
1300-
VAC
314 291 1.109 2.36 ± 0.01 305 ± 16
1700-AR 430 404 1.230 1.91 ± 0.01 351 ± 18
1700-
VAC
364 340 1.304 1.97 ± 0.01 344 ± 17
CO2 sorption Ultramicropore volume
(cm3/g)
1300-AR 0.052
1300-VAC 0.038
1700-AR 0.068
1700-VAC 0.051
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These characteristics align again well with the presence of two dif-
ferent carbon structures (i.e., carbon onions and graphitic
nanoribbons).
XRD measurements are in good agreement with the skeletal
densities measured by pycnometry (Table 3). Carbon onion sam-
ples synthesized using the same annealing temperature show an
almost identical density: 2.42 ± 0.03 and 2.36 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for
1300-AR and 1300-VAC, respectively, and 1.91 ± 0.01 and
1.98 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for 1700-AR and 1700-VAC, respectively
(Table 3). Using a reducing-sphere-model [21], this computes to
a diamond mass fraction in the range of 50% for 1300 C and less
than 10% for 1700 C in agreement with the literature [73,74].
3.1.3. Particle agglomeration and electrode conductivity
The pronounced tendency of ND powders to form agglomerates
of several hundreds of nanometers is well known from earlier stud-
ies [7,30,31]. The ND powder used in our study showed as a disper-
sion in water a bimodal size distribution with a large peak at
200 nm and a second much smaller maximum at 1.5 lm
(Fig. 4A). After thermal annealing, we see an increase in the pri-
mary particle size due to a volume expansion from pycnometric
measurements and TEM micrographs; this is accompanied by an
increase in agglomerate size due to additional sintering and redis-
tribution of carbon [7,21]. This effect is much more pronounced
after annealing at 1700 C than for 1300 C, in agreement with
Ref. [7].
Carbon onions synthesized in flowing argon show consistently
larger agglomerate sizes compared to vacuum annealing for both
studied synthesis temperatures (Fig. 4A). While this difference is
expressed rather in a general shift of the monomodal particle size
distribution for samples annealed at 1300 C, we see a multimodal
particle size distribution for 1700-AR. This strong agglomeration
behavior is not the result of additional surface functional groups
because no significant change in chemical composition was
detected (Table 1). In agreement with Raman spectroscopy, XRD,
and TEM, 1300-AR and 1700-AR built larger few-layer graphene
nanoribbons which interconnect the carbon onions to form larger
agglomerates.
The nanoscopic formation of graphitic ribbons and particle–par
ticle-sintering also impacts on the electrical conductivity. Film
electrodes with 200 lm thickness (10 mass% of PTFE) were used
to more accurately reflect the effectively usable conductivity and
measurement inconsistencies when investigating non-compacted
powders. As shown in Fig. 4B, the presence of graphitic ribbons
between carbon onions lead to a higher electrode conductivity
when comparing 1300-AR and 1700-AR with 1300-VAC and
1700-VAC. As a result, the electrical conductivity of 1300-AR
(0.43 S/cm) is as high as 1700-AR (0.42 S/cm) although the anneal-
ing temperature has been much lower. When comparing only car-
bon onions annealed either in flowing argon or vacuum, we see an
increase in electrical conductivity with higher synthesis tempera-
ture, in agreement with the literature [6,53].
3.1.4. Porosity analysis
The pore size distribution pattern derived from CO2 and N2 gas
sorption are shown in Fig. 5A and B, respectively. Correspondingly,
the calculated pore characteristics are provided in Table 3. Using
CO2 sorption for micropores smaller than ca. 1 nm, no significant
difference between carbon onions synthesized in different atmo-
spheres can be seen. The distribution patterns are characterized
by pores between 0.4 and 0.9 nm and belong to interparticle pores
because carbon onions must be considered as intrinsically
non-porous carbon nanoparticles [7]. At higher synthesis tempera-
ture, the total pore volume increases and higher distribution peaks
Fig. 4. Particle- and agglomerate size distributions measured using DLS (A) and electrical conductivity of film electrodes (10 mass% PTFE) using 4-point probe (B).
Fig. 5. Pore size distributions derived from the gas sorption isotherms using carbon dioxide with NLDFT deconvolution (A) and nitrogen gas sorption with QSDFT
deconvolution (B).
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can be seen for carbon dioxide and nitrogen sorption data. This
pore volume increase stems from the volume expansion of the par-
ticles and the decrease in density. In ND powder, the individual
particles stick strongly together. During annealing the particles
expand and free volume is generated between the particles.
The PSDs derived from nitrogen gas sorption can be differenti-
ated into pores related to particles in direct contact (for pores
<1 nm), particles separated by spacer particles (at 1 nm pore size
and between 2 and 20 nm), and pores between particle agglomer-
ates [7,75]. We see an enhanced porosity for carbon onions
annealed in flowing argon particularly in the range between 0.6
and 1.5 nm and a shift of the PSDs to smaller pore sizes (Fig. 5B).
The increased pore volume for 1300-AR and 1700-AR can be
explained by a smaller particle size and few-layer graphene
nanoribbons between the particles. Additionally, there is necking
of carbon onion particles and we also have to consider partially
amorphous carbon between the particles. By etching the outer
shells and the removal of amorphous carbon, the particle–particle
connections are primarily removed and additional pore volume is
created. This is supported by the redistribution of carbon to
few-layer graphene nanoribbons between the particles leading to
additional surface area. The smaller size of the particles alone can-
not explain the shift to smaller pores because local particle sinter-
ing prevents the dynamic response of the carbon onions by a
particle rearrangement when the size is reduced. Therefore, the
removal of particle–particle connections is the main reason for
the increase in pore volume. In addition, the formation of
few-layer graphene nanoribbons between the particles effectively
decreases the pore size between the particles.
It can be seen from the data in Table 3 that the surface area for
carbon onions synthesized in argon is always larger, with a BET SSA
of 356 and 430 m2/g for 1300-AR and 1700-AR, respectively,
compared to 314 and 364 m2/g for 1300-VAC and 1700-VAC,
respectively. Using the geometric pore model from Ref. [7], it is
possible to calculate the SSA based on the measured particle den-
sity and assuming a spherical shape. As seen from Table 3, the cal-
culated values agree very well with the measured SSA data for
vacuum annealed samples. The values for carbon onions obtained
from annealing in argon are always slightly larger indicating the
existence of additional surface area not coming from the particles
themselves. This additional surface area is related to the redistri-
bution of carbon atoms and the formation of few-layer graphene
nanoribbons between the particles, in agreement with XRD,
Raman spectroscopy, and TEM measurements.
3.2. Electrochemical performance
Electrochemical characterization in organic electrolyte was per-
formed on PTFE-bound carbon onion electrodes using cyclic
voltammetry and galvanostatic cycling. Cyclic voltammograms
were measured from 0 to 2.7 V which is the maximum electro-
chemical voltage window for acetonitrile based electrolytes
(Fig. 5A) [76]. The cyclic voltammograms were normalized to the
capacitance at 2.7 V. The CVs present a fast response with rectan-
gular shapes indicative of near-ideal capacitive behavior. Carbon
onions synthesized at 1300 C show a rapid increase in current at
2.5 V, indicating the onset of electrolyte degradation due to high
oxygen contents. In contrast, the more graphitic and less oxygen
rich carbon onions after annealing at 1700 C show no electrolyte
degradation. This is in line with a recent study that showed
improved electrochemical stability and enhanced Coulombic effi-
ciency of carbide-derived carbons after post-synthesis treatment
via high temperature vacuum annealing [77]. Electrolyte degrada-
tion will be further discussed using long-time voltage floating test
Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms (A), capacitance dependent on the scan rate and capacitance retention for different scan rates (B), galvanostatic cycling using different current
densities (C), and long-time voltage floating test with the charge efficiency (charge/discharge capacitance) at a rate of 0.5 A/g (D). All measurements were performed in 1 M
TEA-BF4 in ACN using a 2-electrode configuration and a cell voltage of 2.7 V. The color-coding for all panels is the same (as provided in panel A). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in Fig. 5D. Carbon onions obtained by annealing at 1700 C also
show a very distinct capacitance increase in the CV with increased
cell voltage. The resulting CV shape is commonly referred to as
butterfly-shape and is characteristic of a material with a high
degree of carbon ordering [45].
To investigate in more detail the power handling, we plotted
in Fig. 5B the capacitance versus the applied scan rate (derived
from cyclic voltammograms) and in Fig. 5C versus the current
density in a potential window from 0 to 2.7 V (derived from gal-
vanostatic cycling). The measured capacitance from GCPL testing
at 1 A/g varies between 24 and 20 F/g for 1700-AR and
1700-VAC, respectively, and 22 and 21 F/g for 1300-AR and
1300-VAC, respectively. Such values are typical for carbon onion
supercapacitors with a surface area between 300 and 450 m2/g
[45,53]. The capacitance values differ only slightly from sample
to sample because of the minor differences in SSA; still,
1700-AR shows the highest capacitance value as it has the lar-
gest SSA. Fig. 5B, C demonstrates the rate handling behavior
using cycling voltammetry and galvanostatic cycling and show
the same trend. 1700-AR demonstrates a superior rate handling
capability with still more than 50% of the initial capacitance at
10 V/s scan rate and more than 90% at 10 A/g current density.
Using the same synthesis temperature but applying vacuum
(1700-VAC), the rate handling is severely lowered with only
36% of the initial capacitance at 10 V/s and 84% at 10 A/g.
Carbon onions synthesized at 1300 C demonstrate a lower rate
handling due to the lower degree of carbon ordering and the
lower conductivity, in agreement with literature [6,45,53].
Due to the electrolyte decomposition above 2.5 V (Fig. 5A), we
see an enhanced degradation for samples synthesized at 1300 C
during long-time voltage floating at 2.7 V (Fig. 5D) with 85% and
90% initial capacitance for 1300-AR and 1300-VAC. It can be
expected that higher contents of oxygen might lead to electrolyte
degradation for the low temperature carbon onions (see Table 1).
This is supported by the charge efficiency (relative change of
charge/discharge) shown in Fig. 6A. For the carbon onions obtained
at 1700 C, no significant change in charge efficiency is observed
demonstrating the high electrochemical stability. In comparison,
the low temperature carbon onions present a lower charge effi-
ciency of 92% until 50 h floating time. This indicates a chemical
reaction of the functional groups with the electrolyte leading to
the mentioned degradation. After 50 h floating time, (practically)
all functional groups have reacted and the charge efficiency
approaches 100%. The degradation of the electrolyte leads to the
blocking of pores and accordingly to the decrease in capacitance
(Fig. 5D).
4. Conclusions
This study presents the influence of the synthesis atmosphere
on nanodiamond-derived carbon onions. We used high vacuum
and flowing argon atmosphere with ultrafast heating/cooling
and two synthesis temperatures, 1300 and 1700 C. It was
shown that high-dynamic synthesis in vacuum leads to nearly
perfect carbon onions with spherical shape and low amounts
of interparticle carbon. In comparison, when only using flowing
argon as synthesis atmosphere, oxygen containing desorbing
gases were not removed and start partially etching the carbon,
leading in the formation of few-layer graphene nanoribbons
between the particles. This composition leads to higher surface
area, higher conductivity, and better rate handling behavior as
a supercapacitor electrode material in organic electrolyte for
both synthesis atmospheres. Higher synthesis temperatures also
yielded carbons lower in carbon heteroatom concentration and
a higher electrochemical stability.
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Review: carbon onions for electrochemical energy
storage
Marco Zeiger,ab Nicolas Ja¨ckel,ab Vadym N. Mochalin*c and Volker Presser*ab
Carbon onions are a relatively new member of the carbon nanomaterials family. They consist of multiple
concentric fullerene-like carbon shells which are highly defective and disordered. Due to their small size
of typically below 10 nm, the large external surface area, and high conductivity they are used for
supercapacitor applications. As electrode materials, carbon onions provide fast charge/discharge rates
resulting in high speciﬁc power but present comparatively low speciﬁc energy. They improve the
performance of activated carbon electrodes as conductive additives and show suitable properties as
substrates for redox-active materials. This review provides a critical discussion of the electrochemical
properties of diﬀerent types of carbon onions as electrode materials. It also compares the general
advantages and disadvantages of diﬀerent carbon onion synthesis methods. The physical and chemical
properties of carbon onions, in particular nanodiamond-derived carbon onions, are described with
emphasis on those parameters especially important for electrochemical energy storage systems,
including the structure, conductivity, and porosity. Although the primary focus of current research is on
electrode materials for supercapacitors, the use of carbon onions as conductive additives and for redox-
active species is also discussed.
1. Introduction
1.1 Electrochemical energy storage with nanocarbons
Carbon materials have always been at the focal point of energy
applications, ranging from the ongoing use of coal as the
primary energy source to the utilization as the standard anode
material for lithium ion batteries. The emergence of new carbon
nanoforms, foremost carbon nanotubes and graphene, has
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propelled research related to electrochemical energy storage
and conversion, leading to what has been coined the “carbon
new age”.1 Among all carbon nanoforms and allotropes, carbon
onions are one of the most interesting. Carbon onions, also
called onion-like carbon or carbon nano-onions, are nanoscopic
carbon particles, with a nearly spherical shape made of multiple
enclosed fullerene-like carbon shells. The unique combination
of high electrical conductivity (comparable to carbon black),
large external surface area, and nanoscopic size (commonly
below 10 nm), alongside the possibility for large-scale synthesis
and chemical modication,2 has made this material very
attractive for applications, ranging from lubrication and catal-
ysis3 to electrochemical energy storage (EES),4 biomedical
imaging,2 and water treatment.5 Carbon onions have been
explored intensively for EES applications as electrode materials
for ultrafast charge/discharge devices6 or as a potent conductive
additive to enhance the power handling ability of activated
carbon.7 With the increasing number of carbon onion studies
for advanced electrochemical applications,8,9 this review
summarizes the state-of-the-art and provides a comprehensive
overview of relevant topics of the structure as well as electro-
chemical and relevant properties of carbon onions.
Eﬃcient and adaptable energy storage has emerged as a key
enabling technology for the large scale utilization of renewable
energy from sustainable (“green”) sources, such as solar or wind
power.10,11 Carbon nanomaterials and hybrids have been at the
focal point of many electrochemical energy storage technolo-
gies,12,13 as exemplied by supercapacitors14 or batteries.15,16 The
electrochemical energy storage mechanisms range from ion
electrosorption and interfacial redox-reactions of the electrode
material or bulk faradaic reactions of the electrolyte to ion
intercalation into the anode or cathode.12,17,18 The most prom-
inent group of supercapacitors, the electrical double-layer
capacitors (EDLCs), capitalizes on fast ion electrosorption to
enable very high power handling.14 Energy is stored at the
electrode/electrolyte interface where electric charges are accu-
mulated on the electrode surfaces and ions of opposite charge
are arranged on the electrolyte side of both electrodes. A high
electrosorption rate and the absence of (electro)chemical reac-
tions (faradaic reactions) enable very high specic power of
EDLCs at the cost of a rather low specic energy compared to
batteries.19 An approximate storage capacity for pure ion elec-
trosorption is 0.1 F m2 ¼ 0.03 mA h m2 at 1 V, when
normalized to the surface area of a nanoporous carbon
electrode.20
Considering the limitations of ion electrosorption in stored
energy, it is intriguing to utilize faradaic reactions to enhance
the energy storage capacity.21 This can be achieved by adding
redox-active materials, such as electroactive polymers, surface
functional groups, transition metal oxides, or by using a redox-
active electrolyte, such as the iodine/iodide redox couple.17
Depending on the electrochemical response, the resulting
behavior may be classied as capacitor-like (pseudocapacitor)
or battery-like (sometimes referred to as the supercabattery).18,22
Operation of such hybrid cells, in contrast to EDLCs, involves
the charge transfer between the electrode and electrolyte where,
for example, ruthenium changes its oxidation state from Ru(III)
to Ru(VI).23–26 Carbon onions, featuring a fully available outer
surface, are a highly attractive material for hybrid designs
because of the facile access to the surface and the ease of
functionalization with, for example, metal oxides or surface
groups, to enable enhanced energy storage capacity.27 For
a more substantial review of the energy storage technologies,
such as supercapacitors, batteries, and hybrid devices, the
reader is referred to recent comprehensive articles on these
topics.14,18,28
1.2 What is a carbon onion?
Carbon onions can be dened by virtue of their structure as
spherical or polyhedral carbon nanoparticles, oen smaller
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than 10 nm, consisting of several fullerene-like carbon shells
enclosed in a “Russian doll” manner which are defective and
disordered to a certain degree.29 This distinct multi-layer
architecture is also the name-giving feature for carbon onions.
First discovered by Iijima in 1980 and described by Ugarte in
1992,30,31 carbon onions are a rather novel addition to the
carbon materials family. Depending on their synthesis method
and the synthesis parameters, the resulting carbon onions diﬀer
in size, chemical composition, phase, and morphology. The most
commonly used synthesis method for carbon onions is graphiti-
zation of nanodiamonds at high temperatures (>1700 C) in an
inert gas or vacuum. The resulting carbon onions are typically
smaller than 10 nm and present a high degree of carbon ordering.
The amount of non-carbon material is very small (typically
in the range of 1–2 mass%) and surface areas can reach up to
600 m2 g1. Key structural characteristics of a carbon onion are
summarized in Fig. 1, with more details about the synthesis
methods given in the next section.32
1.3 Nomenclature
So far, there is no consistent nomenclature for carbon onions in
the literature. Consistent nomenclature is a notorious issue
throughout the entire eld of nanocarbons, especially when it
comes to rather new carbon structures.33 Most reports, oen
interchangeably, use either “carbon onions”, “carbon nano-
onions”, or “onion-like carbon”. All three are not in agreement
with the nomenclature for sp2-hybridized carbon nanoforms by
Suarez-Martinez, Grobert, and Ewels.29 They suggest consis-
tently calling carbons with an “onion” structure “multi-wall
fullerene”. This unifying nomenclature employs purely
geometrical classication, independent of the state of carbon
ordering (defects), particle size and shape, or synthesis method.
When considering very large structures referred to as carbon
onions with size more than 100 nm and a high defect density,
the conceptual description as “fullerene”, normally applied to
molecules, may be arguable. On the other hand, onion-like
carbon, which is an umbrella term for any onion-type structure
is just as vague as other terms, like diamond-like carbon. Also,
compared to carbon nanotubes, the diﬀerentiation between
single-, double-, few-, and multi-wall architectures is not prac-
tical for carbon onions: almost all carbon onions qualify as
multi-wall structures. Subtler diﬀerentiation in the name based
on the shape ranging from spherical to polyhedral is also
neither practical nor easily quantiable. Based on consider-
ations similar to those used in the nomenclature of carbon
nanotubes, we suggest application of the term “carbon onions”
only to those carbon particles that have at least 4 shells (like
multi-wall carbon nanotubes), a size smaller than 100 nm,
spherical or polyhedral shape, and a partially defective structure
(amorphous domains, or islands of sp3-hybridized carbon). The
distinct structural characteristic dening carbon onions should
be the clearly visible multi-shell character. This nomenclature
also includes hollow carbon onions (hollow core), and carbon
onions with a core (e.g., metal clusters or residual nano-
diamonds remaining inside the carbon onion due to incom-
plete transformation).
As with any other material, the issues related to nomencla-
ture for carbon onions are much more diﬃcult to address than
in the nomenclature of molecules. The key reason for this, as
the authors believe, is the undened variable composition of
a material, whereas the composition of molecules, by deni-
tion, is always xed. Taking into consideration chemical
modications of materials, any attempts to use nomenclature
in the sense it is applied to molecules, become meaningless.
This necessitates alternative approaches to distinguish mate-
rials. A more practical diﬀerentiation is based on the type of
precursor and/or the synthesis method. For example, clearly
stating “nanodiamond-derived carbon onions” versus “arc-
discharge carbon onions” unambiguously refers to a specic
group of carbons.
Finally, the community may consider to adopt a size-
dependent diﬀerentiation between carbon onions (in general)
and carbon nano-onions, with the latter referring to carbon
onions smaller than 10 nm. This suggestion is motivated by the
diﬀerentiation between nanodiamonds and single-digit nano-
diamonds, with the latter covering the range below 10 nm.34 Yet,
it is beyond the scope of this review to establish a clear
nomenclature recommendation. Thus, in the absence of de-
nite nomenclature, thorough and complete description of the
Fig. 1 Typical features of carbon onions.
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experimental procedure and the obtained carbon onion struc-
tures becomes even more important to enable a scientically
useful basis for comparison.
2. Synthesis of carbon onions
2.1 Overview of synthesis methods
Diﬀerent methods can be used for the synthesis of carbon
onions, such as decomposition of carbon-containing precursors
including combustion and detonation methods,35–45 mechan-
ical milling,46,47 carbon ion implantation,48,49 underwater arc
discharge between graphite electrodes,50–52 annealing of acety-
lene black in the presence of an iron catalyst,53 or heating of
a carbon lament in liquid alcohol.54 Alternatively, carbon
onions can also be derived via phase transformation of nano-
diamonds by annealing in vacuum,55–61 argon,32,62–67 nitrogen,68
hydrogen,69 or helium,27,70–75 plasma spraying of nano-
diamonds,76 laser irradiation of nanodiamonds in liquid
alcohol,77 electron beam irradiation of carbon materials,30,78,79
or direct plasma treatment of coal.80 The type of precursor and
the synthesis conditions have a strong impact on the structure,
as seen from transmission electron micrographs of diﬀerent
types of carbon onions given in Fig. 2, but all carbon onions
share the multi-shell fullerene-like architecture.
In 1992, Daniel Ugarte observed the formation of carbon
onions during electron beam irradiation of amorphous carbon
particles in a transmission electron microscope (TEM).30 Due to
irradiation-stimulated graphitization, amorphous carbon can
be transformed to nanometer-sized carbon onions with clearly
visible nucleation centers (Fig. 2I). While scientically
intriguing, this method is limited in terms of the yield of
synthesized carbon onions.30
The production of carbon onions via decomposition of
carbon-containing precursors like CH4 in the presence of Ni/Al
composite catalysts (Fig. 2D) can be accomplished at rather
moderate temperatures of 600 C in hydrogen.37 The resulting
carbon onions showed a hollow structure with several carbon
shells and a diameter larger than 30 nm. The catalytic decom-
position enabled the formation of carbon onions with ametallic
core. Hou et al. used a counterow diﬀusion ame method
(Fig. 2A) to obtain carbon onions on a nickel catalyst.39 By
mixing ethylene, methane, nitrogen, and oxygen, it was possible
to control the yield as well as the size of carbon onions.39 These
synthesis methods, together with boron-doped carbon onions
from chemical vapor deposition (Fig. 2P),36 the carbonization of
phenolic resin with ferric nitrate (Fig. 2F),42 and carbon ion
implantation in copper and silver (Fig. 2N),48 present facile ways
for the production of carbon onions, but may be disadvanta-
geous due to a high amount of hetero-atoms in the product.
In a study by Choucair et al. (Fig. 2B), high purity carbon
onions with more than 90 mass% carbon and no metal impu-
rities were produced by a catalyst-free ash pyrolysis of naph-
thalene.40 The particles of ca. 50 nm diameter were composed of
highly defective carbon shells, as shown by Raman spectroscopy
and TEM. Gao et al. (Fig. 2C) used laser-assisted combustion of
C2H4 in air.
81 The resulting high purity carbon onions with
a diameter of ca. 5 nm exhibited a high degree of sintering
and the KOH activated materials showed a promising super-
capacitor performance with a capacitance of up to 126 F g1 in
2 M KNO3 and a relatively high surface area of up to 804 m
2 g1
(see Section 4.1 for further discussion).81
Underwater arc-discharge-derived carbon onions (Fig. 2M)52
and nanodiamond-derived carbon onions (Fig. 2E) have been
evaluated as electrodes for supercapacitors.4,82–85 The advan-
tages of these two synthesis methods are the high yield, the high
purity, and the good controllability and reproducibility. Yet, not
all synthesis routes reported in the context of carbon onion
synthesis actually yielded carbon onions as dened above. For
example, Fan et al. synthesized carbon particles by heating
carbon in liquid alcohol; these particles had a nanoscopic size
of 50 nm, but without a multi-shell structure.54 Structurally,
such carbon nanoparticles are virtually indistinguishable from
carbon black. Bystrzejewski et al. used the thermolysis of
a NaN3–C6Cl6 mixture to produce diﬀerent types of carbon
onions (Fig. 2G).43 In some of their experiments, the multi-shell
structure was clearly produced, but large amounts of carbon by-
products were generated, too.43 The same was observed by using
ball milling of graphite published by Chen et al. (Fig. 2O).47
2.2 Nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
Thermal annealing of detonation nanodiamond powders has
emerged as the most practical method for producing carbon
onions.8,61 Key benets are the high purity, the small particle
size between 5 nm and 10 nm, large-scale material production
with high material homogeneity and a relatively low price of the
precursor (currently 2 V per gram). Further cost reductions
are expected as worldwide synthesis capacities for carbon
onions are increasing. Furthermore, the facile synthesis of
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions is attractive because the
material can be obtained by simple thermal treatment in an
inert atmosphere (i.e., dry powder processing).87
By now, various nanodiamond precursors, heating rates,
annealing temperatures, and durations have been investigated.
Considering the use of diﬀerent synthesis atmospheres
like vacuum,55–61 argon,32,62–67 nitrogen,68 hydrogen,69 or
helium,27,70,73–75 it is diﬃcult to adequately compare the struc-
ture and properties of the resulting carbon onions. Typically,
detonation nanodiamonds with a mean particle size of ca. 5 nm
are used as precursors for carbon onion synthesis. Chemically,
nanodiamonds consist of 80–90 mass% of carbon, a few mass%
of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and minor amounts of other
impurities.32,88,89 Oxygen and hydrogen are associated with
surface functional groups, whereas nitrogen can also be located
in the nanodiamond core.88 The detonation synthesis of nano-
diamonds yields particles engulfed by a thin layer of amorphous
and disordered carbon.88,90–92 It also leads to particle agglom-
eration and sintering with agglomerates of several hundreds of
nanometers.93
The thermal transformation of nanodiamonds to carbon
onions is a multistep process. In general it starts with desorp-
tion of water and detachment of oxygen-containing surface
functional groups from sp3-hybridized carbon when heating up
to around 200 C.94–96 Further increasing the temperature will
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3175
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eﬀectively remove functional groups like carboxyl, anhydride,
and lactone groups, leading to the emergence of CO and CO2
gases.32,94,96 Detachment of functional groups causes the
formation of dangling bonds on carbon atoms which can
reconstruct and combine to form p-bonds, indicating the onset
of graphitization when approaching 800–900 C. The recon-
structive phase transformation forms sp2-hybridized carbon
shells on the outside of the nanodiamonds, followed by
continuous graphitization to the inside of the particle when
increasing the temperature.32,59,95,97–100 Structural defects of the
nanodiamond surface, stemming from the synthesis or from
the detachment of surface functional groups, increase the
reactivity of surface carbon atoms which greatly facilitates the
phase transformation process.100 At temperatures between 1100
C and 1300 C, the initially highly disordered carbon shells
become increasingly more graphitic with a lower defect density
yielding a fully transformed highly ordered carbon onion at
1800–2000 C.55,101 During the phase transformation, if the
nanodiamond particles are in direct contact, the dangling
bonds of two adjacent particles may combine, forming
a common p-bond; thus local particle sintering may occur,
facilitated by carbon etching and redistribution at higher
Fig. 2 Transmission electron micrographs of carbon onions synthesized using diﬀerent methods. (A) Hou et al., counterﬂow diﬀusion ﬂame
method (with permission from Elsevier);39 (B) Choucair and Stride, ﬂash pyrolysis of naphthalene (with permission from Elsevier);40 (C) Gao et al.,
laser-assisted combustion process using C2H4 andO2 (with permission from IOP Publishing);41,81 (D) He et al., catalytic decomposition of C2H4 on
Ni/Al (with permission from Elsevier);37 (E) this work, annealing of nanodiamonds; (F) Zhao et al., carbonization of phenolic resin in the presence of
ferric nitrate (with permission from Elsevier);42 (G) Bystrzejewski et al., thermolysis of a NaN3–C6Cl6 system under argon or air atmosphere (with
permission from Elsevier);43 (H) Lian et al., annealing of acetylene black in the presence of ferric nitrate (with permission from Elsevier);53 (I)
Ugarte, electron-beam irradiation of amorphous carbon (with permission from Macmillan Publishers);30 (J) Du et al., radio frequency plasma
treatment of coal (with permission from Elsevier);80 (K) Xiao et al., laser irradiation of nanodiamonds in liquid alcohol (with permission from
American Chemical Society);77 (L) Azhagan et al., burning ghee (with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry);86 (M) Sano et al., arc
discharge between graphite rods in water (with permission from Macmillan Publishers);52 (N) Cabioc'h et al., carbon ion implantation in copper
and silver (with permission from Elsevier);48 (O) Chen et al., ball milling of graphite (with permission from Elsevier);47 (P) Serin et al., chemical vapor
deposition using BCl3, C2H2, and H2 (with permission from Elsevier).36
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temperatures. Examples for the diﬀerent stages of the nano-
diamond to carbon onion transformation are given in Fig. 3.
3. Physical and chemical properties of
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
3.1 Properties of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions:
overview
A summary of selected physical and chemical properties of
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions is given in Fig. 4 in
dependence on synthesis temperature. The next sections will
address in more detail the structural aspects of the nano-
diamond to carbon onion transition and specically aspects of
electrical conductivity and porosity. For electrochemical energy
storage, carbon onions synthesized at temperatures of at least
1700 C present the most attractive set of properties. Due to the
high temperature, the nanodiamond transforms completely to
carbon onion resulting in a low content of surface functional-
ities (mostly oxygen-containing functionalities), a low density
leading to a relatively high surface area, and a high carbon
ordering which is responsible for the high conductivity.
Kuznetsov et al. investigated the graphitization mechanism
and formulated a model for the gradual phase transition.61 The
exfoliation to graphite sheets preferentially occurs on the (111)
diamond facets and involves shrinkage along the graphitic
network.61,104 The decrease in density from nanodiamonds
(3.3 g cm3) to graphitic carbon (1.9–2.2 g cm3) induces an
increase in particle volume.32,56,61 Therefore, the number of
diamond surface atoms was not suﬃcient to form a closed shell
on the outside of the particle. The missing carbon atoms come
from the edges or inner diamond layers leading to the complete
closure of carbon onion shells. The transition from nano-
diamond to carbon onion might be characterized by interme-
diate steps, for example spiral-like carbon shells or semi-
spherical shells, which are yet to be reliably conrmed in
experiments.61,105,106
In a theoretical study by Ganesh et al., Reax force eld was
used to model the transformation from nanodiamonds to
carbon onions.97 In agreement with experimental studies,
a step-wise transformation takes place, successively from the
outside to the inside when increasing the annealing tempera-
ture. A full conversion, for example for a 2 nm nanodiamond,
was only reached at 1800 C. For temperatures below 627 C, no
conversion occurred, in agreement with experimental studies
on larger nanodiamond particles.32,84 It is expected that larger
nanodiamonds would show a lower degree of transformation
for the same temperature. The simulations yielded highly
Fig. 3 Transformation from nanodiamonds to carbon onions by annealing shown using transmission electron micrographs, optical images,
schematic illustrations of intermediate steps, and the assignment of physical eﬀects depending on the annealing temperature (slight variations
occur depending on the annealing atmosphere, especially when comparing vacuum with an inert gas atmosphere).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3177
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defective shells and an interlayer spacing of 0.34 nm, slightly
smaller than 0.35 nm in graphite. This interlayer spacing makes
the intercalation of small ions, for example, lithium, into
carbon onions possible. Moreover, some of the simulations
reported in this work yielded very interesting structures in
which the carbon onion resembled a snail shell with one spiral
channel going from the surface all the way down to the center of
a carbon onion. This structure is in striking contrast to the
closed multishell structure thought to be typical for carbon
onions before and may change our perception of ionic and
other species intercalation into the carbon onions.97 Large
spiraling channels, which would also allow the uptake of larger
ions, are sometimes observed in experimental studies
(Fig. 2E).97,107,108
3.2 Nanodiamond to carbon onion transformation
The physical and chemical properties of nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions strongly depend on the precursor, the synthesis
conditions, and the post-synthesis treatment. Both annealing of
nanodiamonds in vacuum and inert gas lead to the trans-
formation to carbon onions.55,87,109 X-ray diﬀraction (XRD)
shows for vacuum and inert gas annealing the emergence of the
(002)-graphite peak for temperatures higher than 900 C, whose
intensity increases during annealing, while the intensity of the
(111) diamond peak decreases (Fig. 5A). The phase trans-
formation progresses at a faster rate at higher temperatures and
is nearly completed for temperatures higher than 1700 C, as is
indicated by the small (111)-diamond peak (Fig. 5A).55,87,109
During the transformation, not only the carbon onion/dia-
mond ratio increases, but also the degree of sp2 carbon
ordering. A high degree of sp2 carbon ordering is desirable to
enhance the electrical conductivity and can be accomplished by
using high synthesis temperatures (above 1500 C). With higher
annealing temperature, carbon onions become more graphitic,
leading to an increase of the density states of conductive elec-
trons and furthermore to a higher intrinsic conductivity.111 For
spherical carbon onions, consisting of small poorly connected
domains of graphitic sp2-hybridized carbon, dangling bonds
due to structural defects were detected using electron spin
resonance (ESR). The p-electrons localized in the small
graphitic domains might not provide suﬃcient conductivity.
Gan and Banhart showed that spherical carbon onions are
highly stable up to temperatures of more than 1200 C.112 For
comparison, in polyhedral carbon onions, formed at tempera-
tures higher than 1800–1900 C,57,83 dangling bonds were
reduced and delocalization of p-electrons increased the
intrinsic conductivity.57
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to characterize the
structure of carbon onions.101,103,113–115 Carbon onion Raman
spectra exhibit a G-mode coming from the vibration of carbon
atoms in sp2-hybridized carbon networks and a disordered D-
mode related to the breathing of hexagonal carbon rings with
defects (Fig. 5B). The G-mode, usually at 1582 cm1 for planar
graphite,116 is commonly downshied for carbon onions.113,114
At lower synthesis temperature, such as 750 C, the Raman
spectrum of the material resembles amorphous carbon
covering the surface of the particles, similar to the nano-
diamond precursor (Fig. 5B).117 Due to the limited ability to
study nanodiamonds with visible light excitation, UV-Raman is
oen preferred. The UV-Raman spectrum of nanodiamonds is
additionally presented in Fig. 5B. For a synthesis temperature of
800 C, the graphitic G-mode and the disordered D-mode
emerge from the nanodiamond starting material, presenting
the onset of the transformation to carbon onions (Fig. 5B). The
G-mode shows a relatively broad shape due to the large bond
length variation in the material. Together with a broad back-
ground coming from amorphous carbon at1520 cm1 and the
emergence of the D-mode at 1340 cm1, it can be concluded
that the sp3-hybridized carbon starts to transform into sp2-
hybridized carbon. Higher annealing temperature results in
sharper D- and G-modes and lowers the secondary amorphous
carbon signal.87,101
In general, Raman spectra of carbon onions can oen be
reasonably well explained assuming at least two diﬀerent
Fig. 4 Properties of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions dependent on the synthesis temperature. The values are approximations shown to
demonstrate the trend in selected physical and chemical properties for carbon onions annealed at diﬀerent temperatures. For more precise
values, we recommend the following literature: mass loss and oxygen content,32,87 ND content,56,102 skeletal density,32,56,87 speciﬁc surface area
(see Fig. 6, Section 3.3), sp2 carbon ordering,32,65,83,101,103 and electrode conductivity (see Fig. 7, Section 3.4).
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carbon phases present, namely the disordered carbon onion
structure rather than a specic spectrum of spherical shells113
and amorphous carbon.87 Typically, additional low-intensity
Raman modes are observed for wavenumbers below 1000 cm1.
Roy et al. discussed these peaks using the 2D phonon density of
states (PDOS) and the dispersion curves of graphite.114
In addition to XRD and Raman spectroscopy, TEM is a facile
tool to image and analyze the nanodiamond to carbon onion
transformation (see also Fig. 2).55,58,61,77,83,101,103,109,118–121 The
conversion can be directly performed using electron irradiation
of nanodiamond powder in a TEM.118 The shells form from the
outside inward. According to electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), sp2-hybridized carbon forms in this process, but some
sp3-hybridized carbon may remain. Various types of defects in
the carbon onion structure were proposed such as holey shells,
spiral-like structures, y-junctions, and protuberance, but the
experimental investigation of the structure and defects of the
shells is diﬃcult.118
A key diﬀerence between vacuum and inert gas atmosphere
annealing is related to the role of surface functional groups. A
high oxygen content in nanodiamonds leads to an increased
amount of decomposing functional groups, which form
gaseous carbon oxides in the reaction zone.32,122 If the nano-
diamond annealing process is carried out in vacuum, the partial
pressure of these carbon oxides remains near zero. However, if
the process is carried out in an inert gas atmosphere, the partial
pressure may stay high enough to cause local carbon etching
and eﬀective redistribution of carbon. The extreme case is the
formation of micrometer-sized graphitic particles instead of
nanometer-sized carbon onions leading to a total loss of the
carbon onion structure.32 Even in less extreme cases, carbon
onions from annealing nanodiamonds in an inert gas atmo-
sphere show other characteristic features related to carbon
redistribution. As seen from XRD and Raman (Fig. 5A and B),
the material aer annealing in an inert gas atmosphere consists
of two phases: nanometer-sized carbon onions and few-layer
graphene nanoribbons (Fig. 6A and B). In contrast, a second
carbon phase (i.e., nanoribbons) is absent in carbon onions
from vacuum annealing (Fig. 6C and D).87
3.3 Porosity characteristics of nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions
Unlike many other carbon materials for electrochemical energy
storage (e.g., activated carbons), a relatively large surface area of
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions is commonly believed to
be entirely associated with their external surface. The typical
Fig. 5 (A) X-ray diﬀractograms of nanodiamond and carbon onions synthesized at diﬀerent temperatures in an argon atmosphere.32 (B) Raman
spectra of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions synthesized in argonmeasured with a 532 nm laser (recorded using 0.2 mW, 30 accumulations,
and 10 s acquisition time; for pristine nanodiamonds and nanodiamonds annealed at 750–900 C the spectra were only recorded using 1
accumulation to avoid laser-induced heating and were baseline-corrected).32 The inset shows the Raman spectrum of nanodiamondsmeasured
with a 325 nm UV-laser.110
Fig. 6 Transmission electron micrographs of nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions synthesized at 1700 C in argon (A and B) and vacuum
(C and D). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier from ref. 87.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3179
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values of specic surface area are 300–600 m2 g1 (Fig. 7A) with
more than 1 cm3 g1 interparticle pore volume.87 For compar-
ison, activated carbons present usually more than 1500 m2 g1
specic surface area, with a pore volume also around 1 cm3 g1.7
The fully accessible external surface area of carbon onions
greatly facilitates ion transport during charge and discharge in
electrochemical energy storage devices. This is in contrast to
nanopores within micrometer-sized particles (e.g., of activated
carbon), as will be shown in Section 4.1. Typically, the pore size
distribution (i.e., interparticle pores) of carbon onion powders
is relatively broad: from <1 nm up to 40 nm.32 The surface area
of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions strongly depends on
the synthesis parameters with maximum values just below
650 m2 g1 (Fig. 7A). For carbon onions synthesized by certain
methods, such as arc discharge of graphite, even higher values
can be reached (up to 984 m2 g1).
To understand the dependency of the surface area on the
synthesis conditions, we have to consider that the nano-
diamond to carbon onion phase transformation not only brings
along a structural change, but also signicantly decreases the
density.32,56,97 The density of nanodiamonds (3.3 g cm3) is
much higher than that of carbon onions (e.g., 1.9 g cm3 for
carbon onions produced at 1700 C).32 As a result of the large
decrease in density, a volume expansion occurs during the
formation of sp2-hybridized carbon shells from the outside to
the inside of the particles.32,56 This expansion has been pre-
dicted by modeling and veried experimentally by the increase
in surface area (nitrogen gas sorption analysis) and the
continuous decrease in density (helium gas pycnometry).32 The
higher lattice spacing of graphite compared to diamond leads to
a decrease in density, a volume expansion, and to an increase in
specic surface area (Fig. 7B). By normalizing the surface areas
of diﬀerent nanodiamond-derived carbon onions to the surface
area of the precursor nanodiamonds, one can determine
a constant increase in surface area up to around 70% when
annealing at 1500 C. For temperatures higher than 1500 C, the
surface area does not increase and may even decrease, whereas
the density keeps decreasing.32 Locally occurring particle–
particle sintering, as well as carbon etching and redistribution
to larger structures, is an important factor for the decrease in
surface area. At the end of this process, even consolidated
structures in the form of micrometer-sized graphitic particles
may occur when using an inert gas atmosphere for the
synthesis.32,122
To increase the surface area of carbon onions beyond the
values of 600 m2 g1, chemical or physical activation can be
used, such as oxidation in air or acid treatment. So far, the
highest value for activated nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions was 650 m2 g1 using oxidation in air (corresponding
to an increase of the surface area by 100% compared to the
surface area of the nanodiamond precursor).32 The increase in
the surface area is accomplished by the removal of interparticle
pore-blocking amorphous carbon and a partial decrease in the
carbon onion diameter.32 Higher values of the specic surface
area above 800 m2 g1 were achieved by KOH activation of
carbon onions produced by laser-assisted combustion of
methane.81 Compared to oxidation in air, KOH etching does not
remove carbon shells and amorphous carbon; rather this
procedure etches new pores into the carbon onions.81 The
largest surface area reported so far is 984m2 g1 by using an arc-
discharge method with graphite as the precursor and this high
value was explained by the emergence of intraparticle pores due
to surface roughening.123 In the latter study, TEM images
showed particles with a diameter of 4–36 nm which is up to 4-
times larger than for nanodiamond-derived carbon onions. The
rather low density of 1.64 g cm3may also indicate the presence
of other carbon nanoforms in the sample (which is common for
this type of synthesis method). Thus, it is diﬃcult to tell to what
extent this large specic surface area of the products can be
assigned just to carbon onions.
Until now, the discussion was limited to surface area and
pore volume, but ion accessibility to a certain pore can only be
Fig. 7 (A) Surface areas of diﬀerent types of carbon onions. The colored bars give the range in surface area with minimal and maximum values.
See the legend for synthesis atmosphere and post-synthesis modiﬁcation. Bushueva et al.,84 Butenko et al.,56 McDonough et al.,83 Portet et al.,4
Zeiger et al. (circle and square symbolize 2 diﬀerent nanodiamond precursors),32,87 Sano et al.,123 Gao et al.,81 Mykhailiv et al.,70 Gu et al.,124
Plonska-Brzezinska et al.75 (B) Relative change of surface area during annealing of nanodiamond in an inert gas or vacuum.
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understood when we consider the actual pore size distribution
(PSD). The PSD can be derived from gas sorption isotherms
using, for example, CO2 at 0
C (for pores between ca. 0.3 and
1.0 nm) and N2 at 196
C (for pores between ca. 0.6 nm and 30
nm). A slit-shaped pore model is typically assumed as the best-
t model for carbon onions among the available density func-
tional theory (DFT) models.65 Assuming a series of pores, the PSD
of carbon onions can be dened as pores between particles in
direct contact (<1 nm), pores between several particles (1–10 nm),
and pores between agglomerates (larger than 2 nm).32 The large
number of mesopores with the size 2–50 nm facilitate ion trans-
port which makes carbon onions a very attractive high-power
material for supercapacitor electrodes.
3.4 Electrical conductivity of nanodiamond-derived carbon
onion electrodes
The electrical conductivity of carbon onion electrodes is inu-
enced by the intrinsic electrical conductivity of the material, the
degree of particle sintering, the particle arrangement and
compaction, as well as the electrode preparation (e.g., use of
binder vs. binder-free electrodes). The intrinsic conductivity of
carbon onions can be tuned by adjusting the annealing
temperatures. High temperatures (>1700 C) result in a higher
degree of carbon ordering. The resulting carbon onions are
more graphitic and more electrically conductive (see also
Section 3.2 and Fig. 4).111 The particle sintering is typically
caused by agglomeration of nanodiamonds, and partially
provoked by high annealing temperatures.32,125 In a recent study
it was shown that annealing in argon instead of vacuum
produces few-layer graphene akes between the carbon onions,
which enhance the electrode conductivity.87
The electrical conductivity of nanodiamond-derived carbon
onion electrodes may reach ca. 4 S cm1 measured with a four-
point probe on pellets or polymer-bound electrodes.4 However,
the spread of reported values is very large, ranging from below
0.5 S cm1 to above 4 S cm1 (Fig. 8A). The maximum conduc-
tivity of4 S cm1 (2.5–3 S cm1 for polymer-bound electrodes) is
comparable to that of carbon black (ca. 1–2 S cm1) and an order
of magnitude higher than activated carbon (<0.5 S cm1).4 A
comprehensive and fair comparison of experimental data is
complicated by the use of diﬀerent synthesis temperatures,
atmospheres, and diﬀerent electrode preparation methods
in the literature. For example, polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE)-
bound lm electrodes and compressed pellets show signicant
diﬀerences in conductivity. However, we can assume an
increased electrical conductivity for carbon onions synthesized
Fig. 8 Conductivities measured using a 4-point probe. (A) Literature values. McDonough et al.: powder compressed with 8 MPa;83 Portet et al.:
Teﬂon cylinder ﬁlled with powder, copper electrodes of 22mm in diameter as probes, electrodes with 15mass% PTFE (mass density 15 mg cm2)
were painted on a current collector covered with conductive paint;4 this study: 200 mg powder compressed with 0.25 MPa, electrode with
10 mass% PTFE and a thickness of 200 mm; Ja¨ckel et al.: electrodes with 5 mass% PTFE for activated carbon and 10 mass% PTFE for carbon black
and a thickness of 200 mm (ref. 7). (B) Carbon onion pellet conductivities: powder of 200 mg compressed with 0.25 MPa. (C and D) Electrode
densities, and electrode conductivities of carbon onions synthesized at 1700 C in argon for diﬀerent electrode thicknesses (10 mass% PTFE,
60–500 mm thickness).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3181
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at higher temperatures as a result of enhanced carbon ordering,
as conrmed by the literature. The large spread of literature
values shown in Fig. 8A reects the large inuence of the
measurement procedure.
To make a comparison within a cohesive data set, we show in
Fig. 8B data for the electrical conductivity of compressed
pellets. Nanodiamonds were annealed at diﬀerent temperatures
yielding carbon onions above ca. 1000 C. Using a four-point
probe, we measured an increase from the negligible electrical
conductivity of nanodiamonds around the onset of carbon
onion formation (i.e., at around 800–1000 C). By varying the
annealing time (exemplied for 1100 C and 1300 C), we see
a continuous increase of the electrical conductivity. This
corresponds to a continuous transformation of nanodiamond
powder to carbon onions. A residual diamond core and less
perfect graphitic shells result in lower electrical conductivity.
Finally, constant values are seen for synthesis temperatures
exceeding 1500 C where it is assumed that nearly full trans-
formation to carbon onions has occurred within less than 1 h of
annealing.
We show in Fig. 8C and D the inuence of the electrode
thickness with 10 mass% PTFE as the binder and packing
density on the electrical conductivity measured by a four-point
probe. For electrode thicknesses between 200 and 500 mm, the
sheet conductivity (not normalized to the electrode thickness)
varies only within 10%, mirroring a moderate increase in
electrode density by ca. 25%. Thus, for the electrode thickness
values in the range 200–500 mm the sheet conductivity is not
signicantly inuenced by electrode density and thickness.
However, for thinner electrodes, the sheet conductivity drops,
for example by more than 80% for 60 mm thickness (compared
to 500 mm). Fig. 8D presents the conductivity values normalized
to the thickness as common in the literature. By decreasing the
electrode thickness the normalized conductivity continuously
increases. Thin electrodes are commonly obtained by repeated
rolling, which leads to a higher degree of particle compaction
(i.e., larger contact area) and a possible increase in electrical
conductivity. In Fig. 8D, this is exemplied for a 400 mm thick
electrode which was rolled two times. In the second rolling step,
additional electrode material is used and rolled to a more
compact electrode. A higher density is achieved and a higher
conductivity can be reached. The nanoscopic size of carbon
onions makes it quite diﬃcult to prepare PTFE-bound elec-
trodes with a thickness smaller than 200 mm. Consequently,
very thin PTFE-bound electrodes suﬀer from cracking and
similar issues may arise when using other polymer binders and
non-freestanding, sprayed electrodes instead of (hot-)rolling.
Therefore, in addition to normalizing the electrical conductivity
to the electrode thickness (as commonly done in the literature),
careful assessment of the electrode density is required when
comparing experimental data.
4. Electrochemical properties of
carbon onion electrodes
4.1 Carbon onions for electrical-double layer capacitors
The electrochemical performance of carbon onions reects
their physical and chemical properties, as well as the accessible
surface area. Nanodiamond-derived carbon onions commonly
show capacitance values of up to 52 F g1 in aqueous 1 MH2SO4
(ref. 84) and ca. 40 F g1 in 1.5 M TEA-BF4 in acetonitrile (ACN)
(Fig. 9).4 Chemical and physical activation can be used to
improve the relatively small capacitance (for comparison, acti-
vated carbon has >100 F g1) by increasing the surface area.
Using a laser resonant excitation of ethylene molecules, carbon
onions with a size between 5 nm and 50 nm were produced. For
KOH activated carbon onions mentioned before, with surface
areas in excess of 800 m2 g1 an enhanced capacitance of
115 F g1 was achieved in 2 M KNO3.
81 Carbon onions from the
arc-discharge of graphite electrodes have shown a very low
capacitance of ca. 5 F g1 probably due to the low surface area of
particles with a diameter of 25–35 nm.82 The overall moderate
surface area of carbon onions results in a rather low energy
storage capacity compared to nanoporous carbons, such as
activated carbon or carbide-derived carbon with typical values
of 100–200 F g1 (and surface areas above 1500 m2 g1).14
However, the facile ion access to the external surface of carbon
Fig. 9 Capacitance values of diﬀerent types of carbon onions. Bushueva et al.,84 Portet et al.,4 Plonska-Brzezinska et al.,75 Mykhailiv et al.,70 Gao
et al.,81 Borgohain et al.82 The synthesis methods and the settings for electrochemical characterization are presented in the ﬁgure. The panel on
the left encloses capacitance values of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions, the one in the middle of carbon onions from the combustion of
C2H4, and on the right of arc discharge carbon onions. Carbon onions without modiﬁcation are shown by squares and with modiﬁcation by
circles. For comparison, the capacitance of PTFE-bound activated carbon is shown using 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN.7
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onions makes them excel in power handling, as will be dis-
cussed in more detail later.
The combination of high intrinsic electrical conductivity (see
Section 3.4) and facile ion accessibility via an external surface
area (see Section 3.3) makes carbon onions very attractive for
high power applications that require fast charge and discharge
rates (e.g., pulsed operation in hybrid electric cars or power
stabilization for grid scale applications).6 The high intrinsic
electrical conductivity of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
is achieved by using high annealing temperatures as discussed
in Section 3.4.4,83,87 The higher degree of carbon ordering not
only increases the conductivity and power handling but also
leads to higher diﬀerential capacitances (i.e., potential-depen-
dent capacitance). In a recent study the inuence of carbon
ordering on the capacitance of carbon supercapacitors was
systematically studied using carbon onions as the model
material.65 Carbon onions with similar porosities, but diﬀering
in carbon ordering, were synthesized at 1300 C, 1500 C, and
1750 C in vacuum. Using PTFE-bound electrodes and diﬀerent
organic electrolytes and ionic liquids, the inuence of carbon
ordering on the electrochemical properties was investigated.
Cyclic voltammograms showed a characteristic buttery shape
for all carbon onions, but it was much more pronounced for
carbon onions synthesized at high temperatures with a higher
degree of carbon ordering (Fig. 10A). The buttery shape
represents an increasing diﬀerential capacitance for higher
potentials, because the electron density of states changes as
a function of applied potential.65,126 This so-called electro-
chemical doping127 strongly depends on the degree of carbon
ordering128 and is enhanced for more ordered carbon onions
with higher electrical conductivity. The change in electrical
resistance measured with an in situ resistance cell is shown in
Fig. 10B. At high electrode potentials, the normalized resistance
of the electrodes reduces constantly by increasing the annealing
temperature.65
The nanoscale size of carbon onions necessitates adding
more binder during electrode manufacturing, typically
10 mass% PTFE for PTFE-bound electrodes.7 For activated
carbons, usually 5 mass% PTFE is suﬃcient to prepare free-
standing, mechanically stable electrodes.14 Polymer binders add
electrochemically dead mass and may partially block pores
leading to lower capacitance.7 Microcavity electrodes present
a facile tool to qualitatively compare diﬀerent electrode mate-
rials without the inuence of binders.4 In a study by McDo-
nough et al., carbon onions synthesized at diﬀerent
temperatures were electrochemically tested using microcavity
electrodes in 1 M H2SO4.
83 At scan rates up to 15 V s1, the
relative capacitance for carbon onions synthesized at 1800 C
decreased by less than 30% compared to the low-rate value,
while carbon onions synthesized at 1300 C showed a reduction
by 45% at 15 V s1 (Fig. 10C). Compared to carbon onions, other
carbon materials like activated carbon suﬀer from a lower
degree of carbon ordering and lower ion mobility resulting in
a decrease in capacitance of more than 70% under comparable
testing conditions. The enhanced power handling ability of
carbon onions synthesized at higher temperatures (e.g., 1700 C
vs. 1300 C) was also demonstrated for full cells with 200 mm
thick electrodes in galvanostatic measurements.87 Carbon
onions in this study were derived from nanodiamonds via
vacuum or argon annealing and higher synthesis temperatures
led to higher capacitance retention when increasing the specic
current.87 By lowering the electrode thickness to 100 mm an even
higher power performance and almost no loss in capacitance at
20 A g1 compared to the low-rate value were reported
(Fig. 10D). This again shows the high inuence of the electrode
design on the resulting electrochemical performance in addi-
tion to the intrinsic material properties.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, argon annealing leads to
etching and redistribution of carbon onion outer shells and
amorphous carbon.32,87 Oxygen containing gaseous species,
formed by the decomposition of functional groups, accumulate
in the atmosphere around the sample etching the carbon and
redistributing it to form few-layer graphene akes between the
particles (Fig. 6).65,87,122 This eﬀect was only observed by using
ultrafast heating and cooling;87 lower heating rates resulted in
larger graphitic particles.32 Due to the interconnection of the
particles by few-layer graphene, a more open network with
higher electrical conductivity was produced with an enhanced
capacitance retention of 85% at 20 A g1 (Fig. 10D) for PTFE-
bound electrodes (10 mass% PTFE, 200 mm thick).87
Taking advantage of the high rate handling capability,
carbon onions have been demonstrated as electrode materials
for ultrahigh-power micro-supercapacitors.6 Using an electro-
phoretic deposition technique, nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions produced at 1800 C were directly deposited onto
patterned gold current collectors from an ethanol–water
suspension. The electrodes showed ultrafast rate handling
behavior in 1 M TEA-BF4 in propylene carbonate (PC) up to
200 V s1 scan rate.6 This superior rate handling is partially due
to the ultrathin electrode thickness of just a fewmicrometers; as
demonstrated in ref. 6, the rate handling of conventional acti-
vated carbon is also severely enhanced for micro-super-
capacitors as compared to conventional supercapacitors with
much thicker electrodes (150–250 mm). The high rate handling
ability of carbon onions was also shown for carbon onion/
carbon ber composite electrodes with a thickness below
50 mm.129 Using 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN, a decrease of 37% of
the initial low-rate capacitance was found at 100 A g1 using
a full-cell setup (two-electrode geometry) for the composite
electrode; for comparison, PTFE-bound electrodes of carbon
onions without the highly conductive network of carbon bers
showed a 75% decrease in capacitance already at 50 A g1.129
Electrochemical performance stability is another important
parameter for energy storage devices; however, so far, only a few
studies provided data in this regard for carbon onions. For
example, using micro-supercapacitors with high temperature
carbon onions (1800 C, high vacuum), a capacitance retention
of 100% was maintained aer 10 000 cycles at 10 V s1 in an
organic electrolyte.6 Yet, micro-supercapacitor data are not
directly transferable to estimate the performance stability of full
cells. Two-electrode (full cell) data were provided by another
study for the comparison of nanodiamond-derived carbon
synthesized at 1300 C and 1700 C in argon or high vacuum.87
While no signicant diﬀerence in the performance stability was
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3183
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caused by using diﬀerent synthesis atmospheres (vacuum vs.
argon), a signicant diﬀerence was identied when comparing
the diﬀerent synthesis temperatures (1300 C vs. 1700 C). Using
voltage oating at 2.7 V in TEA-BF4 in ACN, high temperature
carbon onions still showed nearly 100% capacitance retention
aer 100 h, while the capacitance of low temperature carbon
onions decreased to 90% aer 20 h. These data correlate with
the measured charge eﬃciency, which remains virtually
unchanged at around 100% for high temperature carbon
onions. The charge eﬃciency for low temperature carbon
onions rst decreases to around 92% aer 20 h, but then
recovers over time to 98% aer 100 h. This eﬀect can be
explained by the irreversible reactions of surface functional
groups associated with the higher oxygen content aer the low
temperature synthesis (3 mass%) compared to the high
temperature synthesis (1 mass%).87
In summary, the electrochemical properties of carbon
onions depend on the synthesis conditions, as it is typical for
carbon materials. Due to the lack of comprehensive electro-
chemical characterization data for non-nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions, the following statements mainly concern carbon
onions produced by thermal annealing of nanodiamonds.
- Carbon onions synthesized at higher temperatures (>1500 C)
show a higher degree of carbon ordering, higher diﬀerential
capacitance for higher potentials, higher conductivity, higher
electrochemical stability, and better rate handling capability.
- Typically, low temperature carbon onions (<1500 C)
present higher surface area and higher capacitance due to
negligible sintering and carbon redistribution.
- By using rapid heating and cooling rates, sintering can be
minimized and high conductivity high surface area carbon
onions can be obtained for high annealing temperatures
(1700 C). Improved electrical conductivity, rate handling, and
electrochemical stability can be obtained when using an inert
gas like argon instead of vacuum for the annealing of carbon
onions.
- Activation (e.g., by using KOH) can lead to a roughening of
outer shells, development of internal porosity, larger surface
area, and accordingly higher capacitance.
- The thickness and packing density of the electrodes
strongly inuences the rate handling behavior, not only for
Fig. 10 (A) Cyclic voltammogram of PTFE-bound electrodes, made of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions synthesized at 1300 C and 1750 C
in 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN at 10mV s
1.65 (B) Resistance of the carbon onion electrodes after charging to a speciﬁc potential using an in situ resistivity
measurement cell for diﬀerent electrolytes.65 (C) Rate handling behavior of the carbon onion powders compared with activated carbon, carbon
black, and the nanodiamond precursor (UD50-detonation soot) measured in 1 M H2SO4.83 (D) Rate handling behavior of ﬁlm electrodes (200 mm,
unless stated otherwise) of carbon onions synthesized from nanodiamonds at 1300 C and 1700 C in ﬂowing argon or vacuum. All data from ref.
87 were measured in 1 M TEA-BF4 in ACN using a full cell set-up with a cell voltage of 2.7 V.
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carbon onions, but also for other materials and should be taken
into account when comparing data.
4.2 Carbon onions as conductive additives for electrical
double-layer capacitors
The use of carbon onions as the primary electrode material for
electrical double-layer capacitors is limited due to the low
energy storage capacity resulting from a low specic surface
area (<600 m2 g1) when compared to commercial activated
carbon.7 However, their electrical conductivity superior to acti-
vated carbon makes them a promising conductive additive,
eﬀective in small amounts (typically 5–10 mass%). The very
small carbon onions (below 10 nm) as well as their so
agglomerates (typically 100–200 nm) t into very tight inter-
particle spaces. This results in a better (more homogeneous)
distribution between the micrometer-sized activated carbon
particles.7 As such, carbon onions (1) ll eﬀectively the gaps
between larger carbon particles; (2) increase the overall
particle–particle contact area between larger nanoporous
carbon particles; and (3) decrease the particle–particle resis-
tance since carbon onions are much more conductive than, for
example, activated carbon.7,130,131 Compared to conventional
carbon black and graphite nanoparticles, carbon onions
consistently lead to a better gravimetric and volumetric
performance.7
So far, the use of carbon onions as a conductive aid to
enhance power handling of carbon supercapacitor electrodes
has been documented when admixing to activated carbon,7,131
mesoporous carbon,130 electrochemically active polymers,132
and inserting between graphene oxide sheets.133 Depending on
the added amount of carbon onions, the activated carbon
electrode sheet resistance drops by 30–80%.7 The addition of
10 mass% carbon onions to exible polyester electrodes leads
to a 60% decrease in electrical series resistance.130 Also, the
performance of polymer electrodes based on polyaniline was
enhanced by adding carbon onions, yielding an improved cycle
stability and better rate handling ability.132
4.3 Carbon onions as a substrate for redox-enabled hybrid
energy storage
Electrical double-layer capacitors show a high specic power
due to fast ion electrosorption on high surface area carbons, but
suﬀer from comparatively low specic energy (commonly
around 5 W h kg1 on a device-level).134 A particularly attractive
approach to enhance the energy storage capacity is the imple-
mentation of redox-active materials. Carbon onions are highly
suited for this task as they are believed to only present an easily
accessible external surface, which can be decorated with redox-
active species, like surface functional groups, molecular species
(e.g., quinones), metal oxides (e.g., manganese oxide), or
conductive polymers (e.g., polyaniline, PANI). This is in contrast
to highly porous substrates, such as activated carbon, where
adding redox-active materials brings along the issue of pore
blocking in addition to the poor electrical conductivity of the
substrate (especially activated carbon, see Section 3.4). Several
types of redox-active species and/or pseudocapacitive materials
were used in combination with carbon onions, including
manganese oxide,86,135–137 ruthenium oxide,26 nickel hydroxide
and oxide,27 PANI,74,132 poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS),73 polypyrrole,138 and
quinones.129,139 Among these materials, manganese oxide in
combination with carbon onions shows the highest energy
storage values with 575 F g1 at 0.5 A g1 in 0.5 M H2SO4.
86 A
collection of SEM and TEM images of such hybrid materials is
given in Fig. 11 and an overview of the capacitance values for
redox-enabled carbon onions is presented in Fig. 12.
The vast majority of electrochemical applications of carbon
onions relates to their use for supercapacitor electrodes as an
active material, conductive additive, or substrate for redox-
hybrid systems. In contrast, only a few studies have investigated
their use as anodematerials for battery systems, such as lithium
ion batteries. In a study by Han et al., carbon onions were
chemically synthesized at 600 C by a reaction between copper
dichloride hydrate (CuCl2$2H2O) and calcium carbide (CaC2).
The material was tested as an anode material for lithium-ion
batteries. In a mixture of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate and
dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC, 1 : 1 by volume), carbon onions
showed a capacity of 391 mA h g1 at a rate of C/10 aer
60 cycles which is slightly larger than the theoretical value of
graphite with 372 mA h g1.141 This may be explained by
a shorter pathway for the ions and the carbon onion structure
which exhibits an enhanced number of active sites for Li ion
storage.141 Wang et al. hydrothermally coated carbon onions
with manganese oxide using KMnO4 at 150
C for use as
lithium-ion battery anodes with a two-electrode conguration,
lithium foil as the counter electrode, and 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC
(1 : 1 by volume) as the electrolyte.142 The capacity of the
manganese oxide composite was increased at 50 mA g1 to
630 mA h g1 compared to 260 mA h g1 without carbon
onions. The increased rate capability and an improved cycling
stability were attributed to the structure of carbon onions
leading to fast ion and electron transport.142 In another publi-
cation by Wang et al. even 853 mA h g1 was reached with
a coulombic eﬃciency of 98% aer pre-lithiation using MoS2/
onion-like carbon composites measured at a specic current of
50 mA g1 in 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (1 : 1 by volume).
143
4.3.1 Carbon onions decorated with manganese oxide. In
a study by Azhagan et al., carbon onions were synthesized by
ame burning claried butter (ghee) and the collected carbon
black was annealed at 800 C in an inert gas to produce graphitic
multi-shell carbon onions in the size range of 40–45 nm
(Fig. 11A).86 A microwave assisted hydrothermal reaction with
KMnO4 as the precursor was used to coat the carbon onions
with manganese oxide. The as-synthesized manganese oxide
nanoparticles had a diameter of 10 nm with the lattice
constant of l-MnO2 (0.239 nm) measured using TEM. Carbon
onion electrodes without metal oxides showed a surface area of
486 m2 g1 and a capacitance of 171 F g1 at 0.5 A g1 in 0.5 M
H2SO4,
86 which is 5–10 times higher than that for neat nano-
diamond-derived carbon onions from McDonough et al.83 With
regard to the presence of a redox peak between 1 V and +1 V,
carbon onion surface functional groups may contribute to the
enhanced capacitance even in the absence of additional
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3185
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decoration with redox-active species (such as quinones or metal
oxides). Aer coating with manganese oxide, the specic
capacitance increased to 575 F g1 at 0.5 A g1, measured in
a two-electrode conguration, with a capacitance retention of
18% at 10 A g1. The relatively low capacitance retention for
higher specic current might not only be the result of the low
conductivity of the metal oxide coating, but also come from the
carbon onion surface functionalities, undergoing irreversible
electrochemical transformations at high currents. As shown in
ref. 87, high purity carbon onions with a high degree of carbon
ordering exhibit superior rate handling with more than 80%
capacitance retention even at 20 A g1. Therefore, the low
capacitance retention of the carbon onions before and aer
their combination with manganese oxide might be the result of
large amounts of surface functionalities or the dissolution of
manganese oxide in sulfuric acid. Still, the cycle stability aer
2000 cycles was more than 90%.86
In a study by Borgohain et al., nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions were oxidized in sulfuric and nitric acids, and hybrid
electrodes of oxidized carbon onions, polydiallyldimethyl-
ammonium chloride (PDDA), and delaminated manganese
oxide were synthesized by a sequential chemical deposition
technique (Fig. 11C).136 Using a two-electrode conguration and
1 M Na2SO4, the highest capacitance of 219 F g
1 was reached
for the loading with 55 mass% manganese oxide. For compar-
ison, less than 50 F g1 was measured for neat carbon onions.136
The hybrid electrodes presented a capacitance retention of
roughly 80% aer 1000 cycles, which is smaller than for the
material reported by Azhagan et al. with more than 95% aer
2000 cycles.86,136 Borgohain et al. used chemical oxidation of
carbon onions before they were combined with manganese
oxide.136 Due to the oxidation induced formation of surface
functional groups, the stability might be negatively inuenced
as shown for the as-synthesized carbon onions with a reduction
of the capacitance by ca. 15% aer 1000 cycles. Yet, the decrease
was not monotonic: for the rst 600 cycles, the capacitance
anomalously increased due to faradaic reactions of the surface
functional groups and only aer their depletion, the capaci-
tance decreased again.136 A similar eﬀect was found in a study
with carbon onions showing reduced stability in an organic
electrolyte due to higher contents of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups.87 The manganese oxide/carbon onion hybrids
showed a decrease by ca. 15% at 20 mV s1 of the initial low-rate
capacitance.136
Wang et al. used phenolic resin-derived carbon onions
hydrothermally coated with manganese oxide in KMnO4 in
aqueous solution.137 In contrast to Borgohain et al., the capac-
itance did not increase with the manganese oxide loading but
rather showed a maximum value of 190 F g1 (galvanostatic
mode in 1 M Na2SO4) for 80 mass% manganese oxide with
a ower-like morphology (Fig. 11D). Up to 2 A g1 in galvano-
static cycling, the electrodes demonstrated good rate handling
behavior with more than 93% capacitance retention and almost
100% performance stability over 1000 charge/discharge
cycles.137 For comparison, materials reported by Borgohain et al.
(219 F g1)136 and Azhagan et al. (575 F g1)86 had a much lower
rate handling ability. These data are in line with a recent study
by Makgopa et al. using nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
and a hydrothermal treatment with KMnO4 producing birnes-
site-type manganese oxide with a loading of 47 mass%
(Fig. 11B).135 While the as-synthesized carbon onions only
showed a capacitance around 30 F g1, the hybrid electrodes
Fig. 11 Transmission and scanning electron micrographs of carbon onions loaded with diﬀerent types of redox active species. (A–D) Carbon
onions decorated with manganese oxide: Azhagan et al. (with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry),86 Makgopa et al. (with permission
from Royal Society of Chemistry),135 Borgohain et al. (with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry),136 and Wang et al. (with permission from
Royal Society of Chemistry);137 (E) loading with ruthenium oxide: Borgohain et al. (with permission from the American Chemical Society);26 (F)
coating with PANI: Kovalenko et al. (with permission from John Wiley & Sons Inc.);132 (G) coating with polypyrrole (PPy): Mykhailiv et al. (with
permission from John Wiley & Sons Inc.);138 (H) loading with nickel hydroxide: Plonska-Brzezinska et al. (with permission from Royal Society of
Chemistry)27
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yielded more than 400 F g1 in 1 M Na2SO4 at 0.1 A g
1 in
a three-electrode setup (Fig. 13A). At higher rates up to 5 A g1,
the material still presents ca. 250 F g1 (i.e., 37% decrease).
The rate handling data of several studies of carbon onion/
manganese oxide hybrids are shown in Fig. 13B. The plot also
shows values for conventional activated carbon and all data are
in absolute values so that a direct comparison is possible. Still,
a direct quantitative comparison of the rate handling data is
diﬃcult due to the diﬀerent preparation methods and testing
setups. For example, Makgopa et al.135 and Wang et al.137 used
polyvinylideneuoride PVDF (5 mass% Makgopa et al.,
10 mass%Wang et al.) as a binder, with 10 mass% (Wang et al.)
or 15 mass% (Makgopa et al.) carbon black as a conductive
additive. The improved charge transport in the presence of
a conductive additive (carbon black) complicates a direct
comparison of the rate handling data. Moreover, the use of
highly graphitic carbon onions with high intrinsic conductivity
in the studies by Makgopa et al. and Wang et al. makes
a comparison diﬃcult with other carbon onions, like ghee-
derived carbon onions.86 Also, by the use of carbon onions with
a lower electrical conductivity and the absence of an additional
conductive additive, the rate handling of the materials reported
by Azhagan et al. is moderate.86 While the power handling is
limited, the capacitance is very high (575 F g1), probably due to
additional surface functionalities on the carbon onions and the
usage of sulfuric acid (oxidizer) as the electrolyte leading to
higher values compared to chemically inert electrolytes.144
4.3.2 Carbon onions decorated with ruthenium oxide.
Ruthenium oxide was also explored as a redox-active coating for
carbon onions. Borgohain et al. used 5–7 nm nanodiamond-
derived carbon onions synthesized at 1650 C functionalized
with polar carboxylic groups.26 The carbon material was coated
with non-agglomerated ruthenium oxide in a hydrothermal
reaction using RuCl3 as the precursor (Fig. 11E). Upon loading
Fig. 12 Comparison of capacitance values of carbon onions decorated with surface functional groups, metal oxides, or conductive polymers.
Experimental details are given in the ﬁgure. Anjos et al.,139 Zeiger et al.,129 Azhagan et al.,86 Makgopa et al.,135 Borgohain et al. (MnO2),136 Wang
et al.,137 Borgohain et al. (RuO2),26 Plonska-Brzezinska et al. (PEDOT:PSS),73 Mykhailiv et al.,138 Plonska-Brzezinska et al. (Ni(OH)2, the capacitance
value in the publication was 1225 F g1, which is normalized to the carbon content. We adjusted the value by normalization to the electrodemass
to compare with other literature values),27 Plonska-Brzezinska et al. (PANI),74 Kovalenko et al.,132 Gu et al.,28 Liu et al.140
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3187
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of ruthenium oxide, the surface area decreased from 369 m2 g1
for functionalized carbon onions to 126 m2 g1 for carbon
onions with 68 mass% ruthenium oxide. Accordingly, the
capacitance increased up to 334 F g1 for the highest loading of
ruthenium oxide measured in 1 M H2SO4 by cyclic voltammetry
using a full cell setup and a scan rate of 20 mV s1. The material
exhibited excellent power handling when increasing the scan
rate from 50 mV s1 to 8 V s1 with nearly ideal capacitance
retention.26 The combination of high electrical conductivity and
enhanced surface area (carbon onions) with redox active species
(high faradaic charge storage capacity) benetted improved
accessibility of the redox material and allows taking full
advantage of the high ion mobility provided by carbon onions.
De-agglomerated RuO2 nanoparticles in the size range of 2–3 nm
have a very high surface-to-volume ratio leading to a large ratio of
accessible surface to mass per particle. Facile accessibility of the
metal oxide nanoparticles to the electrolyte, combined with the
good electrical connection to the conductive carbon substrate,
enabled a high rate handling behavior. This is paralleled by
high performance stability (almost 100% capacity retention
aer 3000 charge/discharge cycles).26 In contrast, acid-oxidized
carbon onions in the same study without metal oxide decora-
tion underwent irreversible redox reactions due to the surface
functional groups and only show 85% capacitance retention
aer 3000 cycles.26
4.3.3 Carbon onions decorated with nickel oxide. Plonska-
Brzezinska et al. have explored nickel oxide (hydroxide)/carbon
onion hybrids.27 In one of their studies, nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions synthesized at 1650 C were further oxidized
in air to remove amorphous carbon. The resulting carbon
onions were loaded with nickel hydroxide nanoparticles (mass
ratio ca. 4 : 1) in the presence of diﬀerent modiers, poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP), (4-dimethylamino)pyridine (4-DMAP),
and pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate (PPST). Through further
annealing, the composite was transformed to carbon onion and
nickel oxide (mass ratio ca. 4 : 1). Maximum capacitance values
measured in a three-electrode conguration in 1 M KOH at
5 mV s1 scan rate were 306 F g1 for Ni(OH)2 and 73 F g
1 for
NiO hybrid electrodes with carbon onions. These values were
normalized to the total electrode mass to enable a direct
comparison with the literature; in the original paper, the re-
ported values of 1225 F g1 and 291 F g1 were normalized only
to the carbon content which accounts for 25 mass% of the
total electrode mass. The adjusted values align with values re-
ported for other redox-active hybrid systems, such as a high
mass loading of ruthenium oxide (334 F g1)26 and manganese
oxide composites (190 F g1 (ref. 137) to 575 F g1 (ref. 86)). Rate
handling was determined by cyclic voltammetry for the hybrid
electrodes of carbon onions and Ni(OH)2 or NiO carbon onion
composites from 5 mV s1 to 30 mV s1 with a drop in capaci-
tance of40% when using Ni(OH)2 and6% for NiO. The latter
presented promising power handling but suﬀers from a low
73 F g1 initial capacitance. In contrast, Ni(OH)2 was charac-
terized by a much higher initial capacitance (300% higher) but
has relatively poor power handling.
4.3.4 Carbon onions decorated with quinones and func-
tional groups. Redox-active surface species like quinones can
signicantly enhance the energy storage capacity (preferably in
acidic electrolytes).145 Such systems oen do not qualify as
pseudocapacitors because their charge-versus-voltage is not
linear (i.e., non-capacitive), so the use of Farad as a unit has
been questioned recently to characterize the capacity of such
redox-active energy storage materials.17,22 However, in order to
be able to compare the literature data, we still report in this
review values in F g1.
In a study by Anjos et al., nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions were decorated with diﬀerent types of quinones and
tested in 1 M H2SO4 in a three-electrode setup.
139 According to
the quasielastic neutron scattering experiments by Chathoth
et al., quinones arrange parallel to the carbon onion surface due
to p interactions between the aromatic rings of the quinones
and the carbon planes.146,147 By scanning from 0.1 V to 0.8 V
Fig. 13 (A) Cyclic voltammogram of carbon onions and carbon onion/manganese oxide nanohybrids in 1 M Na2SO4.135 (B) Rate handling plot of
diﬀerent types of carbon onions and carbon onion/manganese oxide composites. Makgopa et al.: nanodiamond-derived carbon onions coated
in a hydrothermal reaction with manganese oxide; 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte.135 Azhagan et al.: burning ghee-derived carbon onions coated using
a microwave assisted hydrothermal reaction; 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte.86 Borgohain et al.: nanodiamond-derived carbon onions were combined
with polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDDA), and delaminated-manganese oxide by a sequential chemical deposition technique; 1 M
Na2SO4 electrolyte.136 Wang et al.: phenolic resin-derived carbon onions were hydrothermally coated with manganese oxide; 1 M Na2SO4
electrolyte.137 Activated carbon electrodes were prepared using 5% PTFE as a binder and measured in 1 M Na2SO4 using a full cell set up.
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versus standard hydrogen, a redox peak was seen between
0.4 and 0.5 V due to a proton coupled electron transfer reac-
tion.148 The highest capacitance of 264 F g1 was reached in
cyclic voltammetry at 5 mV s1 when using 9,10-phenan-
threnequinones.139 The rate handling behavior of these elec-
trodes is rather moderate with only 75 F g1 (i.e., 72%) at
1 V s1 but, in absolute numbers, still better than for activated
carbon (ca. 20 F g1 at that rate).129,139 In addition, the perfor-
mance stability was demonstrated to be high, with the
capacitance retention more than 90% aer 10 000 charge/
discharge cycles.139 Using nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions embedded in a continuous network of conductive
carbon nanobers and 9,10-phenanthrenequinones, the re-
ported capacitance reached values of 288 F g1 at low scan rates
and an enhanced power handling could be utilized (135 F g1 at
1 V s1 ¼ 53%).129
The cyclic voltammograms of the carbon ber/carbon onion
composite electrodes decorated with diﬀerent amounts of
quinones are shown in Fig. 14A. The redox peak at ca. 0.2 V vs.
Pt increased in area when quinone loading is increased,
reaching 288 F g1 capacitance.129 For a better comparability,
Fig. 14B provides an overview of the rate handling ability for
diﬀerent quinone-decorated carbon onion systems (data from
cyclic voltammetry). As can be seen, the capacitance retention
for carbon onion/carbon ber composites nears 100% at high
scan rates (2 V s1) and even though the absolute value is rather
moderate (34 F g1) it is still higher than what can be achieved
at this scan rate for conventional activated carbon (3 F g1)
using the same set-up and electrolyte system. Loading with
quinones increased the capacitance at low scan rates to
a maximum value of 288 F g1 at 1 mV s1,129 which is more
than 2 times higher than 115 F g1 for activated carbon at the
same rate. For a higher scan rate of 1 V s1, the capacitance
values were still 135 F g1 (ref. 129) and 75 F g1.139 Testing over
10 000 cycles demonstrated suﬃcient stability for quinone-
decorated carbon onions and quinone-decorated carbon onion/
carbon ber composites with ca. 95% (ref. 139) and ca. 90% (ref.
129) capacitance retention, respectively (Fig. 14C).
Apart from loading carbon onions with redox-active or
pseudocapacitive materials, an in situ electrochemical oxidation
of carbon onions in an acidic electrolyte can lead to enhanced
capacitive behavior. Liu et al. used nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions and oxidized them in 1 M H2SO4 at a potential
from 1.0 to 2.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl.140 The cyclic voltammograms are
shown in Fig. 14D. Aer the rst oxidation cycle, the current
increases with a maximum at 0.3 V and further develops until
a capacitance of 99 F g1 (120 F g1 for galvanostatic cycling at
0.5 A g1) was reached.140 Due to the insignicant change in
specic surface area aer electrochemical oxidation, the redox
peak is seemingly related to redox-active oxygen functionalities
(most probably the quinone–hydroquinone redox couple),
which is generated at exfoliated graphene segments of the
carbon onions.140 This assumption is supported by the higher
oxygen contents for electrochemically oxidized carbon onions
measured with X-ray photoelectron emission spectroscopy
(XPS).140 However, with the higher content of functional groups,
the capacitance at higher scan rates decreased to 75 F g1,
which is comparable to what was found for quinone-decorated
carbon onions (Fig. 14B).139 The electrochemical stability was
tested for 1000 cycles with nearly 100% capacitance retention in
this range. Aer treating nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
in a H2SO4/HNO3 3 : 1 mixture to prepare surface oxidized
carbon onions the surface area increased from 384 m2 g1 to
578 m2 g1. Carbon onion shells were etched, interparticle
amorphous carbon was removed, and the oxygen content
increased from 0.5 at% to 18.3 at%.124 Electrochemical charac-
terization was performed in a two-electrode coin cell using 1 M
lithium hexauorophosphate (LiPF6) in a 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of
dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and
ethylene carbonate (EC), or 1 M LiPF6 in PC.
124 The capacitance
values for oxidized carbon onions measured in 1 M LiPF6 in PC
are shown in Fig. 14B. The capacitance more than doubled aer
oxidation compared to untreated carbon onions for all electro-
lytes. Even when the values were normalized to the enhanced
surface area aer oxidation, oxidative treatment still increased
the normalized capacitance due to redox contributions.124
However, compared to carbon onions with other surface func-
tionalizations (Fig. 14B) or activated carbon, these values are
rather small. The reason might be the lower amount of redox-
active sites or the necessity for acidic/protic electrolytes.
4.3.5 Carbon onions decorated with electroactive poly-
mers. Electroactive polymers present another attractive group of
materials to impart carbon onion electrodes with additional
redox-activity. Polyaniline (PANI) is one of the most popular
electrochemically active conductive polymers with a high
specic capacitance of maximum 430 F g1 in combination with
carbon onions.132 Conductive polymers, including PANI,
commonly suﬀer from slow charge and discharge compared to
carbon materials and poor long-term stability due to volume
changes leading to mechanical damage and disrupting
conductivity.132 Therefore, a conductive aid is needed, to
enhance the conductivity of the composite. In a study by
Kovalenko et al., nanodiamond-derived carbon onions were
coated with PANI using a wet chemical approach (Fig. 12F).132
Pure PANI electrodes demonstrated a capacitance of 470 F g1
in 1 M H2SO4 using a symmetric two-electrode conguration
(Fig. 15A). The long-term stability aer 10 000 cycles was rather
low with less than 150 F g1 (i.e., 68%).132 Electrodes
composed of PANI and carbon onions (14 mass% carbon
onions) present a more ideal capacitive behavior (Fig. 15B) with
slightly smaller capacitance (ca. 430 F g1), but with a much
better performance stability (ca. 3% capacitance aer 10 000
cycles).132 By increasing the carbon onion amount from 3 to 14
mass%, the capacitance of the composite increased but then
decreased when using 28 mass%; thus, there seems to be an
optimum load with regard to the electrochemically active
surface area.132 The lling of PANI with nanoparticles lead to
a toughening of the polymer and a less distinct volume change
during cycling. Interestingly, puried non-conductive nano-
diamonds (3 mass%) also signicantly enhance the electrode
performance. This may sound surprising as puried nano-
diamonds have a very low electrical conductivity (1 S cm1)
and points to nanodiamond-mediated mechanical toughening
and surface roughening of the polymer as the dominant
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 | 3189
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mechanisms responsible for the enhanced electrochemical
performance of the PANI-nanodiamond composite (at least at
low scan rates). A larger surface area in contact with the elec-
trolyte is a direct result of the nanoscopic size of carbon onions,
nanodiamonds, and nanodiamond soot particles and the
change in the surface morphology of the PANI (increased
roughness) that can be seen with electronmicroscopy (Fig. 11F).
The best enhancement was found when using nanodiamond-
containing raw detonation soot. Apparently, this material,
which is a mixture of carbon onions, nanodiamonds, amor-
phous carbon, and other carbon nanoforms, provides an
optimal combination of mechanical strength (nanodiamonds),
Fig. 14 (A) Cyclic voltammograms of carbon onion/carbon ﬁber composites loaded with diﬀerent amounts of 9,10-phenanthrenequinones at
10 mV s1 scan rate.129 (B) Rate handling data of diﬀerent types of carbon onions, activated carbon, and carbon onions loaded with quinones or
other functional groups. (C) Stability test using 10 000 cycles (CV) with activated carbon, carbon onion/carbon ﬁber composites, carbon onions
and carbon onion/carbon ﬁber composites loaded with 9,10-phenanthrenequinones. (D) Cyclic voltammograms of carbon onions during
electrochemical oxidation. All measurements were performed in 1 M H2SO4.140 Zeiger et al.: nanodiamond-derived carbon onion/carbon ﬁber
composites (1700 C synthesis temperature) loadedwith 9,10-phenanthrenequinones, three-electrode set-up, free-standingmats.87 Anjos et al.:
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions (1800 C synthesis temperature), three-electrode set-up, dropcast on glassy carbon.139 Gu et al.: nano-
diamond-derived carbon onions (1800 C synthesis temperature) oxidized with H2SO4/HNO3, two-electrode set-up, 1 M LiPF6 in PC, PTFE-
bound electrodes (10 mass%).124 Liu et al.: nanodiamond-derived carbon onions (1650 C synthesis temperature with further oxidation in air at
400 C) electrochemically oxidized in 1 M H2SO4, three-electrode set-up, dropcast on glassy carbon.140
Fig. 15 Cyclic voltammograms of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions (1800 C synthesis temperature) coated with PANI. Electrodes are
PTFE-bound (3 mass%) and measured in a two-electrode conﬁguration using 1 M H2SO4 recorded at a scan rate of 1 mV s
1. (A) Pure PANI
electrodes. (B) Carbon onion/PANI composite with 14 mass% carbon onions. Data adapted from ref. 132.
3190 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 3172–3196 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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conductivity (carbon onions, graphitic carbon), and surface
roughness (all together).132
Plonska-Brzezinska et al. used an in situ polymerization
technique by rst functionalizing nanodiamond-derived carbon
onions with p-phenylenediamine or 4-aminobenzoic acid and
subsequent growth of PANI on the surface groups using the
synthesis method from ref. 149 and 150. The functionalized
carbon onions were soluble in polar solvents and an increased
hydrophilicity and wettability was achieved in aqueous elec-
trolytes.74 The capacitance measured in 0.1 MH2SO4 at 5 mV s
1
was 353 F g1 for pure PANI, 207 F g1 for the carbon onion/
PANI hybrid with 4-amino-benzoic acid (4-ABAc) and carbon
onions, and 155 F g1 for the hybrid with poly-p-PDA and
carbon onions. These values were slightly smaller than those
reported in ref. 132, maybe due to the lower molarity of the
electrolyte.
Another well-known inexpensive electroactive polymer is
polypyrrole (Ppy) with comparable high conductivity and high
stability in aqueous electrolytes. In the study by Mykhailiv et al.,
carbon onion/polypyrrole hybrids were prepared by chemical
polymerization of pyrrole.138 Carbon onions and sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) functionalized carbon onions were coated
by Ppy using FeCl3 and pyrrole (Fig. 12G). Negatively charged
surface functional groups of carbon onions interact with the
pyrrole monomers leading to nucleation centers for the poly-
merization of pyrrole.138 The largest capacitance was 805 F g1
in 0.1 M TBA-ClO4 in ACN at 5 mV s
1 scan rate with cyclic
voltammetry and smaller values were obtained at higher rates
(384 F g1 at 100 mV s1, i.e., 52%). The capacitance value of
384 F g1 is derived from integration of the cyclic voltammo-
gram and therefore more representative than the values derived
from the current at a specic potential in the CV (in this case:
805 F g1 at 0.1 V versus Ag/AgCl). The strong decrease in
capacitance with increasing scan rate can be attributed to the
inaccessibility of parts of the electrode at higher rates or
degradation phenomena. Degradation of the electrode is sup-
ported by the low stability aer 500 cycles at 100 mV s1 of
20% and35% depending on the potential window of1 V to
+0.3 V and 2 V to +0.6 V, respectively.138
Like for PANI and PPy, carbon onions can also be used as
conductive substrates for poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). Plonska-Brzezinska et al. used
nanodiamond-derived carbon onions as well as their acid-oxidized
form for coating with PEDOT:PSS layers.73 By increasing the
amount of PEDOT:PSS in the composite amaximum capacitance of
95 F g1 was reached (1 : 1 mass ratio) for the composite with neat
carbon onions and 47 F g1 for the composite with oxidized carbon
onions.73
5. Conclusions
This work provides an overview of electrochemical applications
of carbon onions, and especially of nanodiamond-derived
carbon onions. Several synthesis methods exist, but a standard
method, with a high yield, reproducibility, and full control of
structure, is the annealing of detonation nanodiamond
powders. According to the synthesis conditions several
properties, such as surface area and conductivity, can be tuned.
Carbon onions as supercapacitor electrode materials present
a superior rate handling behavior but suﬀer from a compara-
tively low specic energy. To overcome this issue, composites
with metal oxides, conducting polymers, other redox species, as
well as creation of surface functional groups can be used to
induce the redox activity of carbon onions.
Carbon onions present a nearly ideal substrate for coating
with redox-active substances due to their external and fully
accessible surface area, combined with a high degree of sp2-
hybridized carbon ordering. In addition, carbon onions can be
used as a potent conductive additive which enhances the power
handling ability of supercapacitor carbon electrodes more than
conventional carbon black or graphite nanoparticles. Further
research aimed at enhancing the surface area of carbon onions
and improving the rate handling for advanced redox-active
hybrid electrodes will help to further promote the use of this
unique carbon nanomaterial for electrochemical applications.
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Abstract:  
Manganese oxide presents very promising electrochemical properties as an electrode 
material in supercapacitors, but there remain important open questions to guide further 
development of the complex manganese oxide/carbon/electrolyte system. Our work 
addresses specifically the influence of carbon ordering and the difference between outer 
and inner porosity of carbon particles for the application in aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 and 
1 M LiClO4 in acetonitrile. Birnessite-type manganese oxide was hydrothermally 
hybridized on two kinds of carbon onions with only outer surface area and different 
electrical conductivity, and conventional activated carbon with a high inner porosity. 
Carbon onions with a high degree of carbon ordering, high conductivity, and high outer 
surface area were identified as the most promising material, yielding  
179 F g-1. Pore blocking in activated carbon yields unfavorable electrochemical 
performances. The highest specific energy of 16.4 W h kg-1 was measured for a symmetric 
full-cell arrangement of manganese oxide coated high temperature carbon onions in the 
organic electrolyte. High stability during 10 000 cycles was achieved for asymmetric full-
cells, which proved as a facile way to enhance the electrochemical performance stability.
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Inﬂuence of carbon substrate on the
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manganese oxide hybrids in aqueous and organic
electrolytes†
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Stephan Bechtel,ab Mathias Baltes,b Anna Schreiber,a Riko Moroni,c Severin Vierrath,c
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Manganese oxide presents very promising electrochemical properties as an electrode material in
supercapacitors, but there remain important open questions to guide further development of the
complex manganese oxide/carbon/electrolyte system. Our work addresses speciﬁcally the inﬂuence of
carbon ordering and the diﬀerence between outer and inner porosity of carbon particles for the
application in aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 and 1 M LiClO4 in acetonitrile. Birnessite-type manganese oxide was
hydrothermally hybridized on two kinds of carbon onions with only outer surface area and diﬀerent
electrical conductivity, and conventional activated carbon with a high inner porosity. Carbon onions with
a high degree of carbon ordering, high conductivity, and high outer surface area were identiﬁed as the
most promising material, yielding 179 F g1. Pore blocking in activated carbon yields unfavorable
electrochemical performances. The highest speciﬁc energy of 16.4 W h kg1 was measured for
a symmetric full-cell arrangement of manganese oxide coated high temperature carbon onions in the
organic electrolyte. High stability during 10 000 cycles was achieved for asymmetric full-cells, which
proved as a facile way to enhance the electrochemical performance stability.
1. Introduction
Supercapacitors are fast and eﬃcient electrochemical energy
storage devices.1–4 Typically, they are classied in electrical
double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), pseudocapacitors, and hybrid
devices. EDLCs store energy via electrosorption of electrolyte
ions at the charged surface of high surface area carbons, which
is a capacitive, non-faradaic process. The physical nature of ion
electrosorption in EDLCs enables faster and more eﬃcient
charge storage compared to chemically-driven redox reactions.
Therefore, EDLCs are promising for high power applications
utilizing rapid charge and discharge rates, moreover present
high eﬃciency, and long lifetimes. Current EDLC devices
suﬀer from low specic energies, compared to conventional
batteries.1,2,5–7 To overcome this issue, the energy storage
capacity can be increased by improving the properties of the
electrode material, the electrolyte, and the cell preparation/
design. General requirements for suitable electrode materials
are a high specic surface area (SSA) with well-developed pore
size distribution, good conductivity, and high electrochemical
stability.8,9 A variety of carbon materials has been studied so
far, including activated carbon (AC),10,11 carbide-derived
carbons,12–14 templated carbons,15 onion-like carbon (OLC),16,17
graphene,18,19 carbon nanotubes (CNTs),20,21 carbon nano-
bers,22–24 and carbon aerogels.25 AC is currently the most
commonly used electrode material; typically, ACs present
surface areas in the range of 1500–2000 m2 g1 resulting in
capacitances of 100–200 F g1 and specic energies between
2 W h kg1 and 20 W h kg1 (depending on the electrolyte and
operation parameters).1
The ability to improve the specic energy of EDLCs by
further increasing the porosity/surface area and optimizing the
pore structure is limited by the minimum pore size accessible to
ions, among others, and leads to a saturation of capacitance
versus surface area.26 An alternative approach to further increase
the specic energy is the implementation of redox active
materials. Common redox active materials used in combination
with carbon are transition metal oxides, such as manganese
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oxide,27 ruthenium oxide,28 nickel oxide,29–34 electrochemically
active polymers, like polyaniline,30–32,34,35 and polypyrrole,36–38 as
well as surface functional groups, like quinones.23,39–42 Depen-
dent on the resulting electrochemical response, we can diﬀer-
entiate between a battery-like or pseudocapacitive behavior.43
Manganese oxide is an attractive pseudocapacitive material
because of its high redox activity, the low synthesis costs, and
high availability/abundance.27,44,45 The charge storage mecha-
nism of manganese oxide is related to faradaic surface reac-
tions, the adsorption of positively charged electrolyte ions such
as H+, Li+, Na+, and K+, but also to faradaic reactions in the bulk
(cation intercalation). In these cases, redox transitions between
Mn(III) and Mn(IV) states occur.27,44,46–48 The specic capacitance
of manganese oxide is typically in the range of 100–200 F g1 in
neutral aqueous electrolytes. Much higher values have also been
published,49 for example, up to 1380 F g1 for thin lms (5 mm)46
in the same order of magnitude than the maximum theoretical
value of 1233 F g1.50 The electrochemical performance of
manganese oxide is not only determined by its morphology,
phase, composition, and crystal structure,51,52 but also by
thickness of the electrode/coating/particles.46,53 Although
manganese oxide as supercapacitor material is already exten-
sively studied, for example, by the groups of D. Be´langer, T.
Brousse, and F. Favier,46,48,51,54–63 remaining challenges are its
low structural stability, low long-time stability, small negative
voltage stability, high self-discharge, and poor electrical
conductivity. A more comprehensive overview about the prop-
erties of manganese oxides for supercapacitors can be found in
the literature.49
The low conductivity of manganese oxide (ca. 105 S cm1)64
limits the power performance. The latter can be improved by
doping with metals or the hybridization with highly conductive
carbon materials.49 Several carbon substrates were used in
combination with diﬀerent types of manganese oxide, like
activated carbon ber,24 carbon nanotubes,65–74 graphene,75–80
graphene oxide,81,82 carbon nanofoams,83,84 aerogels,83,84 nano-
graphite sheets,85–87 carbon onions,88–90 and ordered meso-
porous carbon.91–93 These carbon materials diﬀer in crystal
structure, grain/particle size, chemical composition, and
oxidation state. However, the use of diﬀerent electrode prepa-
ration methods, various amounts and kinds of polymer binder
and conductive additive, and diﬀerent electrode thicknesses
make a direct comparison of electrochemical performance
ratings diﬃcult and oen inconclusive. For example, Fleisch-
mann et al. compared activated carbon and carbon onions as
substrate for vanadium oxide coated with atomic layer deposi-
tion technique.94 The ndings regarding the inuence of high
internal or external surface area on the electrochemical prop-
erties were related to the synthesis process. In a study by
Gambou-Bosca et al., the diﬀerence between activated carbon
and carbon black as substrates for manganese oxide was
investigated.95 Yet, no comprehensive set of data exists showing
the inuence of the carbon substrate regarding diﬀerent
degrees of ordering, and carbons with high internal or external
porosity. Especially when comparing organic and aqueous
media, this absence complicates the development of optimiza-
tion strategies for this promising class of hybrid material.
In the present study, the inuence of carbon on the electro-
chemical performance of carbon/manganese oxide hybrid elec-
trodes is systematically investigated for organic and aqueous
media. For these two types of electrolytes, we also provide, for the
rst time, S-value testing to quantify the maximum width of the
electrochemical voltage window. Commercially available acti-
vated carbon (AC) and nanodiamond-derived carbon onions
(OLC: onion-like carbon)16 synthesized at 1300 C and 1700 C
were hybridized with MnO2 by hydrothermal synthesis. By this
way, the impact of internal vs. external surface area on the
nanohybrid material performance can be investigated. Carbon
onions have recently been hybridized with MnO2, but no
comparison between diﬀerent degrees of carbon ordering was
presented.88 Our data explicitly includes activated carbon
because the performance of this common type of electrode
material for supercapacitors combined with manganese oxide
remains ill-explored.24,62,96 Manganese oxide operated in organic
and aqueousmedia is nally benchmarked with regard to charge
and energy eﬃciency to assess the practicality of their imple-
mentation for energy storage applications.
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and synthesis
Activated carbon (AC) powder YP80 was used as received (Kur-
aray). Carbon onions (OLC) were produced using annealing of
detonation nanodiamonds (NaBond Technologies). The powder
was used without further purication and placed in graphite
crucibles. The typical amount of material was 10 g. Nano-
diamond powder was annealed in a high temperature furnace
(Thermal Technology) in owing argon with a purity of 4.6 and
a ow rate of 1.3 L min1. Two annealing temperatures of
1300 C for 10 h or 1700 C for 1 h were used with heating and
cooling rates of 20 C min1. The resulting carbon onions are
called OLC1300 and OLC1700.
Manganese oxide/carbon hybrids were produced by hydro-
thermal synthesis using potassium permanganate (KMnO4,
Sigma Aldrich) as precursor in aqueous solution. Carbon
powders (500 mg) were dispersed in 100 mL deionized water
(MilliQ) via tip sonication of 4 W for 5 min. In a second step,
potassium permanganate was added to the solution and
continuously stirred and reuxed at 100 C for 4 h until the
color changed from purple to dark brown/black. Several mass
ratios of KMnO4/carbon were used to reach diﬀerent loadings of
manganese oxide on the carbon substrate. For example, a ratio
of 3 : 1 stands for 1.5 g of KMnO4 and 500 mg carbon powder.
The nomenclature for the samples, for example “M–OLC1700
(3 : 1)”, includes the loading withmanganese oxide (M), the type
of carbon substrate (AC, OLC1300, OLC1700), and the mass
ratio KMnO4/carbon (e.g., 3 : 1). We recently described the same
synthesis route and identied the manganese oxide phase as
birnessite,88 in agreement with earlier works employing
permanganate as precursor.49 For simplicity, “birnessite-type
manganese oxide” is shortened to “manganese oxide” in this
study, although we would like to remind that the produced
phase is not pure MnO2, but classies rather as metal hydroxide
with some amounts of potassium (12 mass%).
107164 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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To investigate structure and electrochemical performance of
just manganese oxide, the latter was synthesized using an
adapted co-precipitation method from ref. 51. KMnO4 was dis-
solved in deionized water and stirred while MnCl2 was added.
The mass ratio of KMnO4 : MnCl2 was 2 : 3. The brown
manganese oxide was directly collected. All samples were
washed at least 3 times with deionized water, centrifuged, and
dried at 90 C and 20 mbar. Commercial MnO2 was used as
received (Sigma Aldrich).
2.2 Analysis of chemical composition, structure, and
porosity
The elemental composition was measured using energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) with a X-Max-150 detector
from Oxford Instruments in a JSM-7500F from JEOL. The elec-
trodes containing 10 mass% polytetrauorethylene (PTFE)
binder (see Section 2.3 for details on the electrode preparation)
were placed on a carbon tape and spectra were taken at three
diﬀerent positions using 10 kV acceleration voltage.
Transmission electron microscopy was performed with
a JEOL 2100F microscope using 200 kV acceleration voltage.
Powder samples were dispersed in isopropanol, tip sonicated
for 10 s and drop casted on a copper grid with a lacey carbon
lm (Gatan).
Prior to focused ion beam (FIB) cross-sectioning in a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM), the samples were coated with
ZnO by allowing diethyl zinc and water to react in a cyclic
manner at 50 C in a vertical-ow, hot-wall reactor (OpAL,
Oxford Instruments) as described in ref. 97. This increases the
contrast between pores and solid material in the SEM. Subse-
quently, imaging was carried out with a Zeiss Auriga 60 dual
beam. The cut surface was prepared by a focused ion beam with
an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and 20 pA beam current. The
SEM images were acquired with the in-lens detector at 5 kV.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to identify the
amount of manganese oxide in the hybrids. A TG 209 F1 Libra
system from Netzsch was used, equipped with an automatic
sample changer and alumina crucibles. Samples were heated up
to 900 C in synthetic air with a rate of 20 C min1 to avoid
contaminations of the system. To investigate the diﬀerence in
carbon ordering and phase in detail, the pure carbon powders
were heated in synthetic air with a rate of 5 C min1. The
sample mass ranged between 5 mg and 10 mg. The amount of
manganese oxide was measured by the remaining sample mass
aer heating to 900 C when carbon was completely oxidized.
The skeletal density was analyzed with an AccuPyc 1330 gas
pycnometer (Micromeritics) using helium gas with a purity
grade of 5.0. The steel crucible had a volume of 1 cm3 and the
sample mass was between 100 mg and 200 mg. First, 20 purges
were applied followed by 20 separate measurements. Both
purge and analysis lling pressures were 134 Pa. An equilibra-
tion rate of 34 Pa min1 was used.
Porosity and surface area were measured using nitrogen gas
sorption measurements at 196 C with an Autosorb iQ system
(Quantachrome). Beforehand, the powder samples were
degassed at 102 Pa and 300 C for 24 h to remove any water
residuals from the synthesis. During the measurement, the
relative pressure was varied from 5 107 to 1.0 in 68 steps. The
specic surface area (SSA) was calculated with the ASiQwin-
soware using the Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) equation in
the linear relative pressure range of 0.01–0.2.43 The DFT SSA and
pore size distribution (PSD) were derived via quenched-solid
DFT (QSDFT) with a slit pore shape model between 0.56 nm
and 37.5 nm.46 Values for the total pore volume correspond to p/
p0 ¼ 0.95.
Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Renishaw inVia
Raman Microscope equipped with a Nd-YAG laser (532 nm). For
all samples a 50 objective was used with a power of 0.2 mW at
the surface of the sample. The spectra were recorded with 10
accumulations and 20 s acquisition time. For each D- and G-
mode we used one Voigt-prole peak and two Voigt peaks to
t the contribution of amorphous carbon (including amor-
phous carbon at 1520 cm1, transpolyacetylene at ca. 1100 cm1
and the broad signal which does not correspond to sp2-
hybridized carbon). The same methodology was used in our
recent study for carbon onions.98 All spectra were normalized
and background subtracted with a linear baseline.
The electrode conductivity wasmeasured with a custom built
four-point probe. The diameter of the tips was 1.5 mm and the
tip distance 1.75 mm. The areal resistance was measured at 5
diﬀerent positions of the electrode. Using eqn (1) the electrode
conductivity normalized to the thickness can be calculated.
s ¼
lnð2Þ
p
I
Ud
(1)
I is the current, U the voltage, and d the thickness of the elec-
trode measured with a micrometer screw. The thickness was
kept constant for all samples (60  10 mm).
2.3 Electrochemical characterization
Free-standing and exible PTFE-bound electrodes were used for
electrochemical measurements. Carbon and hybrid powders
(typically ca. 200 mg) were dispersed in ethanol and stirred in
a mortar until most of the ethanol was evaporated and a carbon
slurry resulted. For all samples 10 mass% PTFE (60 mass%
aqueous solution, Sigma Aldrich) were added and mixed in
a mortar until a dough-like carbon paste was formed. Using
a rolling machine (MTI HR01, MTI Corp.) electrodes with
a thickness of 60 mm (10 mm) were rolled and dried over night
at 90 C and 20 mbar.
Electrochemical characterization was carried out in 1 M
LiClO4 in acetonitrile (ACN) from BASF or 1 MNa2SO4 (aqueous)
from Sigma Aldrich. For all measurements, a two- and three-
electrode setup was used, corresponding with full- and half-
cell conguration, respectively. The electrodes were punched
out to obtain discs with a diameter of 8 mm (3–5 mg) and were
separated by a glass-ber disc with diameter of 13 mm (type GF/
D, GE Healthcare). The electrode/separator/electrode arrange-
ment was compressed between two platinum disks (diameter 12
mm, thickness: 200 mm, Carl Scha¨fer) using spring-loaded
titanium pistons, sealed by a polyether ether ketone (PEEK)
body. For measurements using 1 M LiClO4 in ACN, the cells
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107165
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were dried at 90 C and 20 mbar before they were put in an
argon-lled glove box (MBraun Labmaster 130; O2, H2O < 1
ppm). The cells were vacuum back-lled with a syringe con-
taining the electrolyte. The aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte was
directly vacuum lled in the cells without drying. Full-cell
measurements were carried out either with a symmetric (same
size, same material) or asymmetric (charge balanced counter
electrode from activated carbon YP80) conguration. In a half-
cell set-up, a ca. 5 times oversized AC counter electrode was
used together with a reference electrode; the latter was a plat-
inum wire for the aqueous electrolyte and PTFE-bound acti-
vated carbon YP50 from Kuraray for the organic electrolyte.
Electrochemical characterization was performed using
a VSP300 and VMP300 potentiostat/galvanostat from Bio-Logic
in cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic mode with
potential limitation (GCPL). The potential window for all full-
cell measurements was 0.8 V in 1 M Na2SO4 and 2.2 V in 1 M
LiClO4 in ACN. Half-cell measurements were used to determine
the capacitance of one electrode and the stability window. For
data obtained with cyclic voltammetry, a scan rate of 1–10 mV
s1 was used and the specic capacitance of two electrodes
dependent on the cell voltage (cell performance) was calculated
using eqn (2):
CcellðUÞ ¼
IðUÞ
n
1
M
(2)
with I(U) the measured current, n the applied scan rate, and M
the active mass of both electrodes. Active mass in all cases
means the mass of the carbon and the manganese oxide
(without binder).
Galvanostatic measurements with potential limitation
(GCPL) were used to calculate the capacitance for diﬀerent
specic currents as well as the specic energy and power. The
current was normalized to the active mass and specic currents
from 0.1 A g1 to 20 A g1 were applied. Aer charging the
system to 0.8 V or 2.2 V, there was a 10 s resting time prior to
discharge to 0 V cell voltage to enable facile assessment of the IR
drop. Every GCPL cycle was repeated at least two times with 10 s
of resting time in between. The specic discharge capacitance
of two electrodes normalized to the active mass was calculated
according to eqn (3):
Ccell ¼
ð
t2
t1
I dt
Ucorrected
1
M
(3)
withM the active mass of both electrodes, I the applied current,
t1 and t2 the start and end of discharging, and Ucorrected the
applied voltage minus the IR-drop. The IR drop was determined
as the voltage loss aer 5 s of reaching the applied voltage. The
same technique was used to calculate the capacitance of one
electrode in a half-cell setup with a potential window of 0.5 V
and normalization to the active mass of one electrode. The
specic energy (Especic) and specic power (Pspecic) of the full-
cell (two electrodes) were calculated using eqn (4) and (5):
Especific ¼
ð
t2
t1
U dt I
1
M
(4)
Pspecific ¼
Especific
t2  t1
(5)
withM the active mass of both electrodes, I the applied current,
t1 and t2 the start and end of discharging. The charge and energy
eﬃciencies were calculated dividing the respective value from
charging by the value from discharging and are presented in %.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Morphology analysis
Two types of carbon onions (OLC) with diﬀerent degrees of
carbon ordering and one nanoporous activated carbon (AC)
were selected for this study. TEM images of the carbon mate-
rials are shown in the ESI, Fig. S1.†
Both types of carbon onions were derived from nano-
diamonds by thermal annealing in argon at either 1700 C
(“high temperature”) or 1300 C (“low temperature”). The
primary particle size of carbon onions ranged between 4 nm
and 10 nm featuring several carbon shells (ESI, Fig. S1A and B†).
While diﬀerences in morphology were not observable in trans-
mission electron micrographs, an increasing degree of carbon
ordering for higher annealing temperatures is to be ex-
pected.98–101 In contrast to OLC, AC presented a porous structure
with a high level of nanocrystalline disorder (ESI, Fig. S1C†).
Even when using the same ratio of carbon and manganese
oxide, diﬀerent morphologies were observed for the diﬀerent
carbon substrates (Fig. 1). M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) had a homoge-
nous coating of the agglomerate particles (Fig. 1D and E).
The thickness of the nanocrystalline coating was in the range
of a few nanometers (10 nm) as determined by TEM (Fig. 1F).
In contrast, M–OLC1300 (3 : 1) showed a brous coating with
nanocrystalline structure (Fig. 1A–C). The skeletal density of
OLC1300 (2.2 g cm3) was 16% higher than for OLC1700 (1.9 g
cm3). Therefore, the samemass content of MnO2 would lead to
a larger volumetric coating compared to the coating on the
lower density substrate material. However, we see the same
brous structure for M–OLC1300 (2 : 1) and (3 : 1) (Fig. 1A). A
similar morphology was observed for M–AC (3 : 1) coated with
the same amount of manganese oxide (Fig. 1J–L). Long and thin
manganese oxide bers grew on the surface of the activated
carbon particle with a length of several hundred nanometers
and a diameter of 20 to 50 nm (Fig. 1L). These observations
align with ndings in literature: depending on the reaction ratio
of permanganate and carbon,96 as well as the reaction time,82
the structure of manganese oxide varies from layers and nano-
particles to nanorods with diﬀering crystallinity. Use of a much
smaller amounts of permanganate for the synthesis (M–AC
(1 : 2)) yielded a thin coating of around 3 nm thickness,
completely covering the carbon particles (Fig. 1G–I). Etching of
carbon during the formation of manganese oxide is evidenced
in Fig. 1C: the graphitic shells on the outside of OLC1300 were
removed, while a partially amorphous and diamond-like core
remained in the center of the particles. This is in accordance
with results of Raman spectroscopy in Section 3.4.
The coating of carbon by manganese oxide can also be seen
in cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs of the PTFE-
107166 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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bound electrodes (Fig. 2). The initial AC electrode shows parti-
cles in the range of several micrometers in direct contact to each
other (Fig. 2A–C). Additional ZnO coating was applied to
increase the contrast and allow recognition of the AC particle
shape. Aer coating with manganese oxide (M–AC (3 : 1)), an
additional MnO2 layer is visible partially covering the AC
particles as depicted in Fig. 2D–F. Local inhomogeneous
covering with MnO2 as well as the existence of a few uncoated
parts of the AC particles can be the result of particle agglom-
eration during the wet chemical synthesis. The small size of
OLC and the tendency to form agglomerates of several hundred
nanometers leads to more compact electrodes (Fig. 2G).
Manganese oxide deposition (M–OLC1700 (3 : 1)) takes place
inside the agglomerates as well as on the outside, forming
a homogenous and dense composite (Fig. 2J–L).
3.2 Chemical and thermogravimetric analysis
All three carbon substrates were hydrothermally hybridized
with manganese oxide using KMnO4 as the precursor. This
synthesis routine is well-established,49 including work by us on
the high power handling ability.88 Diﬀerent manganese oxide
mass loadings were realized by using diﬀerent carbon-to-
KMnO4 ratios. The chemical composition and the manganese
oxide content were measured using EDX and TGA (Table 1).
The chemical analysis showed uorine in addition to Mn, O,
and C, which originates from the PTFE binder. Functional
groups on AC account for an oxygen content of 3.3 mass%. This
value is almost identical to that of low temperature carbon
onions (OLC1300 : 3.1 mass%); yet, the high-temperature
annealing process of OLC1700 yields a lower oxygen content
(1.9 mass%) in alignment with literature.98 The content of
manganese oxide for the diﬀerent samples is given in Table 1.
By using a higher amount of permanganate for the synthesis,
the manganese oxide content increased. For example, the
amount of manganese oxide coating on OLC1700 varied from 35
mass% to 87 mass%. Diﬀerent carbon substrates with the same
amount of permanganate led to similar compositions with 56,
57, and 60 mass% manganese oxide for M–OLC1700 (3 : 1), M–
OLC1300 (3 : 1), and AC (3 : 1).
Thermogravimetric analysis of manganese oxide showed up
to ca. 120 C an initial mass loss of around 4 mass% due to the
loss of surface adsorbed water, followed by evaporation of
interlayer water and dehydration of the manganese oxide until
ca. 470 C with a mass loss of 11 mass% (Fig. 3A).48,102 The
mass loss due to progressing birnessite dehydration is depen-
dent on the surface area and the corresponding amount of
initially adsorbed water. Birnessite-type manganese oxide
(KxMnO2) also undergoes a phase transformation to KxMn2O3 at
around 480 C, as seen for the carbon/manganese oxide
hybrids.102 The burn-oﬀ temperatures of 631 C for OLC1700
and 597 C for AC were slightly higher than for OLC1300 with
566 C, due to the higher degree of sp2-carbon ordering.
Fig. 1 Transmission electron micrographs of the carbon/manganese oxide hybrids. (A–C) M–OLC1300 (3 : 1), (D–F) M–OLC1700 (3 : 1), (G–I)
M–AC (1 : 2), and (J–L) M–AC (3 : 1).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107167
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All carbons were completely volatized between 500 C and
700 C. For the hybrid materials, the burn-oﬀ temperature
shis to 300–500 C because of an enhanced etching of
carbon by evaporating water, oxygen-containing gases, and
catalytic eﬀects of the manganese oxide.103,104 The remaining
mass was identical to the amount of manganese oxide in the
Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of the cross sections prepared from electrodes containing 90 mass% active material (i.e., carbon and
manganese oxide) and 10 mass% PTFE as binder. ZnO was deposited by means of atomic layer deposition onto the carbon particles to increase
the contrast. Colored images in C, F, I, and L were used to diﬀerentiate the carbon and manganese oxide phases in B, E, H, and K.
Table 1 Chemical composition by EDX of the samples and manganese oxide content based on EDX and TGA
Elemental composition Manganese oxide
C (mass%) Mn (mass%) O (mass%) K (mass%) F (mass%) EDX (mass%) TGA (mass%)
OLC1700 91.8  1.8 0 1.9  0.5 0 6.3  2.3 0 0
M–OLC1700 (1 : 1) 64.1  1.3 13.9  0.5 17.2  1.9 4.2  0.2 0.7  0.1 35  3 34
M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) 40.5  6.6 27.4  9.3 21.9  6.4 6.8  2.5 3.5  1.8 56  18 58
M–OLC1700 (4 : 1) 28.1  1.9 41.0  3.7 22.4  3.4 7.7  0.9 0.7  0.1 71  8 63
M–OLC1700 (8 : 1) 12.3  4.3 47.4  13.7 28.2  11.4 11.0  2.2 1.1  0.4 87  27 73
OLC1300 93.6  1.0 0 3.1  0.1 0 3.2  1.0 0 0
M–OLC1300 (2 : 1) 65.5  8.6 15.5  4.8 14.2  2.5 3.5  1.5 1.5  0.8 33  9 31
M–OLC1300 (3 : 1) 38.8  6.9 22.8  4.4 29.3  3.8 5.3  0.9 3.8  1.3 57  9 60
AC 95.5  1.04 0 3.3  0.5 0 1.2  0.6 0 0
M–AC (1 : 2) 82.2  32.0 8.9  3.0 7.0  1.3 1.2  2.1 0.7  0.4 17  6 18
M–AC (1 : 1) 72.3  5.8 12.6  7.0 12.8  3.7 1.9  0.9 0.4  0.2 27  12 31
M–AC (3 : 1) 36.9  7.2 24.9  5.9 29.2  1.3 6.3  1.7 2.8  2.5 60  9 59
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composite and was comparable to the values derived from
EDX (Table 1).
3.3 Analysis of porosity, skeletal density, and electrical
conductivity
Carbon onions have only outer surface area with a large fraction
of mesopores (Fig. 4A), whereas activated carbon is mostly
characterized by interparticle micropores (Fig. 4B). The skeletal
density of both carbon onion varieties increased aer adding
more manganese oxide and the pore volume decreased (Fig. 4C
and Table 2). The skeletal density of the AC hybrids increased
from 2.2 g cm3 to 2.4 g cm3, while the pore volume decreased
from 1.07 cm3 g1 to 0.17 cm3 g1 similarly to carbon onions
(Fig. 4C and Table 2). This nding is in agreement with TEM
micrographs, showing the homogenous covering of AC by
manganese oxide and blocking the pores from the outside
(Fig. 1I). Pore blocking led to a decrease of the pore volume, but
not to an increase in density to the same extend because the
pore walls and internal pore space are not directly coated.
For all three carbon materials, we see a strong decrease in
specic surface area (DFT) aer hybridization with manganese
oxide (Fig. 4D and Table 2). We determined a specic surface
area of 323 m2 g1 and 404 m2 g1 for pristine OLC1300 and
OLC1700, respectively. For a reaction ratio of (3 : 1), these values
were reduced to 116 m2 g1 and 142 m2 g1, respectively. A
Fig. 3 TGA of the manganese oxide, the carbon powders, and the carbon/manganese oxide composites in synthetic air. All measurements were
performed in synthetic air with a heating rate of 5 C min1 for the carbon powders and 20 C min1 for the hybrids. (A) Carbon onions and
carbon onion/manganese oxide hybrids and (B) AC and AC/manganese oxide hybrids.
Fig. 4 (A) Cumulative pore size distributions from nitrogen gas sorption analysis of the carbon onion samples and (B) of the AC samples. (C)
Skeletal densities from helium gas pycnometry and the pore volumes from nitrogen gas sorption. (D) DFT speciﬁc surface areas from gas sorption
and (E) normalized surface areas.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107169
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similar value (193 m2 g1) was measured for M–AC (3 : 1), which
corresponds with a more than 90% decrease of the initial value
(1783 m2 g1). The composition of (3 : 1) was used for further
comparison of the electrochemical performance because
manganese oxide loading as well as surface area are comparable
for the diﬀerent carbon materials.
Fig. 4E shows the relative decrease of the specic surface
area aer manganese oxide hybridization normalized to the
initial value of the carbon materials. An ideal behavior would
correspond with high manganese oxide mass loading without
pore blocking. This could be approached with thin coatings
while maintaining the initial accessible surface area. All studied
samples deviate from ideality and pore blocking occurs to
a varying degree. For carbon onion hybrids, the surface struc-
ture was retained up to a maximum loading of 60 mass%
manganese oxide due to the absence of internal pores (Fig. 2A
and D),99 preventing extensive pore blocking (Fig. 4E). For
higher loadings, thick coatings engulfed the agglomerates and
led to a strong decrease in specic surface area. Correspond-
ingly, interparticle pores were almost completely lled with
manganese oxide, as shown in Fig. 4A. The amount of micro-
and mesopores decreased for OLC samples aer manganese
oxide hybridization, similar to what was observed when using
AC (Fig. 4B).
3.4 Raman spectroscopy
The Raman spectra of all carbon materials showed typical
features of incompletely graphitized carbon, namely the
D-mode at 1340 to 1350 cm1, the G-mode at 1585 to
1600 cm1, and a pronounced second order spectrum (2200–
3500 cm1). OLC1700 and OLC1300 showed a Raman spectrum
typical for carbon onions.98,99,105–109 Both carbon onion varieties
exhibited a nanocrystalline structure and a distinct contribu-
tion from amorphous carbon at 1520 cm1 was seen in form
of a broad transition between the D- and the G-mode. The latter
was more pronounced for OLC1300 than for OLC1700 due to
incomplete graphitization.98 The curved shape of the G-mode
for both types of carbon onions relates to the emergence of
few-layer graphene between the carbon onions as a result of the
synthesis from nanodiamonds in argon.98 The Raman signal of
the activated carbon presented a G-mode at 1599 cm1 indica-
tive of nanocrystalline carbon.110Nanocrystallinity was also seen
in TEM micrographs (ESI, Fig. S1C†), showing small crystalline
domains connected by amorphous/disordered carbon forms.
The amount of amorphous carbon was slightly smaller than for
OLC1300 and the degree of carbon ordering in the nanoscopic
domains was higher, as indicated by the smaller FWHM of the
G-mode.110
Aer hydrothermal synthesis, all samples showed additional
Raman bands associated with manganese oxide between 250
cm1 and 750 cm1 (Fig. 5). For OLC1700, the G-mode position
shied from 1591 cm1 to 1599 cm1 for the highest manga-
nese oxide loading (Fig. 5A). The redshi of the G-mode was
a result of the hydrothermal synthesis, which led to supercial
etched carbon particles resulting in smaller domain sizes.111
The relative increase in amorphous carbon was less than 20%
for the highest loading indicative for a highly ordered material
(Fig. 5E). In case of OLC1300, the change of carbon structure
was not characterized by a shi of the G-mode to larger wave-
numbers because the initial value was already lowered to 1599
cm1 due to its smaller size (Fig. 5B). The relative increase in
amorphous carbon neared 100% for the highest loading of
manganese oxide on OLC1300 (Fig. 5E) due to the removal of
graphitic outer shells and remaining diamond-like and amor-
phous carbon in the core (Fig. 1C). Similar to OLC1700, the
etching of outer shells led to an increase of the D- and G-mode
FWHM because of the combined eﬀect of increasing defect
density and decreasing domain size (Fig. 5F). The same can be
seen for AC with increasing D- and G-mode FWHM, as well as
increasing relative amorphous carbon content (Fig. 5C, E and
F). In contrast to OLC1300, the content of amorphous carbon
did not increase linearly, but reached a constant value (+60%)
once a manganese oxide loading of 30% had been reached
(Fig. 5E). Obviously, the comparably small external surface area
of an AC particle cannot be coated with the same amount of
manganese oxide than carbon onions and the impact on the
carbon structure remained limited. The birnessite-type
manganese oxide phase was varied as a function of the
synthesis parameters. Typically, octahedral MnO6 layers present
Table 2 Surface areas, pore volumes, skeletal densities of the samples based on gas sorption analysis, gas pycnometry and 4-point probe
measurements. “n.d.”: not detectable (i.e., the value was smaller than the detection limit of the method)
SSA DFT (m2 g1) Pore volume (cm3 g1) Skeletal density (g cm3) Conductivity (S cm1)
OLC1700 404 1.23 1.92  0.03 1.78  0.54
M–OLC1700 (1 : 1) 266 0.58 2.22  0.02 1.98  0.85
M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) 142 0.26 2.55  0.01 0.09  0.01
M–OLC1700 (4 : 1) 65 0.12 2.72  0.03 0.02  0.0
M–OLC1700 (8 : 1) n.d. 0.01 3.01  0.04 n.d.
OLC1300 323 1.11 2.21  0.02 1.12  0.45
M–OLC1300 (2 : 1) 234 0.70 2.40  0.03 n.d.
M–OLC1300 (3 : 1) 116 0.19 2.95  0.01 n.d.
AC 1783 1.07 2.20  0.02 0.28  0.03
M–AC (1 : 2) 1075 0.65 2.27  0.03 0.05  0.03
M–AC (1 : 1) 737 0.44 2.31  0.01 n.d.
M–AC (3 : 1) 193 0.17 2.43  0.01 n.d.
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a vacancy in one over every six octahedral sites.112 Between these
layers, ions (Li+, K+, Mn2+) or water molecules are intercalated
depending on the synthesis and the precursor.112 Raman
spectra and the frequency positions can be analyzed according
to the polymerization of the MnO6 octahedra withmodes at 506,
575, and 646 cm1.112 All coated carbon onion samples showed
a typical Raman spectrum of birnessite-type manganese oxide
with vibrational frequencies typical for birnessite at 575 cm1,
618 cm1, and weak frequencies at 500 cm1 and 730 cm1.112
The Raman peak at 646 cm1 is attributed to the Mn–O
symmetric stretching vibration within the octahedra.
The lower frequency mode at 575 cm1 comes from the
stretching vibration of Mn–O in the basal plane of MnO6 sheets
and is particularly strong for Mn(IV) fraction. The higher
frequency mode was shied to 618 cm1 for carbon onions
because of its strong dependence on the lattice spacing in the
birnessite112 which is varied due to intercalation of potassium
ions or hydration reactions.113 The insertion of ions or mole-
cules into the lattice resulted in a local deformation, yielding
shorter Mn–O bonds and partial reduction of Mn(IV) ions,
leading to a blueshi in the Raman spectrum. Manganese oxide
on carbon onions exhibited particularly small domain sizes of
a few nanometers, as seen by TEM (Fig. 1E and F). Grain
boundaries as well as distortion due to inner-grain tension may
further contribute to a variation in lattice spacing and could
also explain the broadness of the high frequency mode.
While no signicant diﬀerence was observed for carbon
onions with diﬀerent manganese oxide loadings, the birnessite
Raman spectrum of activated carbon hybrids showed diﬀer-
ences dependent on the reaction ratio of permanganate to
carbon. For small loadings of manganese oxide, a rather sharp
high frequency mode is observed at 647 cm1 which is close to
Fig. 5 (A–C) Raman spectra of manganese oxide, the carbon powders, and the carbon/manganese oxide composites. (D) Manganese oxide
Raman spectra of diﬀerent hybrids. (E) Normalized areal intensity of amorphous carbon plotted against the manganese oxide content. (F) FWHM
of D- and G-mode dependent on the manganese oxide loading.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107171
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the expected value for ideal birnessite (646 cm1).112 Seemingly,
aer initial nucleation, manganese oxide layers continue to grow
with rather high crystalline ordering on activated carbon. For
comparison, we seemuch stronger nanocrystallinity with smaller
manganese oxide domain sizes (ca. 2–3 nm) when using carbon
onions. We conclude that carbon onions exhibit a much higher
density of nucleation sites for the growth of manganese oxide.
Aer using higher permanganate-to-activated carbon ratios, the
Raman spectrum was similar to carbon onion hybrids due to the
formation of nanocrystalline manganese oxide needles.
3.5 Electrochemical measurements
Electrochemistry was performed in aqueous (1 M Na2SO4) and
in organic electrolyte (1 M LiClO4 in ACN). The electrochemical
potential window was investigated using incremental voltage
window opening in half-cells using cyclic voltammetry at 1 mV
s1 scan rate (Fig. 6A). The electrochemical stability limit
(voltage window), on rst approximation, can be assessed by
using S-value testing, as outlined by Weingarth et al.114 S-Value
testing is a quantitative measure of the irreversible charge
invested during cyclic voltammetry and the limit for stable
performance is conventionally set to a value of 10%. The
resulting values are shown in (Fig. 6B). For the aqueous elec-
trolyte, a potential window from 0.4 V to +0.8 V vs. platinum is
seen. The cyclic voltammograms in Fig. 6A show irreversible
reactions, well known for manganese oxide measured in
aqueous media especially during negative polarization.60,66,115 A
very high initial S-value at 0.1 V vs. Pt vanishes aer condi-
tioning (i.e., aer several charge/discharge cycles). Using the
organic electrolyte, a stable potential range from 1.2 V to
+1.2 V vs. carbon can be identied.114
For full-cell setups, a cell voltage of 0.8 V and 2.2 V can be
used in aqueous and organic electrolyte which is also in
agreement with literature.49 However, we note that it is not
absolutely clear if S-value testing is the most comprehensive
method to assess the maximum voltage window width for
pseudocapacitive materials, because it was developed for
ideal ELDC systems with the degradation mechanism related
to electrolyte decomposition instead of possible electrode
deterioration.114
Fig. 6 (A) Potential window opening in a half-cell using M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) as working electrode, 1 mV s1 as scan rate and aqueous 1 M Na2SO4
and 1 M LiClO4 in ACN as electrolytes. (B) Corresponding S-values after Weingarth et al. (ref. 114). (C) Half-cell capacitance dependent on the
manganese oxide loading. (D–G) Full-cell cyclic voltammograms at 10 mV s1 in aqueous 1 M Na2SO4.
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The capacitance of an electrode material can be measured
reliably using half-cells with an oversized counter electrode
(activated carbon, YP80 + 5 mass% PTFE). The capacitance was
measured using galvanostatic cycling to +0.5 V vs. carbon with
a rate of 0.1 A g1. By increasing the manganese oxide loading
on OLC1700, the specic capacitance increased linearly until
the maximum value of 150 F g1 for 58 mass%manganese oxide
(M–OLC1700 (3 : 1)) was reached (Fig. 6C). By further increasing
the metal oxide content, the capacitance decreased. Ultimately,
we see a very high electrical resistance (e.g., for M–OLC1700
(8 : 1)) similar to that of pure manganese oxide and no charge
storage capacity was able to be determined anymore.66 The
maximum value of 150 F g1 in aqueous medium is somewhat
smaller compared to other studies with maximum reported
values between 200 and 400 F g1 (Table 3). However, a fair
comparison of capacitance values is only possible when similar
materials and same normalizations and measurement tech-
niques are used. Table 3 presents capacitance values of diﬀerent
birnessite or manganese oxide materials with KMnO4 as
precursor, measured in half-cells and neutral aqueous electro-
lytes. Diﬀerent manganese oxide contents in the composite as
well as diﬀerent amounts of conductive additive and binder
were used. To compare the data, all capacitance values were
normalized either to the MnO2 content or to the electrode
without binder. Aer normalizing to the amount of manganese
oxide, the literature values ranged from 61 to 420 F g1. The
capacitance values reported in this study are comparably high
between 226 and 309 F g1, and are attributed to the high
conductivity and easy ion accessibility of the composite. The
high value of 868 F g1 reported by Makgopa et al. might stem
from the use of ultrathin electrodes.88 When comparing data
normalized to manganese oxide and carbon content, the
capacitances are in line with most of the studies showing values
in the range of 48–408 F g1 (Table 3).
Fig. 6D depicts CVs of the full-cells of OLC1700. The rect-
angular shape of OLC1700 demonstrates nearly ideal double-
layer capacitor behavior, in alignment with literature.16,17 By
increasing the metal oxide loading, the cell capacitance
increased by maintaining the quasi rectangular shape, which
evidences the highly pseudocapacitive behavior of the hybrid
electrodes.43,44,46 With a loading of 73 mass% manganese oxide,
the resistivity of the electrode was too high and no signicant
capacitance could be measured (Fig. 6D and Table 2). The
conductivity of the electrodes followed the same trend with 1.78
 0.54 S cm1 for OLC1700, 1.98  0.85 S cm1 for M–OLC1700
(1 : 1), and decreasing values until the conductivity for the
highest loading was smaller than the detection limit (Table 2).
By adding 10 mass% OLC1700 as conductive additive during
electrode fabrication to the material (M–OLC1700 (8 : 1) + 10%
OLC), the conductivity of the electrode was enhanced to 1.52 
0.44 S cm1, leading to a pronouncedly rectangular shape of the
CV (Fig. 6E).
During the synthesis, manganese oxide rst nucleates on the
carbon substrate leading to a thin layer with low resistivity and
rather low electrode capacitance (M–OLC1700 (1 : 1)). Further
coating increases the layer thickness until a balance of electrical
conductivity and electrochemical response (i.e., maximum
capacitance) is reached (M–OLC1700 (3 : 1)). As this process
continues, the conductivity decreases signicantly (M–OLC1700
(8 : 1)) (Table 2). This is also supported by the growth of
manganese oxide needles which are not directly in contact with
conductive carbon. Adding carbon onions as conductive addi-
tive between the non-conductive parts of thick layer or needle-
like manganese oxide (M–OLC1700 (8 : 1) + 10% OLC) is
a facile approach to signicantly increase conductivity and
capacitance (Table 2). The direct inuence of conductivity and
electron support of the manganese oxide by the conductive
carbon is supported by the low performance of OLC1300 in the
composite (Fig. 6D).
Low temperature carbon onions (OLC1300) present a lower
degree of carbon ordering than OLC1700 (Fig. 5D), explaining
the lower electrode conductivity of 1.12  0.45 S cm1 and
inferior rate handling.98,100,101,125 The cyclic voltammogram of
OLC1300 is similar to OLC1700 with a nearly perfect rectangular
shape (Fig. 6D). Aer adding manganese oxide, the capacitive
behavior vanished. Even for very small manganese oxide load-
ings, the high resistivity (Table 2) of the electrode prevents the
emergence of a characteristic pseudocapacitive behavior and
results in negligible capacitance. As shown by Raman spec-
troscopy and TEM analysis, the hydrothermal synthesis of
manganese oxide coating on carbon involves etching of outer
graphitic layers, resulting in less conductive amorphous carbon
cores. Consequently, the electrochemical performance of
carbon/manganese oxide hybrids is directly inuenced by the
degree of carbon ordering and the electrical conductivity, since
all other parameters were kept constant.
For AC, using the same synthesis, no signicant increase in
capacitance was observed aer variation of the manganese
oxide loading (Fig. 6B and E). The highest value of 96 F g1 at
0.5 V in a half-cell is seen for the initial AC without additional
redox activity and 84 F g1 for M–AC (1 : 2). In recent literature,
somewhat larger values of 117 F g1 (ref. 24) and 252 F g1 (ref.
96) were reported for activated carbon (ber)/manganese oxide
composites. Coating of the porous particles with a dense layer of
metal oxide resulted in pore blocking, leading to a decrease in
surface area as shown by TEM, gas sorption, and gas pycnom-
etry. Still, for thin layers (i.e., M–AC (1 : 2) and M–AC (1 : 1)), the
capacitance was similar to the initial AC, even if the surface area
decreases to 60% of the initial value (731 m2 g1). Cyclic vol-
tammograms indicate a suﬃciently high conductivity (Table 2)
in comparison with OLC1300/manganese oxide hybrids and
a rectangular shape (Fig. 6E). For higher manganese oxide
loadings, the capacitance quickly drops and the electrochemical
response becomes more resistive. The layer thickness as well as
the growth of needles starts at much lower amounts of
manganese oxide precursor compared to OLC. For M–OLC1700
(3 : 1), the best performance was measured with the highest
capacitance of 150 F g1, whereas the same amount of metal
oxide with AC as substrate showed a negligible capacitance (ca.
10 F g1).
Coating thickness,46,53 morphology,71 and structure51 of the
manganese oxide phase not only inuence the (equilibrium ¼
low-rate) capacitance, but also result in diﬀering power perfor-
mances. Fig. 7A and B present the rate handling by applying
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107173
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diﬀerent current densities in full-cell mode. In agreement with
literature, the rate behavior of OLC was demonstrated to be
superior to AC with a capacitance retention of more than 80% at
20 A g1 compared to less than 40% at 10 A g1.101 For M–AC
(1 : 2) with a surface area > 1000 m2 g1, a signicant contri-
bution of double-layer capacitance can be assumed. However,
the thin and highly conductive coating enabled a very fast
system response due to fast surface redox and intercalation
eﬀects. Therefore, OLC1700 hybrids resulted in a higher
capacitance and in a better rate handling due to higher
conductivity and highly accessible outer surface area (Fig. 7A
and B). For M–OLC1700 (8 : 1), thick metal oxide layers resulted
in high contact resistances between the particles and less facile
electron support. Aer adding 10 mass% OLC (M–OLC1700
(8 : 1) + 10 mass% OLC), the conductivity of the manganese
oxide surface coating was increased. M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) with
a manganese oxide content of 58 mass% exhibited the best
performance with the highest measured capacitance of 150 F
g1 and good rate handling. However, the specic energy for
0.8 V cell voltage in aqueous electrolyte results in only 2.8 W h
kg1, 40% larger than for AC (2 W h kg1). To further improve
the specic energy, the maximum cell voltage can be increased
when using an organic electrolyte instead of an aqueous
medium. In our case, we investigated 1 M LiClO4 in ACN. The
capacitance of M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) was increased to 176 F g1 at
0.5 V and 179 F g1 at 1 V and 0.1 A g1 (measured in a half-cell).
Corresponding cyclic voltammograms for the full-cell setup are
given in Fig. 7C. The extended voltage window translates to an
enhanced specic energy of 16.4W h kg1 which is more than 5-
times higher than in aqueous media.
Up to a specic current of 1 A g1, the cell capacitance in the
organic medium was comparable to the same material operated
in the aqueous electrolyte (Fig. 7A and B). For higher rates, the
capacitance retention dropped more severely compared to
aqueous medium. The normalized IR drop is shown in Fig. 7E
and the corresponding charge–discharge curves in Fig. 7D
present higher values in organic medium compared to the
aqueous electrolyte. For electrodes with higher conductivity
(Table 2), the IR drop was smaller and the resulting cell voltage
larger (Fig. 7E). The initial carbon onions (OLC1700) presented
an increase in IR drop of 20% when increasing the specic
current from 0.1 A g1 to 20 A g1 due to high conductivity and
high ion accessibility. The same was measured for M–OLC1700
(3 : 1) with a thin manganese oxide coating.
Electrochemical energy storage devices can be compared
conveniently via Ragone plots.126 Fig. 8A shows the specic
energy of the cell normalized to the active mass of both elec-
trodes versus the specic power derived from galvanostatic
cycling by using diﬀerent rates. Carbon onions (OLC1700)
present excellent specic power of more than 10 kW kg1, but
with a comparable low specic energy of less than 0.4 W h kg1
in aqueous electrolyte. Values for the specic energy were at 2.8
W h kg1 for M–OLC1700 (3 : 1), which is larger than activated
carbon with 2 W h kg1. The energy capacity can be increased
Fig. 7 (A) Rate handling plot: full-cell capacitance dependent on the applied current density. (B) Normalized rate handling plot. (C) Cyclic
voltammograms of M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) in full-cell mode using aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 and 1 M LiClO4 in ACN. (D) Galvanostatic cycling plots of M–
OLC1700 (3 : 1) aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 using diﬀerent speciﬁc currents. The inset shows the IR drop by applying a speciﬁc current of 10 A g
1. (E)
Normalized IR drop: normalized to IR drop at 0.1 A g1 (0.8 V and 2.2 V for aqueous and organic electrolyte). All measurements were done in
aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte if not otherwise declared.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 107163–107179 | 107175
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when using organic electrolyte with 2.2 V cell voltage to 16.4
W h kg1. By adding carbon onions as conductive additive, the
specic power can be slightly increased for the manganese
oxide hybrid (M–OLC1700 (3 : 1) + 10 mass% OLC), but the
specic energy is decreased due to smaller capacitance. Addi-
tional manganese oxide loading (M–OLC1700 (8 : 1) + 10mass%
OLC) decreased the specic power as well as the specic energy.
The optimum performance was found for 58 mass%
manganese oxide, which is in agreement with recent studies
using similar amounts.24,88,96 Good performance at low and high
rates is important, but only when also suﬃcient long-time
stability is maintained. For manganese oxide in organic and
neutral aqueous media, the potential window in the negative
range is limited to 1.2 V vs. carbon and 0.4 V vs. Pt (Fig. 6A
and B). For aqueous media, the stability is rather low due to the
dissolution of manganese oxide in the negative range.60,66,115
This potential-dependent stability makes manganese oxide an
attractive electrode material for positive polarization, but not
for the negative side in aqueous media.44 Although a small cell
voltage of 0.8 V for aqueous electrolyte and 2.2 V for organic
electrolyte was used, the electrodes lost more than 40% of
capacitance aer 10 000 galvanostatic cycles, in agreement with
the measured stability range in Fig. 6A and B. Even in organic
electrolyte at 2.2 V, the material had a capacitance retention of
less than 40%. This clearly shows that S-value stability testing
for pseudocapacitive materials, including faradaic reactions,
may overestimate the actual potential windows.
For low rates and high loadings, the charge eﬃciency falls
below 80% (Fig. 8B). Irreversible reactions take place, for
example inuenced by electrode dissolution like the Mn(IV)
reduction, whereas the charge eﬃciency for the pristine carbon
powders remains constant. For higher rates, these reactions still
occur, but are not visible in the electrochemical data because of
the high currents related to fast reactions. Taking into account
the increase in IR drop in Fig. 7E and the charge eﬃciency (as
a result of irreversible reactions; e.g., dissolution of the mate-
rial) in Fig. 8B, the change of energy eﬃciency (Fig. 8C) can be
explained. The latter shows low values for low and high rates
coming from a voltage loss at high rates and low charge eﬃ-
ciency at low rates.
The low stability of manganese oxide in the negative range
can be avoided by using an asymmetric fabrication tech-
nique.44,59,60,115 In this study, a charge balanced AC counter
electrode was used (negative polarization) and the carbon
onion/manganese oxide hybrid (positive polarization). Fig. 8D
demonstrates the improved long-time stability of asymmetric
devices in aqueous and organic electrolyte, with a capacitive
retention of around 72% aer 10 000 charge/discharge cycles.
Fig. 8 (A) Ragone plot derived from galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation using 0.8 V and 2.2 V cell voltage for aqueous and organic
electrolyte. All values are normalized to two electrodes. (B) Charge eﬃciency and (C) energy eﬃciency dependent on the applied speciﬁc
currents. (D) Long-time stability test using 10 000 galvanostatic cycles using symmetric and asymmetric full-cells. All measurements were done
in aqueous 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte if not otherwise stated.
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Clearly, the instability of manganese oxide remains a key chal-
lenge for further adaption of the technology, but asymmetric
device architectures can greatly improve the performance
stability.
4. Conclusions
This study provides a comprehensive data set of hydrothermally
synthesized birnessite-type manganese oxide on diﬀerent
carbon substrates for supercapacitor applications. As observ-
able in our data, the metal oxide coatings block the internal
pores of activated carbon. Depending on the amount of
manganese oxide loading, its specic surface area decreased by
more than 80%. The very low external surface area of AC did not
provide enough active sites for the reaction with permanganate
(i.e., the manganese oxide precursor), so that needle-like
structures with high resistivity form which protrude into the
interparticle space of the electrode. For comparison, high
temperature carbon onions, with accessible surface area only on
the outer side were homogenously coated, resulting in a strong
increase in capacitance and overall good rate behavior with
75% capacitance retention at 10 A g1 applied specic current.
Besides porosity and morphology of the carbon substrate,
also the degree of carbon ordering strongly inuences the
electrochemical performance of carbon/manganese oxide
hybrids. High and low temperature carbon onions (OLC1700
and OLC1300) with diﬀerent degrees of carbon ordering were
compared. The lower conductivity of OLC1300 was found to be
insuﬃcient to overcome the low conductivity of manganese
oxide, resulting in a very high resistance of the system. For
OLC1700, a strong increase in capacitance from 20 F g1 to
150 F g1 was measured with a specic energy of 2.8 W h kg1 in
aqueous and 16.4 W h kg1 in organic electrolyte, while
showing a good rate handling behavior. The limited long-time
stability, a well-known problem of manganese oxide, was
strongly improved by building asymmetric full-cells with acti-
vated carbon on the negative side. However, the stability
remains a key challenge for further advancements of the
technology.
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Carbon onion–sulfur hybrid cathodes for lithium–
sulfur batteries†
Soumyadip Choudhury,ab Marco Zeiger,ac Pau Massuti-Ballester,ac
Simon Fleischmann,c Petr Formanek,b Lars Borchardtd and Volker Presser*ac
In this study, we explore carbon onions (diameter below 10 nm), for the ﬁrst time, as a substrate material for
lithium sulfur cathodes. We introduce several scalable synthesis routes to fabricate carbon onion–sulfur
hybrids by adopting in situ and melt diﬀusion strategies with sulfur fractions up to 68 mass%. The
conducting skeleton of agglomerated carbon onions proved to be responsible for keeping active sulfur
always in close vicinity to the conducting matrix. Therefore, the hybrids are found to be eﬃcient
cathodes for Li–S batteries, yielding 97–98% Coulombic eﬃciency over 150 cycles with a slow fading of
the speciﬁc capacity (ca. 660 mA h g1 after 150 cycles) in long term cycle test and rate capability
experiments.
1. Introduction
The increase in global energy demand and limited reserve of
fossil fuel resources have led to intense research eﬀorts for
eﬃcient and mobile energy storage technologies, especially
rechargeable batteries.1 The further implementation of current
lithium-ion battery technology is impeded by high costs, safety
concerns, and the limited energy density associated with state-
of-the-art insertion-compound electrodes like layered LiCoO2,
spinel LiMn2O4, olivine LiFePO4 cathodes, and graphite
anodes.2,3 The development of alternative low-cost, abundant
electrode materials with high energy and power densities is
crucial for widely employing rechargeable batteries for the
storage of renewable energies and the transportation sectors.4,5
Lithium–sulfur (Li–S) systems have emerged in recent years
as a promising battery class.6–9 In addition to the high specic
capacity, using sulfur as a cathode material has the advantages
of high natural abundance, low cost, and high environmental
friendliness.7 Although the lithium–sulfur system operates at
a relatively low average potential of 2.1 V against Li/Li+, it shows
a very high theoretical specic capacity of 1675 mA h g1 and
a high theoretical specic energy of 2600 W h kg1.5,10 A
remaining hindrance to reach the theoretical limit is the low
sulfur utilization for Li–S rechargeable systems. Still, Li–S
batteries suﬀer from the isolative behavior of the start (S8) and
end product (Li2S), active material loss by dissolution of inter-
mediate species (polysuldes) in the electrolyte, and shuttle
mechanisms leading to anode passivation by the deposition of
Li2S2 and Li2S.
11,12
Several studies have shown diﬀerent carbons as a conductive
substrate for insulating sulfur including a variety of carbons with
a high surface area and conductivity. Among others, researchers
have investigated multi-walled carbon nanotubes,13–15 meso-
porous carbon,16 graphene,14,17 carbide-derived carbon,18 biomass
derived carbon,19,20 three-dimensional bicontinuous gyroidal
carbon,21,22 carbon from polyacrylonitrile,23 activated carbon ber
cloth,24 and hard25 or so templated carbons26 as substrates for
sulfur in lithium–sulfur batteries.
In this work, we explore carbon onions for lithium sulfur
batteries. Carbon onions, also known as onion-like carbon
(OLC), consist of several concentrically stacked graphitic carbon
spheres.27 A facile and scalable synthesis route for carbon
onions is thermal annealing of nanodiamond powder in an
inert atmosphere or vacuum.28 During the annealing process at
temperatures above 1300 C, the sp3-hybridized nanodiamond
is progressively converted to quasi-spherical sp2-carbon
onions.29 The high electrical conductivity of carbon onion
aggregates (ca. 4 S cm1) provides a conductive network for
sulfur, while the enhanced surface area (200–600 m2 g1) and
nanoscopic size (5–10 nm),30 hierarchical porous structure, and
possibility to create a mechanically robust electrode structure
are attractive for creating a large sulfur/electrolyte interface,
mitigating polysulde shuttling. Our work compared diﬀerent
synthesis approaches for obtaining carbon onion/sulfur elec-
trodes, provides structural and chemical characterization, and
benchmarks the resulting electrochemical performance.
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Germany. E-mail: volker.presser@leibniz-inm.de
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Germany
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2. Experimental description
Materials
Nanodiamond powder was purchased from NaBond Technolo-
gies. Battery-grade conductive carbon black (C65) was
purchased from Imerys. Sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate
(Na2S2O3$5H2O), elemental sulfur (S8), polyvinylidene uoride
(PVDF) powder (molecular mass ca. 534 000 g mol1), N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP), bis(triuoromethane)sulfonimide lithium
salt (LiTFSI), 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME), 1,3-dioxolane (DOL),
and lithium nitrate (LiNO3) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, and used without any further purication. Nickel foil
with a thickness of 20 mm was procured from Schlenk Metal-
lfolien. Electrochemical grade high purity (99.9%) lithium was
purchased from PI-Kem. A trilayer porous polyolene separator
was obtained from Celgard and we used non-woven poly-
propylene separators from Freudenberg.
Synthesis of carbon onions
Carbon onions were synthesized by thermal annealing of
the detonation nanodiamond with a diameter in the range of
4–6 nm (NaBond Technologies). The nanodiamond powder was
annealed in an argon atmosphere in a graphite crucible using
a water cooled high temperature furnace with a tungsten heater
(Thermal Technology) at 1700 C for 1 h (heating/cooling rate:
20 C min1). For more information, see ref. 28.
Preparation of carbon onion–sulfur composites
Herein, three diﬀerent approaches were investigated (Fig. 1): (1)
mechanical melt mixing of sulfur with carbon onions, (2) in situ
formation of sulfur nanoparticles on the carbon surface, and (3)
melting of the covering nanoparticles to form homogenous
layers around the carbon onions. The melt mixing carbon
onion–sulfur composite was prepared as follows: 65 mass%
elemental sulfur (S8) were added to 35 mass% of carbon onions.
It was primarily mixed in amortar, and aerwards ball milled to
get nearly uniform distribution of the sulfur. The carbon–sulfur
composite powder was thermally annealed at 155 C for 5 h
under an argon atmosphere. Using this treatment sulfur is uid
and attains minimum viscosity (ref. 16) so that uniform
coverage of sulfur over all the available surface of carbon onion
particles was obtained.
For in situ formation of sulfur nanoparticles on the carbon
onion surface, 1.55 g of sodium thiosulfate was rst dissolved
in 40 mL of water. Aerwards, 100 mg of carbon onions was
added with subsequent sonication for 30 min under ice-cold
water. In the next step, 2.5 mL of 5 M HCl was added dropwise
to the system. By this time, sulfur nanoparticles were formed
in the mixture. The mixture was le to react for 2 h and was
ltered through a 0.2 mm hydrophilic PVDF lter. It was
washed with copious amounts of water until pH 7 was ach-
ieved. The carbon onion/sulfur mixture was dried at 80 C
under vacuum for 12 h.
For the third OLC-S hybrid, the carbon onions/sulfur nano-
particle mixture was thermally annealed at 155 C following the
same protocol maintained for the rst set of samples.
For comparison, electrodes of the same thickness were made
with sulfur nanoparticles along with 10 mass% conductive
additive (Super C65) and 8 mass% PVDF binder. The slurry was
cast onto nickel foil following the same way as done for carbon
onion/sulfur hybrids. This electrode is designated as SNP
(sulfur nanoparticle) electrode.
Electrode preparation
The three sets of carbon–sulfur composite powders were indi-
vidually mixed with 8 mass% of PVDF binder in NMP to attain
the desired slurry viscosity. The slurry was cast on a nickel
current collector, achieving a 300 mm wet electrode thickness,
and aerwards dried in an oven operated under vacuum at
60 C for 12 h to get rid of any traces of solvent. In the dry state,
each electrode has a mass loading of 3–4 mg cm2 (corre-
sponding sulfur loading is 2–3 mg cm2) which is at the level to
attain the required areal capacity desired for applications in
electrically driven vehicles.31
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of fabrication of OLC-S hybrids following three diﬀerent approaches.
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Conductivity measurements
The same slurries for each set of samples for preparing elec-
trodes were again cast over 50 mm thin polyimide foil for
conductivity measurements. Sheet resistance measurements
were made with a custom-built spring-loaded four-point probe
with blunt gold contacts (tip diameter: 1.5 mm, tip distance:
3 mm).
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw inVia Raman
Microscope employing an Nd:YAG laser with an excitation
wavelength of 532 nm or HeNe laser operating at 633 nm. A
grating with 2400 lines per mm and a 50 objective were used to
reach a spectral resolution of about 1.2 cm1. The laser spot on
the sample was about 2 mm in diameter at a power of 0.2 mW.
The acquisition time of each spectrum was 30 s, and 10 accu-
mulations were averaged.
X-ray diﬀraction
The crystalline structure of the carbon–sulfur hybrids was
analyzed by X-ray diﬀraction employing a D8 Advance diﬀrac-
tometer (Bruker AXS) with a copper X-ray source (CuKa, 40 kV,
40 mA), a Go¨bel mirror, and a 2D area detector (VANTEC-500)
that covers about 25 2q. All samples were measured in a range
from 10 to 60 2q in 3 steps, with a step duration of 24 min.
Gas sorption measurements
Porosity analysis was carried out using an Autosorb iQ nitrogen
gas sorption system (Quantachrome). The carbon onion powder
was rst outgassed at 300 C for 10 h under vacuum (102 Pa).
The nitrogen gas sorption analysis was performed at a temper-
ature of 196 C in the relative pressure range from 5  107 to
1.0 in 68 steps. The pore size distribution (PSD) was calculated
using the quenched-solid density functional theory (QSDFT)32,33
supplied by Quantachrome assuming a slit-shape pore geom-
etry. The BET SSA aer Brunauer–Emmett–Teller34 was calcu-
lated in the linear regime of the measured isotherms between
0.1 and 0.3P/P0. Carbon onion sulfur hybrids were not measured
using gas sorption analysis due to the evaporation of sulfur and
the possible contamination of the system.
Thermogravimetric analysis
To estimate the loading of sulfur in each carbon–sulfur hybrid,
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was adopted. As sulfur
sublimes when heated to 500 C, TGA of the carbon–sulfur
hybrids was performed using a Netzsch Libra TG 209 F1 in the
temperature range of 30–500 C with a heating rate of 10 C
min1 under continuous ow of argon.
CHNS elemental analysis
The chemical composition was further investigated with CHNS
elemental analysis with a Vario Micro Cube system (Elementar
Analysensysteme). Aer combustion, the samples were measured
under oxygen at 1150 C in a tin holder. The CHNS analyzer was
calibrated with sulfanilic acid using diﬀerent masses (41.6
mass% C, 4.1 mass% H, 8.1 mass% N, 18.5 mass% S).
Energy ltered transmission electron microscopy
The specimen was prepared by dispersing the powders in
ethanol followed by placing a drop on a lacey carbon lm TEM
grid (Plano GmbH). The TEM grid was dried at 50 C to remove
traces of ethanol before inserting into the TEM instrument.
Transmission electron micrographs were recorded with a JEOL
2100F microscope at 200 kV. Energy ltered imaging (EFTEM)
was conducted on a Libra 120 transmission electronmicroscope
(Carl Zeiss) operated at 120 keV.
Electrochemical benchmarking
The coin-cell type cathodes were cut as discs of 14.2 mm
diameter from the entire piece and 2032 coin cells were
assembled in an argon lled glovebox (O2 & H2O: <1 ppm) with
carbon onion/sulfur hybrid cathodes, lithiummetal discs as the
anode, and a porous trilayer PP–PE–PPmembrane from Celgard
and Freudenberg non-woven PP mat together as the separator
(PP ¼ polypropylene; PE ¼ polyethylene). Each electrode has
a sulfur loading of ca. 60 mass% (excluding binder). The sepa-
rators were soaked with 100 mL of 1 M LiTFSI in 1 : 1 (by volume;
v/v) 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) and 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) along
with 0.25 M LiNO3 serving as the electrolyte. Cyclic voltammetry
was performed with a Biologic VPM-300 potentiostat–galvano-
stat within the potential range of 1 V to 3 V versus Li/Li+ at a scan
rate of 100 mV s1 (equivalent to 0.2C). Galvanostatic charge/
discharge tests were carried out with an Astrol BatSmall battery
analyzer at a constant current density of 336 mA g1 (¼0.2C) for
charging and 168 mA g1 (¼0.1C) for discharging within the
potential window of 1.8 V to 2.6 V versus Li/Li+. The rate capa-
bility experiments were done at diﬀerent rates from 0.1C
(discharge)/0.2C (charge) for 20 cycles, 0.2C (discharge)/0.4C
(charge) for the next 10 cycles, 0.5C (discharge)/1C (charge) for
further 10 cycles, 1C (discharge)/2C (charge) and then brought
back to 0.1C (discharge)/0.2C (charge), and allowed to run for
the next 20 charging–discharging cycles. For high rate cycle
stability tests, the carbon onion hybrid cathode containing cells
were subjected to discharge at 1C and charged at 2C for 500
cycles. In all our galvanostatic charge–discharge experiments,
we set the charging rate at two times the discharge rate to
simulate the actual usage of battery where a faster charging is
required.21
3. Results and discussion
Carbon onions (OLC) were synthesized by thermal annealing of
nanodiamonds (ND) at 1700 C in argon.29,30 Using these
conditions, ND particles with a mean size of 5 nm completely
transform to sp2-hybridized carbon onions. During this process,
the diamond structure with a lattice spacing of 0.21 nm rear-
ranges to a graphitic multi-shell carbon onion with an outer
lattice spacing of 0.34 nm (Fig. S1, ESI†). Between the single
carbon onions with a diameter between 5 and 10 nm, we also
86 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2017, 1, 84–94 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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see few-layer graphene nanoribbons as a result of the annealing
process (Fig. S1, ESI†).28
Carbon onion/sulfur (OLC-S) hybrids were synthesized using
three diﬀerent approaches, as described in the Experimental
section. The overall distribution of sulfur on the carbon onion
surface and in the interparticle voids was surveyed with energy
ltered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM). The sulfur
signal was conrmed by comparing energy ltered images
below (153 eV) and above (200 eV) the sulfur ionization edge
(165 eV). As seen from Fig. 2B, the in situ deposition of sulfur on
OLC (OLC-S-2) shows the most uniform sulfur distribution,
whereas the melt-mixing (OLC-S-1) leads to a larger degree of
localized sulfur clustering (Fig. 2A). Further annealing of in situ
deposited sulfur on OLC (OLC-S-3) resulted in a low degree of
sulfur clustering. Carbon onions act as nucleating surfaces for
sulfur nanoparticle deposition, whereas the melt diﬀusion
strategy results in non-uniform spreading of molten sulfur in
a random manner. However, the in situ sulfur nanoparticle
deposition on carbon onion surfaces followed by thermal
annealing leads to a low extent of sulfur clustering compared to
the mechanical melt mixing pathway, as evident from the
carbon–sulfur colored overlay images (Fig. 2C).
The nitrogen gas sorption measurement of carbon onions
shows a surface area of 425 m2 g1 (BET) and 402 m2 g1 (DFT)
with a pore volume of 1.21 cm3 g1. The pore size distribution
pattern can be diﬀerentiated into three regimes: pores related to
particles in direct contact (for pores <1 nm), particles separated
by spacer particles (at 1 nm pore size and in the mesopore
range), and pores between particle agglomerates (Fig. 3A).
These spaces among the particle interstices were utilized to
embed insulating sulfur to attain a high degree of intimate
contact with the carbon onion surfaces. Additionally, the pore
hierarchy also plays a crucial role in functioning of lithium–
sulfur batteries by accommodating a large quantity of sulfur
mass as well as electrolyte wetting together with lowering the
tendency of polysulde migration out of the cathode to the bulk
electrolyte.15,35–39
Thermogravimetric analysis of pristine carbon onions
undergoes a very little mass loss of ca. 1% up to 500 C. This
mass loss is attributed to the decomposition of functional
groups on the surface of carbon onions. The thermogravimetric
measurements of OLC-S hybrids demonstrate one step mass
loss at around 300 C for all samples with a mass loss of 68%
OLC-S-1 and 65% for OLC-S-2 and OLC-S-3 (Fig. 3B). The
respective mass loss corresponds to the sulfur content from
CHNS elemental analysis (Table 1). The absence of any other
step in the thermogram indicates that sulfur is only coated onto
the carbon onions and does not penetrate the inside of the
particles, irrespective of the deposition process. For contrast,
hierarchical porous carbons exhibit more than one step of mass
loss during thermogravimetry.40,41 It is reported in the literature
that the sulfur conned in micropores requires a higher
thermal energy and is released at much higher temperature
than the sulfur present outside the micropores.40,41
The structure of carbon onions was not changed by the
synthesis procedures as indicated by Raman spectroscopy
(Fig. 3C, Table 2, and Fig. S2, ESI†) and XRD (Fig. 3D). Inde-
pendent of the treatment, carbon onions are characterized by
their typical Raman spectrum with the carbon D-mode at
1338 cm1, the G-mode at 1577 cm1, and a distinct second
order spectrum (Fig. S2, ESI†). The G-mode, representative for
sp2-hybridized carbon, is measured at 1577 cm1, indicating
nanocrystalline and partially amorphous carbon. Amorphous
carbon is mostly located between the particles (Fig. S1B, ESI†),
leading to partially connected particles and a strong degree of
agglomeration. Carbon onions present a rather high degree of
Fig. 2 (A–C) Energy ﬁltered transmission electron micrographs of carbon onion/sulfur hybrid materials, their corresponding elemental maps,
and the overlay of carbon and sulfur elemental mappings.
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ordering as demonstrated by the sharp G-mode (FWHM of
44 cm1) and the distinct second order peaks at 2675 cm1. By
virtue of the instability under laser irradiation, we did not detect
any sulfur when using a laser wavelength of 532 nm. To avoid
such degradation, we conducted also experiments at 633 nm
excitation wavelength (Fig. 3C). Commercial sulfur and sulfur
derived from sodium thiosulfate were also characterized by
Raman spectroscopy. Sulfur shows three distinct peaks at 156,
219, and 473 cm1, which are related to the vibrations of the S–S
bonds.14,19,42 When measuring the OLC-S hybrids by Raman
spectroscopy, OLC-S-2 and OLC-S-3 showed very weak sulfur
signals, whereas OLC-S-1 demonstrated very clearly all three
characteristic sulfur peaks. This indicates the presence of non-
uniform distributions of sulfur onto the carbon onion surfaces
whereas the two other hybrids claim to have nearly homoge-
neous coverage of sulfur on OLC. As a result, the Raman signals
from carbon predominate over sulfur signals although all three
hybrids contain ca. 65 mass% of sulfur (relative to the carbon
mass).
The incompletely crystalline structure of carbon onions was
further assessed by XRD (Fig. 3D). The broadening of the (002)
graphitic carbon peak at 26 2q is a consequence of the
nanoscopic carbon particle size of 5–7 nm. In all three OLC-S
hybrids, all crystalline peaks of sulfur are detected in alignment
with PDF 78-1889. This conrms the growth of crystalline sulfur
domains on the carbon onion substrates and ensures the allo-
cation of sulfur in interparticle voids. When carbon with a large
inner porosity is used as the host for sulfur, molten sulfur or
nanoparticle precursor solutions tend to inltrate into the pores
driven by capillary forces.16,24 In such a case, the imbibed sulfur
in the pores does not display the well-resolved crystalline
Fig. 3 (A) Pore size distribution of OLC calculated from QSDFT assuming slit pores, (B) sulfur contents from TGA, (C) Raman spectra (633 nm
excitation wavelength) and (D) X-ray diﬀractograms of carbon onions and carbon onion/sulfur hybrids.
Table 1 Estimation of sulfur contents from TGA and CHNS elemental
analysis
Sample
Sulfur (mass%)
TGA CHNS
OLC-S-1 68 68  1
OLC-S-2 65 62  5
OLC-S-3 65 64  1
Table 2 Raman spectroscopy results of OLC and OLC-S hybrids
Sample Position D-band (cm1) Position G-band (cm1) FWHM D-band (cm1) FWHM G-band (cm1) ID/IG
OLC 1338 1580 57 44 1.43
OLC-S-1 1339 1579 67 48 1.79
OLC-S-2 1339 1577 62 46 1.70
OLC-S-3 1338 1576 62 48 1.69
88 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2017, 1, 84–94 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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peaks.16,24 In the OLC-S hybrids, sulfur remains at the exterior
surfaces of OLC particles. For this reason, no signicant
diﬀerences were visible in the XRD pattern of three diﬀerent
hybrid types.
The usefulness of the carbon onions as a host for embedding
sulfur was further tested by sheet resistance measurements of
the 80–100 mm (dry) thick electrodes coated on polyimide foil
(Table 3). Using a four-point-probe, the measured electrical
conductivity of all samples showed little diﬀerence, with values
around 0.2 S cm1.
Electrochemical characterization including cyclic voltam-
metry (three-electrode setup) and galvanostatic charge–
discharge measurements (two-electrode setup) was performed
by using the OLC-S composite electrode as the working elec-
trode (cathode) and lithium as the counter electrode (anode)
and reference electrode. The cyclic voltammograms show the
characteristic shape of sulfur oxidation and reduction (Fig. 4A,
C and E). During discharge, the characteristic two reduction
peaks at around 2.4 V and 2.0 V vs. Li appear (Fig. 4A, C and E).
These peaks correspond to the ring opening reduction of sulfur
to Li2Sn (n > 4) and the subsequent reduction of higher order
polysuldes to short chain polysulde species, respectively.43
The anodic sweep shows a characteristic single peak at around
2.4 V vs. Li. The relatively narrow peaks for OLC-S-2 and stable
peak positions for oxidation and reduction indicate good reac-
tion kinetics for reduction and oxidation reactions in the rst
cycle and run in a comparable range for all cycles. The two other
hybrids OLC-S-1 and OLC-S-3 have much broader oxidation and
reduction peaks which are indicative of relatively slow and
inferior reaction kinetics compared to OLC-S-2. Such broad-
ening of redox peaks arises from uneven distribution of sulfur
in the OLC matrix. Thus, the reaction steps are overlapping and
yield broader redox peaks, which indicate poor performances
such as low energy eﬃciency and slow kinetics. The poorer
performance can be related to larger amounts of inactive sulfur
insuﬃciently connected to the conductive carbon onion
substrate. In the case of OLC-S-3, due to the thermal treatment
aer nanoparticle formation, the molten sulfur moves to some
extent from the surface and reorganizes as larger sulfur
Fig. 4 Cyclic voltammograms at a rate of 0.1 mV s1 and galvanostatic charge–discharge curves at 336 mA g1 (0.2C) for charging and 168 mA
g1 (0.1C) for discharging within the potential window of 1.8 V to 2.6 V versus Li/Li+ of (A and B) OLC-S-1, (C and D) OLC-S-2, and (E and F)
OLC-S-3.
Table 3 Conductivity measurements via the four-point-probe of
OLC-S hybrids
Sample Conductivity (S cm1)
OLC-S-1 electrode 19.8  102
OLC-S-2 electrode 23.3  102
OLC-S-3 electrode 20.8  102
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2017, 1, 84–94 | 89
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particles, which are not ideally covering the carbon onion
surfaces anymore. Those agglomerated parts remain electro-
chemically inactive, thus demonstrating poorer performance
compared to OLC-S-2.
The reversible galvanostatic charge–discharge tests of the
OLC-S hybrids were carried out in 2032 coin cells at 0.1C
discharge rate (167 mA g1) and 0.2C charging rate (334 mA g1).
The plateaus in the voltage proles (Fig. 4B, D and F) match the
peak voltages of the cyclic voltammograms for reduction and
oxidation (Fig. 4A, C and E). We identify two plateaus in the
discharge process, as summarized by Ji et al. (ref. 16):
 The rst one contributes a minor part to the overall
capacity from 2.4 V to ca. 2.1 V vs. Li. This plateau corresponds
to the ring opening conversion of elemental sulfur (S8) to Li
polysulde anions (Li2Sx; where x is typically 4–5).
6,7,11 The
kinetics of this step are fast.
 The second plateau appears at around 2.1 V vs. Li due to the
conversion reaction of higher order polysuldes to Li2S2 and
then to Li2S. This reaction occurs at a much slower rate and
contributes to the large fraction of the overall capacity.
The similarity of voltage proles at diﬀerent cycles is indic-
ative of slower capacity fading with prolonged cycling.
Additionally, the voltage plateaus of all samples that appear at
the same potential during discharge and charge reect the
mitigation of active mass loss per charging–discharging cycles.
The corresponding specic capacities for charging and dis-
charging are represented normalized to the sulfur mass
(Fig. 5A). The specic capacities of all hybrids present values of
900–1200mA h gsulfur
1 in the initial cycles (up to 5 cycles). Aer
10 charge–discharge cycles, OLC-S-2 and OLC-S-3 hybrids
showed only a slow capacity fading per cycles. The capacity
stabilized at 800 mA h gsulfur
1 and 600 mA h gsulfur
1 up to 150
charging–discharging cycles for OLC-S-2 and OLC-S-3 hybrids,
respectively. Cathodes containing carbon onions/sulfur
hybrids, where the melt diﬀusion route was followed, demon-
strated severe capacity fading within 50 cycles and remained
with only 400 mA h gsulfur
1 at the end of 150 cycles of charge–
discharge. The electrode prepared from sulfur nanoparticles
(SNPs) with 10 mass% conductive additive showed a low
specic capacity in the initial cycles. Aer 20 cycles, the specic
capacity was stabilized at 200 mA h gsulfur
1 for the following
150 cycles. The relatively low specic capacity values are
because of an insuﬃcient amount of conducting carbon with
a high surface area around the sulfur nanoparticles.
Fig. 5 Cycling performance (0.2C charge, 0.1C discharge) for the (A) speciﬁc capacity and (B) Coulombic eﬃciency (inset shows the zoomed
range of 92–100%). (C) Rate capability study of the carbon onion/sulfur hybrid and sulfur nanoparticle (SNP) cathodes.
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Additionally, a comparison of specic capacities from the
literature with diﬀerent types of carbon substrates can be found
in Table 4.
The capacity loss in the initial cycles can be attributed to the
irreversible diﬀusion of polysuldes possibly from the disso-
ciative sulfur on the surface of OLC particles. This irreversible
reaction leads to slightly lower Coulombic eﬃciency close to
97–99% in reversible (Fig. 5B) or irreversible mode (Fig. 5C). For
comparison, the SNP electrodes demonstrated a Coulombic
eﬃciency below 95% aer 30 cycles and aer 100 cycles, the
Coulombic eﬃciency dropped below 90%. This behavior can be
explained by a lack of structural integrity and loss of electrical
connectivity between the additive and sulfur nanoparticles. The
relatively high specic capacity in the beginning and the slow
capacity fading of OLC-S hybrids can be attributed to the
benets of the enhanced surface area of carbon onions and the
accessible interparticle space. The interconnecting feature of
carbon onion agglomerates provides a high electrical conduc-
tivity and is benecial to ensure accessibility of the active
material by the electrolyte and the Li+ ions with prolonged
cycling.
The rate capability tests of the carbon onion–sulfur hybrids
were carried out in 2032 coin cells at multiple C-rates (Fig. 5C).
The respective charge and discharge protocol is explained in the
experimental part. Aer 20 cycles at a low rate (0.2C charge and
0.1C discharge) and 30 cycles at a high rate (up to 2C charge and
1C discharge) the specic capacity was recovered close to the
level of the initial 20th cycles aer multiple irreversible
charging–discharging uctuations. From the irreversible
capacity retention ability, it can be concluded that the carbon
onion–sulfur composite nanostructures were not ruptured and
the sulfur distribution was restored even aer such stringent
charging–discharging conditions.
Finally, we investigated the long-term cycle performance of
the OLC-S hybrids at very high C-rates, for instance, 2C (equiv-
alent to 3350 mA g1 with respect to sulfur) for charging and 1C
(equivalent to 1675 mA g1 with respect to sulfur) for dis-
charging (Fig. 6). Among all three OLC-S hybrids, the onion-like
carbon hybrid fabricated by the in situ routine followed by
thermal annealing demonstrated an initial specic discharge
capacity of 800 mA h g1. Aer 25 cycles, the battery showed
a very high stability over 500 cycles with a slow rate of capacity
fading (Fig. 6). For the latter, we measured a remaining capacity
of 400 mA h g1 aer 500 cycles. The other in situ hybrid
(i.e., without annealing) followed a similar trend, yielding
300 mA h g1 aer 500 cycles. The OLC-S hybrid fabricated via
the melt diﬀusion strategy had been showing poorest perfor-
mances amongst all three hybrids due to random distribution
of sulfur in the hybrid. The better performance of the OLC-S-3 at
higher rates relative to other hybrids was also observed in rate
capability experiments (Fig. 5C). The slower capacity fading at
such high specic currents is mainly ascribed to the excellent
electrical conductivity of the OLC-S hybrids, which are capable
of satisfying the requirement for such fast discharge and charge
during repetitive cycling.41,43 We attribute the better perfor-
mance at higher charge/discharge rates of OLC-S-3 to the much
more integrated hybrid nanostructure by melting of the in situ
deposited sulfur on the surface of OLC. Our ndings are also in
good agreement with the published reports by Nazar et al.
performed at high C rates (cut-oﬀ voltage limit 1.5–3 V vs. Li/Li+)
exploiting bimodal porous carbon possessing over 2000 m2 g1
surface area.44
4. Conclusions
Our work introduces carbon onions for the fabrication of
carbon/sulfur hybrid cathodes for lithium–sulfur batteries with
sulfur loading up to 68 mass% and without any further addition
of a conducting aid such as carbon black. Three diﬀerent
approaches were explored: (1) melt diﬀusion, (2) in situ gener-
ation of sulfur nanoparticles on the surface of onion-like
carbon, and (3) in situ generation of sulfur nanoparticles on the
surface of onion-like carbon followed by thermal annealing.
The electrochemical performance of these hybrid materials
has been tested by electrochemical characterization. Carbon
onion–sulfur hybrids prepared via the in situ approach (OLC-S-2
and OLC-S-3) had an optimum interaction between the hybrid
components exhibiting a specic capacity of ca. 700 mA h g1
even aer 150 charge–discharge cycles at 167 mA g1 specic
current (corresponds to 0.1C discharge rate). In addition, the
capacity restoration ability of OLC-S in situ hybrids right aer
running with a high current density of 1675 mA g1 (corre-
sponds to 1C discharge rate) demonstrated a specic capacity of
740 mA h g1 close to its earlier capacity at 0.1C rate (800 mA
h g1) when the current density was reduced to 167 mA g1
(corresponds to 0.1C discharge rate). This hybrid material
showed enhanced performance compared to the other OLC-S
hybrids studied at slow discharge rates. In addition, these
hybrids demonstrate good cycle performances operated with
very high C-rates (1C for discharge and 2C for charge). Amongst
them, the hybrid fabricated via in situ generation of sulfur
nanoparticles on the surface of onion-like carbon followed by
thermal annealing (OLC-S-3) has been found to be superior
(800 mA h g1 at cycle 1, 600 mA h g1 at cycle 20, and 400 mA
h g1 at cycle 500).
The high electrochemical stability and attractive rate
handling can be attributed to carbon onion aggregates which
contribute a high electronic conductivity and provide an
exclusively outer surface, which enables the synergy of high
sulfur mass loading and high percentage of electrochemically
active sulfur.
Fig. 6 Long term cycle stability at high C-rates (charging at 2C/dis-
charging at 1C) study of the carbon onion/sulfur hybrids.
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Figure S1. TEM micrographs of (A) nanodiamonds and (B) carbon onions obtained from thermal 
annealing of nanodiamonds. 
 
 
 
Figure S2. Raman spectra of the carbon onion / sulfur hybrids (using a 532 nm excitation 
wavelength). 
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Abstract: 
The energy performance of carbon onions can be significantly enhanced by introducing 
pseudocapacitive materials, but this is commonly at the cost of power handling. In this 
study, a novel synergistic electrode preparation method was developed by using carbon-
fiber substrates loaded with quinone-decorated carbon onions. The electrodes are free 
standing, binder free, extremely conductive, and the interfiber space filling overcomes the 
severely low apparent density commonly found for electrospun fibers. Electrochemical 
measurements were performed in organic and aqueous electrolytes. For both systems, a 
high electrochemical stability after 10,000 cycles was measured, as well as a long-term 
voltage floating test for the organic electrolyte. The capacitance in 1M H2SO4 was  
288 Fg-1 for the highest loading of quinones, which is similar to literature values, but with 
a very high power handling, showing more than 100 Fg-1 at a scan rate of 2 Vs-1. 
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Quinone-Decorated Onion-Like Carbon/Carbon Fiber
Hybrid Electrodes for High-Rate Supercapacitor
Applications
Marco Zeiger,[a, b] Daniel Weingarth,[a] and Volker Presser*[a, b]
1. Introduction
Electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), or supercapacitors,
are energy-storage devices with high power density compared
to other electrochemical energy-storage technologies.[1–3] This
high power handling is accomplished by the physical energy-
storage mechanism of highly efficient ion electrosorption at
the charged interface of an electrolyte with high-surface-area
carbon electrodes.[1,2] However, EDLCs show a very moderate
energy density compared to batteries, with the latter capitaliz-
ing electrochemical redox reactions and current research ef-
forts aim to overcome this limitation.[4,5] Most commonly, EDLC
electrodes are composed of activated carbon (AC), considering
its moderate-to-low cost and high natural abundance in organ-
ic precursors.[6] In addition, a plethora of other carbon materi-
als has been explored, such as carbon nanotubes,[7] gra-
phene,[8] carbide-derived carbon,[9] templated carbons,[10]
carbon black,[11] and carbon onions.[1, 12]
Carbon onions, also known as onion-like carbons (OLCs), are
an intriguing class of carbon nanomaterials that consist of
spherical carbon nanoparticles, which can be seen as mostly
sp2-hybridized multishell fullerenes.[13] OLC has been investigat-
ed as a promising material for extremely high power-handling
applications[14–17] and a performance up to 200 Vs¢1 has been
described in the literature for OLC micro-supercapacitors (i.e.
ultrathin electrodes of just a few micrometers).[18] Although
there are many different synthesis methods for OLCs, currently
the only scalable synthesis route employs thermal annealing of
detonation nanodiamond above 1000 8C, yielding a high level
of control over the resulting OLC structures.[19] The excellent
power-handling ability of OLC is related to the absence of in-
traparticle porosity and the dominance of external surface
area, giving rise to beneficially high ion mobility,[20] even at op-
erational temperatures below 0 8C.[21] However, the absence of
internal particle porosity[22] and the nanoscopic particle diame-
ter of around 5–10 nm limits the total specific surface area
(SSA) to around 200–600 m2g¢1.[14,16,17] Consequently, only
a moderate specific capacitance between 20 and 60 Fg¢1 can
be found in organic electrolyte, which corresponds to a low
energy density of, typically, below 10 Whkg¢1.[17] Such per-
formance is low compared to AC or other porous carbons,
with typically more than 1200 m2g¢1and more than
100 Fg¢1.[23] Yet, even the latter value corresponds to an
energy density roughly one order of magnitude below that of
lithium-ion batteries, which results in vast research efforts
being invested in exploring facile ways to enhance the energy-
storage capacity of supercapacitors.[5, 24]
Currently, the literature shows two general approaches to in-
crease the capacitance of carbon materials : 1) increasing the
operation voltage by using advanced electrolytes or 2) adding
redox-active materials for so-called pseudocapacitors. In the
case of carbons with moderate or non-optimized pore struc-
tures, there is a third approach: 3) increasing the SSA through
chemical or physical activation. For example, physical activa-
tion in air[22] or chemical activation with H2SO4/HNO3 or KOH
mixtures[25] was demonstrated to increase the surface area of
OLCs to 650–820 m2g¢1 with a capacitance of more than
120 Fg¢1 in aqueous electrolytes. The finite ability of nanopo-
rous carbons to screen electric charges, however, presents an
upper capacitance limit in this approach.[26]
The energy performance of carbon onions can be significantly
enhanced by introducing pseudocapacitive materials, but this
is commonly at the cost of power handling. In this study,
a novel synergistic electrode preparation method was devel-
oped by using carbon-fiber substrates loaded with quinone-
decorated carbon onions. The electrodes are free standing,
binder free, extremely conductive, and the interfiber space fill-
ing overcomes the severely low apparent density commonly
found for electrospun fibers. Electrochemical measurements
were performed in organic and aqueous electrolytes. For both
systems, a high electrochemical stability after 10000 cycles
was measured, as well as a long-term voltage floating test for
the organic electrolyte. The capacitance in 1m H2SO4 was
288 Fg¢1 for the highest loading of quinones, which is similar
to literature values, but with a very high power handling,
showing more than 100 Fg¢1 at a scan rate of 2 Vs¢1.
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Pseudocapacitors capitalize the high energy density inherent
to reversible redox reactions and provide another facile way to
enhance the energy ratings of supercapacitors. Motivated by
the excellent electrical conductivity and fast ion electrosorp-
tion dynamics in OLC electrodes, OLC pseudocapacitors are
a promising technology. In particular, three systems have been
investigated: 1) adding redox-active metal oxides to OLCs,[27,28]
2) functionalization with electrochemically active polymers like
polyaniline,[29] and 3) decorating the onion surface with redox-
active surface groups such as quinones.[15] The latter provides
a particularly attractive approach, as simple addition of qui-
nones to the electrolyte[30] or dispersion of the carbon powder
in quinone-containing solution can be used instead of more
elaborate hydrothermal syntheses of metal-oxide particles.[15]
The redox activity and high electrochemical reversibility of
quinones has been studied before.[31,32] For example, Roldn
et al. added hydroquinones directly to the aqueous electrolyte
(1m H2SO4) to increase the capacitance of an AC supercapaci-
tor by more than 300% (i.e. , up to 900 Fg¢1, but only at very
small current densities).[33] Another synthesis procedure was
described by Balach et al. by immersing porous carbon micro-
particles into different types of quinone-containing solutions
to reach values of approximately 900 Fg¢1 in 1m HClO4.
[34]
Other carbon materials used in combination with quinones in-
clude carbon fabrics,[35] graphene nanosheets,[36] and carbon
nanotubes.[37] Recently, quinone decoration on OLCs was ex-
plored in Ref. [15] , achieving a specific capacitance of 267 Fg¢1
at 5 mVs¢1 for a high loading of 9,10-phenanthrenequinones
(PQ) in a three-electrode setup (half-cell experiment) ; yet, the
material showed a limited power-handling ability with a drop
in the specific capacitance to just 50 Fg¢1 at 2 Vs¢1. The latter
study employed small amounts of quinone-decorated onions
that were drop-casted onto glassy carbon, whereas, for the
practical implementation of this material, data on electrode
films is needed and the performance of a full cell (two-elec-
trode setup) is necessary. All aforementioned approaches were
based on the conventional electrode concept of using carbon
particles glued together with a polymer binder, which, in turn,
adds resistance and dead mass to the system.
The literature documents a promising improvement in
energy-storage capacity through quinone modification of
carbon surfaces; yet, the highest benefit for supercapacitors is
only achieved when addressing both energy rating and power
handling. The latter is commonly limited in AC or other materi-
als with a large intraparticle porosity and, as a consequence,
often large amounts of conductive additive or binder were
used, often reaching only 75 wt% of active material.[36,37] Spe-
cifically, for OLCs, binder-free electrodes are desirable to pre-
serve the high intrinsic electrical conductivity of OLCs, which is
effectively lowered when significant amounts of polymer
binder are added. In general, the preparation technique and
specifics of carbon electrodes have strong impacts on the su-
percapacitor performance.[38] Most commonly, electrodes are
produced by mixing carbon powders with 5–10 wt% polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE),[33] whereas exploratory studies on the
electrochemical performance of materials may rely on drop
casting sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene-based fluoropolymer–
copolymer/carbon ink on glassy carbon.[34] These methods that
use drop casting on conductive substrates are suitable for elec-
trochemical testing, but are disadvantageous for a large-scale
preparation, problematic to handle, and the substrate is typi-
cally not included in the capacitance or energy density calcula-
tions.
In our study, we present a new synthesis method to obtain
binder-free, free-standing, and highly conductive electrodes
consisting of OLC and well-established carbonized polyacrylo-
nitrile (PAN) fibers derived from electrospinning. Electrospin-
ning presents a facile way to obtain polymer-fiber mats with
a high level of control over the fiber diameter and chemical
composition.[39,40] By using further thermal treatment, polymer
fibers can be carburized without losing the shape and mechan-
ical stability ; yet, the remaining large interfiber space typically
remains unused. Our approach entails utilizing both the high
connectivity of carburized PAN fibers and filling the interfiber
space with OLCs to capitalize on superior electrical conductivi-
ty and to eliminate the need for a polymer binder. To advance
beyond merely designing an improved concept for OLC elec-
trodes, we utilize our novel OLC/carbon fiber (OLC/CF) hybrid
mats as a substrate for facile quinone decoration.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Morphological and Structural Characterization
Electrospinning of PAN fibers is a well-established and exten-
sively investigated procedure.[40,41] As (partially) graphitic
carbon electrodes are needed for electrochemical applications,
the as-spun PAN fibers need to undergo thermochemical treat-
ment: first, oxidation in air ; second, carburization in argon. As
seen in Figures 1A–C, this two-step process preserves the
structural integrity and the continuous, highly interconnected
network of fibers of the fiber mats. The high-temperature
treatment in argon at 1700 8C also causes a significant reduc-
tion in fiber diameter from 26453 nm (as-spun) and 303
84 nm (after oxidation) to 14433 nm (Figure 1D) with a total
fiber mat thickness of approximately 50 mm (see Figure S1A in
the Supporting Information).
The starting material for OLC is nanodiamond (ND) used in
the form of a stable dispersion in water, with an average (parti-
cle) size of around 8 nm for the simplicity of introducing it
later into the interfiber space of oxidized PAN fibers (Fig-
ure 1E). This is in agreement with the primary particle size of
around 5 nm, as seen with TEM (Figure 1F). The ND particles
showed a diamond core with a (111)-plane lattice spacing of
0.21 nm and were covered with sp2-hybridized carbon shells,
as seen from Figure 1F. Like PAN, ND particles also need to be
transformed to sp2-hybridized carbon prior to use in superca-
pacitors. This is accomplished by thermal annealing in vacuum
or inert-gas atmospheres. By using the same conditions
needed for the transition of oxidized PAN fibers to carbon
nanofibers (i.e. 1700 8C), we obtained highly graphitic OLC par-
ticles, exhibiting a highly defective fullerene-like structure with
several shells (Figure 1G) and a lattice spacing of 0.34 nm for
the graphite (002) plane.
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We see from these TEM images that annealing either NDs or
oxidized PAN fibers in argon at 1700 8C yields highly graphitic
carbon materials. Thus, our approach was to synergistically
combine the final heat-treatment process by drop-casting ND
particles of a stable dispersion into the interfiber space of oxi-
dized PAN fibers (Figure 2). As seen visually from the photo-
graph, oxidation at 250 8C in air changes the color of white
electrospun PAN fibers mats (Figure 2A) to amber (Figure 2B).
After drop-casting ND particles, an additional color change to
dark brown occurs and finally to black after high-temperature
annealing (Figure 2C and D). During this process, ND powders
alone lose around 30% of their initial mass, owing to the de-
sorption of oxygen-containing surface functional groups and
carbon etching.[22] For comparison, the mass loss of PAN alone
is even more dramatic, with levels around 60% coming from
the evolution of oxygen-, nitrogen-, and hydrogen-containing
gases.[42] The hybrid systems of PAN50, PAN250, and PAN500
show a mass loss of approximately 70% after thermal anneal-
ing at 1700 8C. Interestingly, all OLC/CF hybrid mats show ap-
proximately the same mass loss, even though they mostly con-
sist of ND, which is related to enhanced OLC etching by reac-
tive gases coming from the ND and the PAN. Oxygen-contain-
ing functional groups are released during annealing in argon
and readily react with carbon; this results in the evolution of
CO and CO2, which lead to carbon etching through the Bou-
douard reaction.[43] The thickness of the hybrid mats did not
change significantly after heat treatment and we measured
values between 20 and 60 mm for the different filling states
(see Figure S1A).
After drop casting and drying in a vacuum, the interfiber
space is partially filled with ND and we find an additional
adlayer of ND particles on top of the fiber mat (Figures 3A and
C). The final heat-treatment step at 1700 8C then transitions
the oxidized PAN fibers and the infiltrated ND particles to the
Figure 1. SEM images of A) as-spun PAN fibers, B) oxidized PAN fibers, and C) CFs annealed at 1700 8C in argon. D) The fiber diameter distribution for the
three synthesis steps (as spun, oxidized, and carburized). E) Centrifugal sedimentation analysis of a stable ND dispersion measured in a 0.5 wt% water disper-
sion. TEM images of F) NDs and G) OLCs.
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CFs and OLCs, respectively. We see a shrinkage in the fiber di-
ameters (Figures 1C and D) and, in particular, the cross-section-
al SEM images show shrunken CFs in channels of the former
size of the original PAN fibers within a consolidated matrix of
OLCs (Figure 3B). Mechanical tension during thermal annealing
also causes larger pore openings in the range of 1–2 mm (Fig-
ure 3D).
TEM images further corroborate the synergistic co-transfor-
mation of oxidized PAN to CFs and ND to OLCs (Figure 3E–H).
Structurally and morphologically, the OLC/CF hybrid mats ex-
hibit the same features as CF or OLC synthesized separately
(Figure 1). Both CFs and OLCs show a high degree of structural
ordering, which is characteristic for both materials synthesized
at an elevated temperature of 1700 8C.[42] However, the loading
with onions is not just filling the free interfiber space, but is
also interconnected through local sintering of the OLCs (Fig-
ure 3F), as shown in a recent study.[22]
The partially graphitic state of OLC and CF, and also the
OLC/CF hybrid fiber mats, is shown by the presence of charac-
teristic D and G modes between 1200 and 1700 cm¢1, and
a distinct range of overtones and combinational modes be-
tween 2300 and 3400 cm¢1 (Figure 4A). The G mode between
1580 and 1600 cm¢1 is a first-order peak with E2g symmetry
and representative of sp2-hybridized carbon.[44] The D mode
between 1340 and 1345 cm¢1 relates to defects and disorder-
induced phonon transitions.[45] The D-to-G band intensity (ID/IG)
ratios of carburized PAN and OLCs are 1.360.02 and 1.24
0.03, respectively, which are typical for a high degree of
carbon ordering. This result is supported by presence of sharp
D and G peaks with a rather narrow full-width at half maxi-
mum of 40–70 cm¢1 (Figure 4B).[44] By adding quinones to the
composite electrode (PQ-max) through drop casting followed
by extensive washing, the Raman signal of PQ is still visible in
the composite, indicating the stable adsorption and high
degree of functionalization (Figure 4A).
As expected for a high degree of graphitization, we also ob-
serve a high electrical conductivity, as measured with a four-
point-probe (Figure 4C). OLC powders, after compressing to
free-standing pellets, show conductivities between 0.9 and
1.8 Scm¢1, whereas PTFE-bound OLC electrodes show values
of 0.5–1.1 Scm¢1, which is in excellent agreement with the lit-
erature.[14,17] For comparison, the electrical conductivity of film
electrodes of pure carbon black with 10 wt% PTFE and AC
with 5 wt% PTFE are approximately 2 and 0.1 Scm¢1, respec-
tively.[46] Although the degree of carbon ordering for CF and
OLC is very similar based on our Raman investigation, we see
that CF mats have a conductivity an order of magnitude
higher (ca. 26 Scm¢1). Even higher values are obtained for
OLC/CF hybrid mats with a maximum of approximately
54 Scm¢1 for CF500, and it is important to note that this value
is not reduced when adding PQ to the latter (Figure 4C). These
findings exemplify that the conductivity of the composite elec-
trode is sensitive to particle–particle resistance, and the high
conductivities of CF and OLC/CF hybrid mats are afforded by
the high interconnectivity and the continuous network of
fused carbon material.
The SSA of OLCs, typically in the range of 200–600 m2g¢1,[22]
represents the large external surface and does not stem from
internal porosity. In this study, the surface area of OLCs synthe-
sized at 1700 8C is 387 m2g¢1 (BET) and 353 m2g¢1 (DFT), which
are in agreement with the literature.[17,22, 47] The carbonized
PAN fibers show a surface area of less than 50 m2g¢1, which
Figure 2. As-spun PAN fiber mat A) on aluminum foil, B) after oxidation in air at 250 8C, C) after drop casting of NDs (5 wt% water dispersion), and D) after
joint thermal annealing in argon at 1700 8C. E) Mass loss for fiber mats with different ND filling degrees and the ND powder as a function of the synthesis
temperature.
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prohibits their use for supercapacitors (at least without addi-
tional physical or chemical activation). With an increasing
amount of OLCs in the hybrid-
mat electrode, the surface area
continuously increases for CF500
to maximum values of
313 m2g¢1 (BET) and 291 m2g¢1
(DFT). This value is still slightly
smaller than the surface area of
loose OLC powder, because of
the sintering to other OLCs and
superficial fusing to CFs. This is
accomplished by carbon redis-
tribution related to reactive
gases coming from the ND pre-
cursor, ultimately giving rise to
the formation of larger graphitic
particles, as shown in a recent
study (cf. Figure S2).[22]
2.2. Electrochemical Characterization
Electrochemical testing was performed on PTFE-bound OLC
electrodes and free-standing CF and OLC/CF hybrid mats in
1m tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEA–BF4) in aceto-
nitrile (ACN). Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) at different scan
rates in a half-cell were used to demonstrate the electrochemi-
cal performance at 10 mVs¢1 (Figure 5A) and 2 Vs¢1 (Fig-
ure 5B). In the case of the latter, high scan rate, the rectangular
CV shape of the CF and OLC/CF hybrid mats is still present,
whereas the CV for the PTFE-bound electrode indicates a signif-
icant resistive behavior (Figure 5B). We also note a pronounced
butterfly shape of CVs for all samples as a result of the non-
constant differential capacitance.[47,48] In detail, applying
a higher potential introduces additional states, increases the
electrical conductivity of the carbon, and improves the ability
to screen ionic charges. This phenomenon is known as electro-
chemical doping and has been described in the literature for
graphite, ACs, carbon nanotubes, and OLCs.[48,49]
Dependent on the amount of OLC, the capacitance increases
from below 1 Fg¢1 to a maximum of 19.5 Fg¢1 (CF500) at 1 V.
The increase in capacitance with the amount of OLC stems
from the higher SSA of CF500 (313 m2g¢1 BET SSA) compared
to the carbonized PAN fibers (36 m2g¢1 BET SSA). The PTFE-
bound electrode has a slightly larger capacitance of 20.5 Fg¢1,
because of the larger surface area; yet, we see that this initially
higher capacitance is readily lost at higher scan rates with
a crossover to CF500 at around 100 mVs¢1 (Figure 5C). Howev-
er, CF500 loses just 15% of its initial low-scan-rate capacitance,
whereas the PTFE-bound OLC electrode shows a reduced spe-
cific capacitance of approximately 60% at 2 Vs¢1 (Figure 5C).
An overview of the measured electrode capacitances is given
in Table 1.
The observations made for CVs of half-cell operation are
confirmed for full-cell experiments (Figure 5D). Direct compari-
Figure 3. Cross-sectional and top-view SEM images of composites electrodes
consisting of A,C) oxidized PAN with 500 wt% ND after drop casting and
B,D) after annealing at 1700 8C in argon. TEM images of E,G) CFs and
F,H) the composite electrode with 500 wt% ND annealed in argon at
1700 8C.
Table 1. Capacitance and capacity values for different types of electrodes. All values were determined at
10 mVs¢1 at 1 V in organic electrolyte and at ¢0.4 V in aqueous electrolyte with half cells. Values for pseudoca-
pacitive energy storage are given in Fg¢1 and mAhg¢1.
Electrode 1m H2SO4 1m TEA–BF4 in ACN Ref.
Capacitance [Fg¢1] Capacity [mAhg¢1] Capacitance [Fg¢1]
OLC – – 21 this work
OLC – – 20–27[a] [14]
CF – – 1 this work
CF50 – – 3 this work
CF250 – – 9 this work
CF500 34 4 20 this work
PQ-20 46 5 – this work
PQ-200 112 13 – this work
PQ-max 288 32 – this work
AC-HQ 280[b] – – [30]
PQ-CB-max 257[c] – – [59]
CF-PQ-max 21 2 – this work
OLC-PQ-max 221 25 – this work
OLC-PQ 264[d] – – [15]
[a] Measured in 1.5m TEA–BF4 in ACN. [b] Measured for hydroquinone=1,4-dihydroxybenezene, not for PQ,
using AC. [c] Measured in 1m KOH; PQ was electrochemically grafted on carbon black (CB). [d] Measured in
a three-electrode configuration (half-cell) drop cast with Nafion on glassy carbon.
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son of PTFE-bound OLC electrode performance with CF500
shows that the latter exhibits a significantly higher rate-han-
dling ability when cycling up to a cell voltage of 2.5 V (Fig-
ure 5D). When employing galvanostatic charge/discharge test-
ing, we see that CF500 and PTFE-bound OLC electrodes show
a comparable performance up to approximately 1 Ag¢1. With
increasing current density up to 50 Ag¢1 the relative capaci-
tance is as low as 25% for the PTFE-bound OLC electrode, but
still more than 70% for the OLC/CF hybrid mat. Even for a cur-
rent density of 100 Ag¢1, the composite electrode shows a rela-
tive capacitance of more than 60% of the low-current-density
value. Thus, at higher current densities, CF500 shows superior
capacitive performance, and this performance remains highly
stable (Figure 5F). In particular, we tested the cycling stability
over 10000 cycles at 200 mVs¢1 and for 100 h holding time at
2.5 V without any degradation, especially for the CF500.
Yet, it is clear that, with such a low specific capacitance,
even CF500 or PTFE-bound OLC electrodes have limited po-
tential as electrode materials for carbon supercapacitors. Thus,
we used our well-characterized OLC/CF hybrid mats as a sub-
strate for modification with PQ. Electrochemical characteriza-
tion in aqueous 1m H2SO4, using CF500 with different loadings
of PQ, the PTFE-bound electrode with PQ, as well as the car-
burized PAN electrode with PQ, is presented in Figure 6. Cyclic
voltammetry from 0 to ¢0.4 V versus Pt of the CF500 compo-
site electrode shows a rectangular shape with a capacitance
of 34 Fg¢1 (Figure 6A), which is 70% higher than in organic
electrolyte (Figure 5A). With addition and subsequent increas-
ing loadings of PQ, the quinone redox peaks between ¢0.15
and ¢0.25 V versus Pt appear and grow in intensity and area
(Figure 6A).
As inferred from the literature, the drop-casted quinone mol-
ecules arrange parallel to the OLC surface, most probably be-
cause of p–p interactions.[50] The mechanism of the proton-
coupled electron-transfer reaction (2e¢/2H+) between the sur-
face-bound quinones and electrolyte is described else-
where.[32,51] With the maximum loading of CF500 with PQ (PQ-
max), a capacitance of 288 Fg¢1 is measured with a maximum
energy density of approximately 6.4 Whkg¢1 and a maximum
power density of 19.2 kWkg¢1. For comparison, using the same
Figure 4. A) Raman spectra of OLC, CF, the composite electrode with 500 wt% ND (CF500), PQ, and the maximum loading of PQ on CF500 (PQ-max).
B) FWHM of the D and G modes and the ID/IG ratio from Lorentzian peak fitting. C) Conductivities normalized to the electrode thickness for experimental and
literature values and D) the BET and DFT SSAs The references in (C) are from Refs. [14,17,46] .
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synthesis and experimental conditions, the PTFE-bound OLC
electrode (OLC-PQ-max) and the CF electrode (CF-PQ-max)
have lower capacitances of 221 and 21 Fg¢1, respectively, with
a maximum energy density of approximately 4.9 Whkg¢1 and
a maximum power density of 4.3 kWkg¢1 for OLC-PQ-max.
Commercial AC electrodes present much lower values with
a capacitance of 115 Fg¢1, energy density of 2.5 Whkg¢1, and
power density of 1.8 kWkg¢1 (Figure 6A and Figure S3B). All
capacitance and capacity values are presented in Table 1. Fig-
ure 6B also shows the performance of conventional AC in the
form of a PTFE-bound electrode; as expected, the capacitive
performance of an AC electrode drops rapidly when transition-
ing beyond 100 mVs¢1. Up to a scan rate of 200 mVs¢1, our
data is in excellent agreement
with our previous study
(Ref. [15]) on drop-casted qui-
none-decorated onions on
glassy carbon. For higher scan
rates, for example 2 Vs¢1, our
OLC/CF hybrid mats have twice
the capacitance, despite the
smaller surface area and lower
synthesis temperature (this
work: 1700 8C, Anjos et al. :
1800 8C).[15]
These findings are supported
by the electrochemical charac-
terization in organic electrolyte.
As shown before (Figure 5),
using 1m TEA–BF4 in ACN, the
PTFE-bound OLC electrode ex-
hibited a lower rate handling
with only 40% initial capacitance
at a scan rate of 2 Vs¢1 (half-cell)
and 25% at 50 Ag¢1 (full cell)
compared to approximately 75
and 70% for CF500. The same
result was observed in 1m H2SO4
with an enormously high capaci-
tance of more than 100 Fg¢1 for
the PQ-loaded composite (PQ-
max), only 25 Fg¢1 for the PTFE-
bound electrode, and 3 Fg¢1 for
a standard AC electrode at
2 Vs¢1. Even without PQ loading,
the OLC/CF hybrid mats (CF500)
show higher values (ca. 35 Fg¢1)
than the PTFE-bound OLC elec-
trode and AC (Figure 6B). These
findings are additionally support-
ed by impedance spectroscopy
(Figure S3A), where a clear re-
duction in equivalent distributed
resistance (EDR) can be seen for
composite electrodes compared
to PTFE-bound OLC electrodes.
Electrochemical long-term sta-
bility was measured by using cyclic voltammetry from 0 to
¢0.4 V versus Pt for 10000 cycles (Figure 6C). The AC electro-
lyte and CF500 composite electrode demonstrate a high stabil-
ity after 10000 cycles. After PQ loading of the composite elec-
trode (PQ-max), the capacitance decrease by approximately
10% after 10000 cycles, which is similar to previous reported
literature values around 6%.[15] The maximum potential
window is limited to 1 V, as shown in Figure 6D. The full-cell
arrangement for both the CF500 electrode as well as the high-
loading PQ-max electrodes shows similar data compared to
the half-cell experiments. By successively opening the potential
window in 0.1 V steps, between ¢0.5 and 0.5 V, electrode de-
generation starts. This is indicated by the higher slope of
Figure 5. CVs from ¢1 to +1 V versus carbon for the composite electrodes and the PTFE-bound OLC electrode,
using a three-electrode setup with a scan rate of A) 10 mVs¢1 and B) 1 Vs¢1. C) Capacitance measured at 1 V
versus carbon as a function of the scan rate. D) CVs from 0 to 2.5 V in a full cell at 10 mVs¢1 and 1 Vs¢1 for CF500
and the PTFE-bound OLC electrode. E) Rate handling measured in a two-electrode setup with galvanostatic cy-
cling and a potential limitation of 2.5 V. F) Long-term voltage floating test at 0.5 Ag¢1, 2.5 V potential limitation,
and a holding time of 10 h. The inset in (F) shows a stability test with 10000 CVs at 200 mVs¢1. All samples were
measured in in 1m TEA–BF4 in ACN.
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CF500, when using a cell voltage of 1 V, and the appearance of
additional peaks for PQ-max.
3. Conclusions
A new electrode synthesis method was developed by using
a CF network filled with OLCs. For the first time, OLC electro-
des were free standing and binder free with superior rate han-
dling in organic as well as aqueous electrolytes compared to
standard PTFE-bound or drop-casted OLCs. The filling of the in-
terfiber spacing of CF networks presents a facile way to syn-
ergistically combine the high conductivity of a continuous
fiber network with the higher surface area of carbon nanopar-
ticles (i.e. OLCs). This method may also work as a platform to
prepare electrodes with other carbon or hybrid nanoparticles.
The high conductivity combined with a moderate surface area
is also a suitable platform for effective functionalization with
pseudocapacitive materials like quinones. The maximum deco-
ration of the composite electrode with quinones increases the
capacitance more than eight times to 288 Fg¢1 in 1m H2SO4.
The electrode demonstrates a stable performance for 10000
cycles and a fast response, resulting in more than 100 Fg¢1 at
a scan rate of 2 Vs¢1.
Experimental Section
Synthesis of CF, OLC, and
Composite Electrodes
CF mats were synthesized through
the thermal annealing of electro-
spun polymer fibers of PAN (Sigma
Aldrich). For electrospinning, the
polymer powder was dissolved in
dimethylformamide (DMF; Sigma
Aldrich, anhydrous 99.8%) in an
8 wt% solution, resulting in a vis-
cous liquid. A 5 mL aliquot of the
polymer solution was spun with
a MECC electrospinning system
(MECC Co.) at 15 kV by using
a feed rate of 0.4 mLh¢1 and
250 mm fly distance for 10 h, using
a transverse speed of 20 mms¢1
over a travel distance of 250 mm.
The electrospinning setup consist-
ed of a syringe and a needle con-
nected with PTFE tubing and
a plate collector coated with con-
ventional alumina foil as the sub-
strate. After electrospinning, poly-
mer-fiber mats were converted to
CFs by using a two-step treatment.
First, the polymer fibers were oxi-
dized in air in a furnace at 250 8C
for 30 min by using a heating rate
of 5 8Cmin¢1. To avoid large tem-
perature variations and deforma-
tion of the mats during heating,
the samples were placed between
two graphite plates. Second, the
oxidized PAN fiber mats were thermally annealed in a water-cooled
high-temperature furnace with tungsten heater (Thermal Technolo-
gy Inc.) in pure argon (purity 4.6). The temperature profile exhibit-
ed three holding temperatures of 700 and 1100 8C for 1 h, and
1700 8C for 3 h. The heating rate was 5 8Cmin¢1 and the cooling
rate 15 8Cmin¢1.
Composite electrodes consisting of CFs and OLCs were made
through a two-step approach: drop casting of NDs into the poly-
mer-fiber mats, followed by a thermal annealing process to synerg-
istically convert the composite to conductive CFs and OLCs. The
NDs were supplied in a 5 wt% dispersion in water (Single-digit
NDs 5 wt% in water, PlasmaChem), and the supplier used a post-
synthesis treatment to produce a dispersion composed of so-called
single-digit NDs that were fully dispersed and de-agglomerated in
water with an average aggregate size of 5–15 nm and a SSA of
350–390 m2g¢1. The dispersion was drop cast in several steps on
the oxidized PAN polymer-fiber mats until the desired mass load-
ing had been reached. Between the casting steps, the fiber mats
were dried in a vacuum furnace at 120 8C for 1 h at 10 mbar to
evaporate the solvent (H2O). The filling degrees with ND were 50,
250, or 500 wt% (related to the mass of oxidized polymer fibers).
The samples are referred to as PAN50, PAN250, or PAN500, respec-
tively. After placing the NDs in the interfiber space, the same ther-
mal annealing process, as already mentioned for the electrospun
PAN fibers, was used to create free-standing and binder-free CF
electrodes filled with OLC (CF–CF500).
Figure 6. A) CVs from ¢0.4 to 0 V versus Pt for the composite electrode CF500, with different loadings of PQ,
PTFE-bound OLC, AC electrodes, and the PQ-loaded CF electrode. A three-electrode setup with a platinum wire as
the reference electrode and a scan rate of 10 mVs¢1 was used. B) Plot of the capacitance versus the scan rate.
C) The stability was measured by using cyclic voltammetry from ¢0.4 to 0 V versus Pt, applying 10000 cycles at
200 mVs¢1. CVs when using a full cell with the potential window successively opened up to ¢0.5 and +0.5 V for
CF500 and PQ-max. All samples were measured in aqueous 1m H2SO4.
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For comparison, conventional PTFE-bound electrodes were pre-
pared with OLCs synthesized with the same temperature-treatment
protocol as outlined before. Free-standing OLC electrodes were
prepared by mixing 90 wt% of OLCs with 10 wt% polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (60 wt% PTFE in water, Sigma Aldrich) together with eth-
anol to make a slurry. For the AC electrode, 95 wt% carbon and
5 wt% PTFE were used. The slurries were tip-sonicated for 10 min
at approximately 4 W, and then constantly stirred until a dough-
like mass was developed. By using a twin roller (MTI HR01, MTI
Corporation), the PTFE-bound mass was rolled into free-standing
sheets with a thickness of approximately 100 mm. Prior to use, the
electrodes were dried at 120 8C in vacuum at 2 kPa for 24 h. For
half-cell experiments, the oversized counter electrode was com-
posed of AC (YP80, Kuraray Chemical Co.) and 5 wt% PTFE with
a thickness of approximately 300 mm. After drying, the working
electrodes were prepared by punching out 6 mm disks of CF mats,
OLC/CF hybrid-fiber mats, and PTFE-bound OLC and AC electrodes.
Decoration of Composite Electrodes with PQ
The CF500 hybrid-fiber mats were functionalized with PQ. First, the
PQ powder (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in ethanol (1.1 mgmL¢1)
and filtered several times with a syringe filter (0.1 mm pore size).
The resulting solution was drop cast on the electrodes by using
a volume of 20 mL and drying at room temperature; this process
was repeated several times to prepare two different levels of PQ
loading. For the PQ-20 sample, only one casting step was used, re-
sulting in an overall volume of 20 mL. For the PQ-200 sample, ten
casting steps were used with an overall volume of PQ-solution of
200 mL. To prepare a composite electrode with the maximum load-
ing of PQ (PQ-max), the electrode was put into 5 mL of the solu-
tion for 24 h. For comparison, the PTFE-bound OLC electrode (OLC-
PQ-max) and the CF electrode (CF-PQ-max) were also soaked in
the 5 mL solution for 24 h. After decoration with PQ, all samples
were rinsed with ethanol several times and dried at room tempera-
ture in vacuum at 2 kPa for 24 h. This step was adopted to remove
any PQ that was not adsorbed on the electrode surface in order to
avoid the addition of (electrochemically) dead mass.
Structural Characterization
Electron Microscopy
SEM images were taken with a FEI Versa 3D Dual Beam (FEI) at
10 kV. Free-standing electrodes as well as OLC powders were
mounted on a steel sample holder with sticky carbon tape. For
cross-sectional images, the samples were cut with a razor blade
and fixed with carbon tape on a 908 tilted sample holder. Samples
consisting of polymer or NDs were sputter-coated with gold for
60 s with an Autofine Coater (JEOL) prior to imaging. The fiber di-
ameter distribution was derived from SEM images by using ImageJ
software. For each sample, two different batches were prepared
and the diameters were manually read at five different positions
on the sample. The total number of measured diameters was 50
and a Gaussian function was used to fit the data.
Samples for TEM were prepared by dispersing powders or fibers in
ethanol and drop-casting them on a copper grid with a lacey
carbon film (Gatan). All measurements were carried out with
a JEOL 2100F operating at 200 kV. CF mats or composite mats
were first tip-sonicated in ethanol for 5 min to make a drop cast
on the copper grids possible.
Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectra were measured with a Renishaw inVia Raman Mi-
croscope by using an Nd-YAG laser with an excitation wavelength
of 532 nm. The grating was 2400 linesmm¢1, yielding a spectral
resolution of approximately 1.2 cm¢1, and the spot size on the
sample in the focal plane was approximately 2 mm with an output
power of 0.2 mW. Spectra were recorded for 20 s and accumulated
50 times to obtain high signal-to noise and signal-to-background
ratios. Peak fitting was performed by employing two Lorentzian
peaks, one for the D mode and the other for the G mode.
Conductivity Measurements with a Four-Point Probe
The conductivity of the electrodes was determined with a custom-
built four-point probe (tip diameter: 1.5 mm; tip distance
1.75 mm). The areal resistance was measured ten times on different
positions of the electrode material (3Õ3 cm2), and Equation (1) was
used to calculate the electrode conductivity (s) normalized to the
thickness:[52]
s ¼
ln 2ð Þ
p
I
U ¡ d
ð1Þ
where I is the current, U the voltage, and d the thickness of the
electrode measured with a micrometer screw.
Gas Sorption Analysis
To remove adsorbed molecules from the surface, all samples were
degassed at 200 8C for 30 min and subsequently at 300 8C for 20 h
at a relative pressure of 0.1 Pa. Nitrogen-gas sorption analysis at
¢196 8C was performed with a Quantachrome Autosorb 6B system.
The pore-size distribution (PSD) was derived by using quenched-
solid density functional theory (QSDFT) supplied by Quantachrome,
assuming a slit-shape pore model.[53] The SSA obtained by using
the BET equation was calculated in the linear regime of the mea-
sured isotherms at a partial pressure (P/P0) between 0.1 and 0.3.
[54]
Particle-Size Analysis
Particle-size analysis was performed by using centrifugal sedimen-
tation analysis (LUMiSizer; LUM GmbH, Germany). The ND powder
was dispersed in water (0.5 wt%) by using tip sonication at ap-
proximately 4 W for 1 h and tested in a range from 200 to
4000 rpm.
Electrochemical Characterization
TEA–BF4 (1m) in ACN from BASF and aqueous sulfuric acid (1m)
from Sigma Aldrich were used as electrolytes. We used two-elec-
trode and three-electrode setups in this study to provide, for the
first time, comparative half- and full-cell performance data, respec-
tively. The prepared electrodes (6 mm in diameter) were separated
by a glass-fiber separator with a diameter of 13 mm (type GF/D,
Whatman). By using 1m TEA–BF4 in ACN, the electrode/separator/
electrode arrangement was placed between two carbon-coated
aluminum foils (diameter 12 mm, type Zflo 2653, Exopack technol-
ogies) and compressed with spring-loaded titanium pistons. For
the aqueous system, in this case using 1m H2SO4, the electrode/
separator/electrode sandwich was placed between platinum disks
as current collectors (12 mm in diameter and 100 mm thick,
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Mateck) and compressed with spring-loaded polyether ether
ketone (PEEK) pistons. In the three-electrode setup, the counter
electrode consisted of AC (YP80, Kuraray) with 5 wt% PTFE and
a thickness of 300 mm. The reference electrode in the organic
system was AC (YP50, Kuraray) with 5 wt% PTFE, and in the aque-
ous system a platinum wire (Carl Schaefer) with a diameter of
0.5 mm. The cells for organic electrolyte were dried at 120 8C and
a vacuum of 2 kPa for 12 h before they were put in an argon-filled
glove box (MBraun Labmaster 130; O2, H2O <1 ppm), where they
were vacuum filled with a syringe containing 1m TEA–BF4 in ACN.
The cells for the aqueous system were directly, without further
drying, vacuum filled with a syringe and the mentioned electrolyte.
All electrochemical measurements were carried out by using
a VSP300 or VMP300 potentiostat/galvanostat from Bio-Logic in
cyclic voltammetry or galvanostatic (GCPL) mode. In the organic
system, CVs at different scan rates from 1 mVs¢1 to 2 Vs¢1 between
¢1 and +1 V versus AC were conducted in a half cell.[47,55] Each
voltage was applied three times and the capacitance at 1 V for
each scan rate was calculated by using Equation (2):[56]
C ¼
R
tend
t0
I tð Þdt
U
ð2Þ
where C is the capacitance, t the time (t0 : start of discharge; tend :
end of discharge), and U the potential. The specific capacitance in
the three-electrode setup was determined with Equation (3):[57, 58]
Csp ¼
C
m
ð3Þ
in which m is the mass of the working electrode. By using GCPL
mode in a full-cell arrangement (two electrodes), the current was
varied to apply different current densities from 0.1 to 100 Ag¢1
with 10 s resting time between charging/discharging and a poten-
tial limitation of 2.5 V. For PTFE-bound electrodes, the maximum
current density was 50 Ag¢1, owing to current limitations of the
potentiostat. The specific current relates in this case to the mass of
both electrodes, and the resulting capacitance was calculated from
the current and the time for discharge with respect to the IR drop
of the cell. Stability was measured by using both long-time voltage
floating tests and voltammetric cycling. The long-time voltage
floating test in a full cell was performed between 0 and 2.5 V with
a constant current of 0.5 Ag¢1 and a holding time of 10 h. After
galvanostatic cycling three times, the voltage was held for 10 h at
2.5 V and the procedure was repeated to an overall holding time
of 100 h. Voltammetric cycling from 0 to 2.5 V at 200 mVs¢1 was re-
peated 10000 times, and every 200 cycles were recorded.
In the aqueous system, only cyclic voltammetry was used for elec-
trochemical characterization. By using a three-electrode setup, dif-
ferent scan rates over a range of three orders of magnitude from
1 mVs¢1 to 2 Vs¢1 were applied between 0 and ¢0.4 V. In the two-
electrode configuration, the potential window was successively
opened from ¢0.2 to +0.2 V in 100 mV steps to the maximal po-
tential window of ¢0.5 to +0.5 V. Electrochemical stability was
tested by using cyclic voltammetry from 0 to ¢0.4 V versus Pt at
a scan rate of 200 mVs¢1 for 10000 cycles. The capacitance in the
aqueous system was calculated by using Equation (4):[58]
C ¼
R
Uend
U0
IdU
v
mDU
ð4Þ
where I is the current, v the scan rate, m the mass of the working
electrode, and DU the potential window. The capacity of one elec-
trode was measured according to Equation (5):[58]
C ¼
R
Uend
U0
IdU
v
m
ð5Þ
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was performed at 0 V in
full cells for the CF500, PQ-max, and OLC-PQ-max systems in the
frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with six points per
decade and five repetitions per point. The excitation amplitude
was 5 mV.
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Figure S1. Electrode thickness measured with scanning electron microscopy on cross-sections 
(A) and pore size distributions from gas sorption analysis and DFT deconvolution (B). 
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Figure S2. Transmission electron micrographs of the composite electrode CF500. 
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Figure S3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (A) and Ragone plot (B) for CF-500, 
OLC-PQ-max, and PQ-max samples. 
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Vanadium pentoxide/carbide-derived carbon
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electrochemical energy storage†
Marco Zeiger,ab Teguh Ariyanto,c Benjamin Kru¨ner,ab Nicolas J. Peter,d
Simon Fleischmann,b Bastian J. M. Etzold*ce and Volker Presser*ab
A novel, two step synthesis is presented combining the formation of carbide-derived carbon (CDC) and
redox-active vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) in a core–shell manner using solely vanadium carbide (VC) as
the precursor. In a ﬁrst step, the outer part of VC particles is transformed to nanoporous CDC owing to
the in situ formation of chlorine gas from NiCl2 at 700 C. In a second step, the remaining VC core is
calcined in synthetic air to obtain V2O5/CDC core–shell particles. Materials characterization by means of
electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray diﬀraction clearly demonstrates the partial
transformation from VC to CDC, as well as the successive oxidation to V2O5/CDC core–shell particles.
Electrochemical performance was tested in organic 1 M LiClO4 in acetonitrile using half- and asymmetric
full-cell conﬁguration. High speciﬁc capacities of 420 mA h g1 (normalized to V2O5) and 310 mA h g
1
(normalized to V2O5/CDC) were achieved. The unique nanotextured core–shell architecture enables
high power retention with ultrafast charging and discharging, achieving more than 100 mA h g1 at
5 A g1 (rate of 12C). Asymmetric cell design with CDC on the positive polarization side leads to a high
speciﬁc energy of up to 80 W h kg1 with a superior retention of more than 80% over 10 000 cycles and
an overall energy eﬃciency of up to 80% at low rates.
1. Introduction
Supercapacitors are electrochemical energy storage devices,
which present ultrafast charge–discharge rates leading to
higher power compared to conventional batteries, but suﬀer
from relatively low specic energies.1–4 The high specic power
of 10 kW kg1 benets applications with charge- and
discharge rates in the order of seconds and minutes, such as
ashlights, high power machinery, or emergency doors in
airplanes, to name just a few.2,5 Depending on the energy
storage mechanism, we can diﬀerentiate between two types of
supercapacitors, namely electrical double-layer capacitors
(EDLCs) that store energy by ion electrosorption, and pseudo-
capacitors that accomplish a capacitor-like charge-voltage
behavior by fast redox reactions.6 Today, most EDLCs employ
activated carbon (AC) electrodes with surface areas between
1500 and 2000 m2 g1, leading to typical capacitance values of
100–200 F g1 and specic energies of up to ca. 20 W h kg1,
depending on the electrolyte and the cell conguration.6 By
virtue of these values, the energy storage capacity of super-
capacitors is signicantly smaller than conventional batteries
(e.g., lithium ion batteries: >100 W h kg1).6 A facile way to
enhance the electrochemical performance is to increase the
specic surface area of the electrode material and to optimize
the pore size distribution.7 This is particularly eﬀective for
a material with very high pore tunability, as presented in the
case of carbide-derived carbons (CDCs).8 However, this strategy
is limited by the minimum pore size required for ion accessi-
bility and the charge screening ability of carbon.7,9,10 Further
enhancements of the energy storage capacity can be accom-
plished by employing redox-active materials for faradaic charge
transfer.11,12 The latter can be either in the form of fast redox
processes of surface groups, ion intercalation in the electrode
material, or redox reactions of the electrolyte.13,14 Depending on
the charge-voltage prole of the involved faradaic reaction(s),
one diﬀerentiates between capacitor-like (i.e., pseudocapacitive)
or battery-like behavior.15 Pseudocapacitive materials, exhibit-
ing a constant ratio of charge and voltage (i.e., capacitance, unit:
farad), are, for example, ruthenium oxide,16 manganese oxide,17
or MXene.18 Battery-like systems, exhibiting distinct redox peaks
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in the cyclic voltammogram, are, for example, quinone surface
groups19,20 or many metal oxides working as cathodic lithium-
intercalation hosts (such as LiFePO4, LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, and
LiFeSO4F; ref. 21).
A very promising electrochemical system employs the
hybridization of carbon materials with vanadium pentoxide
(V2O5).
22–26 By this way, the benecial electrical conductivity and
nanotextured surface of carbon is complemented by the high,
battery-like charge storage capacity of vanadia with a theoretical
capacity of 147 mA h g1 for intercalation of 1 M of Li in the
V2O5 structure.
27 Several studies have investigated vanadium
pentoxide as a cathode material in lithium ion batteries,
exhibiting high capacities between 350 and 750 mA h g1.28–30
Furthermore, other types of vanadia in diﬀerent oxidation states
can be used in batteries, such as VO2,
31 and also dissolved as an
electrolyte in redox-ow batteries.32 In a previous study, we used
atomic layer deposition (ALD) for highly controllable decoration
of carbon onions with V2O5, achieving dened thickness,
morphology, and crystallinity of the metal oxide phase.33 A high
specic energy (38 W h kg1) was achieved for a full-cell using
V2O5/carbon onion vs. activated carbon (asymmetric cell), which
is ca. 2-times higher than that of standard activated carbon in
organic electrolytes.33 Even higher values for the specic energy
were found for interpenetrating networks of CNTs and V2O5
nanowires (40 W h kg1)22 and vanadia-coated reduced gra-
phene oxide sheets (76 W h kg1).34 While promising, the
practical adaptation of microfabrication and ALD remains
limited and more facile synthesis routes for V2O5/carbon hybrid
materials remain in high demand.
The combination of redox-active metal oxides with conduc-
tive and porous carbons in a hybrid device can be achieved by
mechanical mixing (thus exhibiting strongly reduced conduc-
tivity), or the decoration of the carbon withmetal oxides. For the
latter, especially when using highly porous carbons, issues of
pore clogging may arise, leading to a strong decrease in
capacitance and specic energy. These complications are avoi-
ded by not coating the carbon with the metal oxide, but rather
fabricating a metal oxide core with a porous carbon shell.
Inspired by carbon only core–shell architectures, which can be
obtained for CDCs,35,36 we present a novel two-step synthesis for
V2O5/CDC composites in a core–shell arrangement. Our
approach requires only one precursor (vanadium carbide),
which is rst partially transformed to nanoporous CDC by
chlorine treatment of carbide, and then partially calcined,
yielding core–shell V2O5/CDC particles. The chlorination step
was needed as it is an eﬀective way to transform a metal carbide
to carbon. The nanoporous carbon shell makes the vanadium
pentoxide core accessible for ion intercalation and works as
a conductive additive. This was accomplished by a high level of
control over the synthesis steps, which prevented a completion
of both the chlorination and the oxidation processes. Rigorous
structural and electrochemical characterization was carried out
to establish the high energy storage capacity of the material in
organic electrolytes. The combination of carbon and vanadia is
of mutual benet: carbon contributes electrical conductivity
(and, to a lesser extent, double-layer capacitance) and vanadia
provides a large energy storage capacity. However, the design of
the two phases and their nanoscopic arrangement are of high
importance for the resulting electrochemical performance. As
our data will show, the rm of transformed VC-derived V2O5 and
VC-CDC enables attractive electrochemical performances.
2. Materials and methods
V2O5/porous carbon core–shell particles were synthesized using
a two-step approach: (1) VC/CDC core–shell particles are
produced by etching vanadium from the outside to the inside of
VC particles with a remaining VC core. (2) The residual VC core
inside the CDC matrix is calcined by oxidation in synthetic air,
resulting in V2O5/CDC core–shell particles. These two steps are
explained in detail in the next sections.
2.1 Synthesis of vanadium carbide/carbide-derived carbon
core–shell particles
Vanadium carbide (VC)/CDC core–shell particles were synthe-
sized by reactive extraction of vanadium using in situ generation
of chlorine. 1 g VC powder (purity 99.9%, <2 mm, Sigma Aldrich)
was thoroughly mixed with NiCl2$6H2O (purity 99.95%, Alfa
Aesar) and lled into a graphite crucible placed in an isothermal
zone of the reactor (Ø ¼ 32 cm, length ¼ 1 m). The reactor was
evacuated to 0.01 mbar and then heated to 700 C at a heating
rate of 2.5 C min1. Aer a holding period of 3 h at this
temperature, the reactor was cooled to room temperature under
a helium purge. The resulting product was then poured into
500 mL of 1 MHCl and the solution was vigorously stirred using
a magnetic stir bar. Aer ltration, the acid washing was
repeated with similar procedures to ensure the removal of
nickel species. The product was nally washed using distilled
water until neutral pH and then dried in an oven (60 C)
overnight.
To achieve incomplete carbide-to-CDC conversion, we used
molar ratios of NiCl2$6H2O-to-VC of 1.4, 1.8, and 2.7. It is
assumed that chlorine (Cl2) is released during vacuum decom-
position of NiCl2 and reacts with VC in a stoichiometric reaction
to produce VCl4 via eqn (1) and (2).
[NiCl2$6H2O]
solid
/ [Ni]solid + [Cl2]
gas + [6H2O]
gas (1)
[VC]solid + [2Cl2]
gas
/ [C]solid + [VCl4]
gas (2)
Based on these reactions and assuming that all chlorine
reacts with carbide the theoretical conversion (Xtheo.) can be
derived from eqn (3) assuming full reaction of VC with Cl2
release.
Xtheo: ¼
0:5nCl2
nVC
 100% ¼
0:5nNiCl2$6H2O
nVC
 100% (3)
where n is in molar units. Ratios of 1.4 and 1.8 correspond to
a theoretical value (Xtheo.) of the conversion of 70% and 90%,
respectively. A ratio of 2.7 provides a surplus of evolving chlo-
rine to facilitate complete CDC formation, theoretically 100%.
The resulting samples are labelled VC-X70, VC-X90, and
VC-X100.
18900 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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To produce a reference material through the “classical” and
not in situ chlorine generation route, VC was exposed to chlo-
rine gas diluted in helium at 700 C for 5 h, as described else-
where.63 The resulting material is labelled VC-CDC.
2.2 Synthesis of V2O5/carbide-derived carbon core–shell
particles
Calcination of the VC/CDC particles was performed at 450 C for
30 min in a VG Scienta furnace using synthetic air. Additionally,
VC particles without prior chlorine gas treatment were oxidized
at diﬀerent temperatures (450, 500, and 600 C) for 4 h to
produce V2O5 without an additional carbon shell.
2.3 Chemical and structural characterization
The chemical composition of all samples was measured by
energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) using a X-Max-150
detector from Oxford Instruments in a JSM-7500F (JEOL) scan-
ning electron microscope. Spectra were taken at ten diﬀerent
positions with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out
with a JEOL 2100F microscope using 200 kV acceleration
voltage. Powders were dispersed in isopropanol, tip sonicated
for 10 s and dropcast on a copper grid with a lacey carbon lm
(Gatan) support.
Chemical composition maps were acquired by energy
ltered transmission electron microscopy (EF-TEM) using a FEI
Titan Themis 60-300 at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV.
Electron energy loss spectra (EELS) were recorded using a Gatan
GIF Quantum ERS energy lter at an energy resolution of
1.1 eV. From the acquired EELS the edge onsets of the carbon
K-edge, the vanadium L-edge and the oxygen K-edge were
determined and the three-window method applied to acquire
the respective elemental maps. A slit width of 10 eV was utilized
for the pre- and post-edge images. Since the vanadium and
oxygen edges overlap, the exact same pre-edge windows
were taken for both images. More information can be found in
the ESI.†
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out with a TG
209 F1 Libra system (Netzsch). Samples were heated up to
900 C in synthetic air with a rate of 20 C min1 as well as
isothermally at 450 C for 30 min. The sample mass ranged
between 10 mg and 20 mg.
The nitrogen gas sorption analysis at 196 C was carried
out with a Quantachrome Autosorb iQ system and the calcula-
tions were performed with ASiQwin-soware 3.0. The samples
were degassed at 100 C for 1 h and subsequently heated to
150 C and kept at this temperature for up to 20 h at a relative
pressure of 0.1 Pa to remove volatile molecules from the surface.
The relative pressure with nitrogen was 5  107 to 1.0 in
76 steps. The specic surface area (SSA) was calculated using the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller equation (BET) in the linear regime of
the measured isotherms, typically 3  102 to 2  101 (relative
pressure), with a Quantachrome Autosorb 6B.64
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw inVia Raman
Microscope equipped with a Nd–YAG laser (532 nm). A 50
objective was used with a power of 0.02 mW at the surface of the
sample. The spectra of CDC samples were recorded with 10
accumulations and 20 s acquisition time. Vanadium pentoxide
and vanadium carbide spectra were recorded with 1 accumu-
lation and 10 s acquisition as well as in two separate measure-
ments for the full wavenumber range (0–4000 cm1). All spectra
were normalized and background corrected by subtracting
a linear baseline.
X-ray diﬀractograms were collected with a Bruker D8
Discover diﬀractometer using Cu-Ka radiation (0.154 nm) with
a step size of 0.02 and a measurement time of 1 s per step. The
system was calibrated with a corundum standard. The free-
standing PTFE-bound electrodes were placed on a sapphire
single crystal for the measurement.
2.4 Electrochemical characterization
For electrochemical characterization, free-standing, polymer-
bound electrodes were used. The powder materials were
dispersed in isopropanol and stirred in a mortar until most of
the isopropanol was evaporated and a carbon slurry was ob-
tained. For all samples, 10 mass% PTFE (60 mass% aqueous
solution, Sigma Aldrich) was added and mixed in a mortar until
a dough-like paste was formed. For the electrodes with pure
V2O5 (VC-500) an additional conductive additive (see also the
ESI, Table S1†), in this case 25 mass% VC-CDC was added to
achieve the same amount of carbon as in the core–shell elec-
trodes. Using a rolling machine (MTI HR01, MTI Corp.) elec-
trodes with a thickness of 60 mm (10 mm) were fabricated and
dried overnight at 90 C and 20 mbar.
Electrochemical characterization was carried out in 1 M
LiClO4 in acetonitrile (ACN) from BASF. For all measurements,
a two- and three-electrode setup was used, corresponding to
full- and half-cell conguration, respectively. The electrodes
were punched out to obtain discs with a diameter of 6 mm
(1–3 mg) and were separated by a glass-ber disc with a diam-
eter of 13 mm (type GF/A, GE Healthcare). The electrode/sepa-
rator/electrode arrangement was compressed between two
carbon-coated aluminum discs (diameter 12 mm, type Zo
2653, Coveris Advanced Coatings) using spring-loaded titanium
pistons, sealed by a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) body. The
cells were dried at 90 C and 20 mbar before they were put in
an argon-lled glove box (MBraun Labmaster 130; O2, H2O
<1 ppm). The cells were vacuum back-lled with a syringe
containing the electrolyte. Full-cell measurements were carried
out in an asymmetric conguration with a charge-balanced
counter VC-CDC electrode by measuring the discharge capacity
at 0.05 A g1 in a half-cell setup for both, working and counter
electrodes, and adjusting the mass of the VC-CDC electrode. In
the half-cell setup, a ca. ve times oversized AC counter elec-
trode was used together with a reference electrode; the latter
was PTFE-bound activated carbon YP-50F from Kuraray.
Electrochemical characterization was performed using
a VSP300 and VMP300 potentiostat/galvanostat from Bio-Logic
in cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic mode with
potential limitation (GCPL). In the half-cell conguration
a potential window from 1.2 V to +1.2 V vs. carbon was used.
For data obtained with cyclic voltammetry, a scan rate of 1 mV
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 | 18901
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s1 was chosen to clearly identify the redox peaks. In galvano-
static mode with potential limitation (GCPL), specic currents
up to 20 A g1 were applied. All specic current values were
normalized to the active mass of the working electrode (i.e.,
without the binder). Every cycle was repeated 2 times, followed
by a 10 s resting time. The specic capacity of the working
electrode in the half-cell conguration was calculated according
to eqn (4), using the data from GCPL.
Specific capacity ¼
ð
t2
t1
Idt

m (4)
withm the active mass of the working electrode (i.e., without the
binder), I the applied current, and t1 and t2 the start and end of
discharging (from +1.2 V to 1.2 V vs. carbon), respectively. The
charge eﬃciency was calculated by dividing the discharge by the
charge capacity and is presented in percent.
The specic energy (Especic) and specic power (Pspecic) of
the asymmetric full-cells (two electrodes) were calculated using
eqn (5) and (6):
Especific ¼
ð
t2
t1
Udt I=M (5)
Pspecific ¼ Especific/(t2  t1) (6)
with M the active mass of both electrodes (i.e., without the
binder), I the applied current, U the applied cell voltage, t1 and
t2 the start and end of charging or discharging. Charging is in
this case dened as the potential step from 0 V to 2.5 V cell
voltage.
Long-time stability was measured by galvanostatic cycling at
1 A g1 from 0 V to 2.5 V cell voltage for 10 000 times. The energy
eﬃciencies, as well as the energy retention, were calculated
dividing the respective value from discharging by the value from
the charging part of the curve and are presented in percent.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Structure, chemical composition, and porosity
In this study, a novel two-step process is presented, which can
be used for the synthesis of vanadium oxide combined with
porous carbide-derived carbon hybrid structures in a core–shell
arrangement: (1) VC/CDC core–shell particles are produced by
etching vanadium from the outside to the inside of VC particles
with a remaining VC core. (2) The residual VC core inside the
CDCmatrix is calcined by oxidation in synthetic air, resulting in
V2O5/CDC core–shell particles. The resulting samples are
labelled VC-X70, VC-X90, and VC-X100 for a theoretical
conversion of 70%, 90%, and 100%. For additional calcination
the samples were labelled VC-X70-air, VC-X90-air, and VC-X100-
air. Complete transformation from VC to CDC (i.e., VC-CDC)
was achieved by conventional chlorine gas treatment at 700 C,
resulting in highly disordered carbon (Fig. 1A). Minor amounts
of VC are still visible in VC-CDC (Fig. 1A) but not quantitatively
signicant according to the chemical analysis (Table 1). For the
synthesis of VC/CDC core–shell particles with diﬀerent ratios of
VC to CDC, the amount of NiCl2 was varied for in situ chlorine
formation during thermal treatment. As expected from the
stoichiometric calculation presented in eqn (3), VC-X70 had
the largest amount of VC in the composite with 40.2 
5.3 mass%. Larger amounts of NiCl2 led to lower VC contents of
29.0  7.5 mass% and 6.9  2.4 mass% for VC-X90 and
VC-X100, respectively (Table 1). Although a stoichiometric
surplus of chlorine in VC-X100 should result in complete
transformation to CDC, TEM analysis still shows a small core
region of residual VC. We explain this by a reduced vanadium
etching rate because of the graphitic carbon layers wrapped
around the carbide domains.37
A calcination temperature of 450 C was chosen to completely
transform residual VC to vanadium oxide aer initial bench-
marking of the samples via thermogravimetric analysis (see the
ESI, Fig. S1†). Aer calcination, vanadium oxide cores inside the
carbon shell are clearly visible (Fig. 1D, G and J). The smallest
vanadia cores are measured for VC-X100-air (d50 ¼ 150  100
nm), similar to VC-X90-air (d50 ¼ 160  110 nm), much
smaller than for VC-X70-air (d50 ¼ 410  190 nm) and the
calcined VC particles (VC-500 C) (d50 ¼ 520  200 nm). As
seen in Table 1, EDX measurements are in qualitative agree-
ment with TEM and show V2O5 contents of 98.1  6.2 mass%
for the precursor VC particles oxidized at 500 C and lower
amounts from 78.2  2.3 mass% for VC-X70-air to 67.4 
4.1 mass% for VC-X100-air.
To show the structure and morphology in more detail, the
two step synthesis process is illustrated in Fig. 2 using energy
ltered TEM (EF-TEM) based chemical mapping. As exemplied
for VC, VC-X90, and VC-X90-air, we rst see how VC particles
were successively transformed to CDC from the outside to the
inside retaining a VC core. Calcination of VC inside the
composite particles leads to V2O5 domains engulfed in nano-
porous VC-CDC. EF-TEM chemical mapping conrms the
distribution of carbon around the V2O5. During calcination,
a partial cracking of the carbon shell is induced due to expan-
sion of the core, as a result of the diﬀerent skeletal densities of
3.36 g cm3 for V2O5 and 5.48 g cm
3 for VC.38,39
By use of Raman spectroscopy, we can track the structural
changes aer CDC synthesis (Fig. 3A) and calcination (Fig. 3C).
It is shown that the VC signal intensity at 269 cm1 decreases
with successive transformation from VC to CDC (see the inset in
Fig. 3A).40 In addition to the VC signal, the Raman spectra show
incompletely graphitized carbon, with the D-mode at ca. 1340–
1350 cm1, the G-mode at ca. 1580–1600 cm1, and
a pronounced second order spectrum at 2200–3500 cm1. The
degree of carbon ordering in VC/CDC core–shell particles is
signicantly higher than for the fully transformed CDC by
chlorine treatment (VC-CDC). This is evidenced by the broader
peak shapes and transition between D- and G-mode due to
amorphous carbon at 1520 cm1, as well as the less distinct
second order spectrum for the VC-CDC sample (Fig. 3A).41,42
However, the process stemming from NiCl2 also leads to the
local emergence of metallic Ni, which, in turn, catalyzes the
formation of graphitic carbon arranged in onion-like shells
(Fig. 1I and J).43
As seen from Fig. S1 (ESI†), precise control over the calci-
nation process temperature and duration is required to avoid
18902 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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either incomplete carbide oxidation or complete CDC burn-oﬀ.
For this reason, we conducted rst oxidation experiments only
on the initial VC powder. The increase in mass of the initial VC
particles, without prior NiCl2 treatment, is 40 mass% (ESI,
Fig. S1†) for an annealing at 600 C, leading to crystalline V2O5
(Fig. 3B). However, using this calcination temperature, more
than 50 mass% of the CDC was burned-oﬀ. Therefore, the
synthesis was repeated at a lower temperature of 450 C for
a duration of 30 min. With this annealing process, the same
mass increase (40 mass%) was achieved, expecting the same
vanadia phase, and only 20 mass% of the CDC material was
removed. Synthesis at 450 C for 30 min results in a mixture of
V2O5,
44 amorphous V2O5,
45 and VO2 (ref. 46) because of the large
size of the precursor VC particles (1 mm) (Fig. 3B). The parti-
cles with the VC/CDC core–shell arrangement present much
smaller cores than the initial VC particles (Fig. 1B), which leads
to the formation of V2O5 already at 450
C applied for 30 min
(Fig. 3C). These ndings are supported by X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD), shown in the ESI, Fig. S2.† Transformation from VC to
VC/CDC is clearly evidenced by the emergence of the (002)
graphite signal at 26.4 2q for VC-X70 and the continuous
increase of its intensity up to the highest degree of
Fig. 1 Transmission electron micrographs of the transformation process from VC to V2O5/CDC core–shell particles with diﬀerent trans-
formational degrees. (A) VC-CDC, (C–E) VC-X70 and VC-X70-air, (F–H) VC-X90 and VC-X90-air, and (I–K) VC-X100 and VC-X100-air. (B) V2O5
core diameter distributions derived from TEM image analyses for all calcined samples.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 | 18903
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transformation for VC-X100 (ESI, Fig. S2A†). The fully trans-
formed VC-CDC presents a less distinct carbon signal, coming
from nanocrystalline and amorphous carbon, in agreement
with Raman spectroscopy. Aer calcination, only V2O5 is iden-
tied (ESI, Fig. S2B†).
Highly nanoporous materials with high specic surface
areas typically result from chlorine treatment of VC (i.e.,
VC-CDC).38 The nitrogen gas sorption isotherm of VC-CDC
shows a characteristic type I(b) shape related to microporous
materials with pore sizes <2.5 nm (ESI, Fig. S3A†). Both micro-
and mesopores are found for the partial transformation of VC
with type I(b) isotherms, related to the internal microporosity,
combined with type IV(b) isotherms related to mesopores with
a small H4 hysteresis (Fig. S3B†).47 The combination of micro-
and mesopores has been reported in other studies on carbon
core–shell structures.36 The BET surface area increases from
120 m2 g1 for VC-X70 to 577 m2 g1 for VC-X100, and to 1466
m2 g1 for VC-CDC (Table 2). Calcination of VC/CDC core–shell
particles does not change the pore type (micro- and meso-
pores), but leads to oxidation of the high surface area carbon,
with consequent decrease in surface area. For VC-X100-air and
VC-X90-air, the surface area collapses to 61 m2 g1 (89%) and
124 m2 g1 (38%), respectively, due to oxidation of the CDC
shell. The surface area of VC-X70-air is even larger than before
calcination with 310 m2 g1 (+158%; Table 2). The high content
of VC in VC-X70 (40 mass%), which is turned into the lower
density V2O5, has a stronger impact on the surface area than
the CDC, compared to VC-X90 and VC-X100 with lower VC
contents.
3.2 Electrochemical performance
As seen from the previous section, partial chlorination of VC to
VC/CDC and successive calcination to V2O5/CDC in a facile two-
step approach leads to highly crystalline V2O5 embedded
graphitic and porous carbon. This combination is promising for
electrochemical hybrid energy storage applications, which was
benchmarked in our study in 1 M LiClO4 in ACN as the elec-
trolyte. Cyclic voltammetry of VC-CDC using the half-cell setup
shows a nearly ideal double-layer capacitor behavior with
a rectangular CV shape without any redox reactions. This
behavior is expected from nanoporous carbons in general and
CDC materials in specic.6 VC-X70-air is characterized by
double-layer capacitance on the positive side between +0.5 V
and +1.2 V vs. carbon. In the negative range, a very broad redox
peak emerges (Fig. 4B and ESI, Fig. S4B†). This broad peak
correlates with the larger V2O5 core of VC-X70 compared to the
nanotextured V2O5 particles in VC-X90-air and VC-X100-air. Due
to longer ion pathways in the V2O5 crystal, the system presents
slower redox reactions and broader redox peaks.
In stark contrast to the capacitor-like behavior of VC-CDC,
the CVs of VC-X90-air and VC-X100-air are characterized by
several, very sharp redox peaks from Li-ion intercalation.30,48,49
The occurring electrochemical Li+ insertion process for V2O5
can be expressed by eqn (7):50
V2O5 + xLi
+ + xe4 LixV2O5 (7)
with x as the mole fraction of Li-ions.
Table 1 Elemental composition measured with EDX. “n.d.” denotes not detected
C (mass%) V (mass%) O (mass%) Cl (mass%) Ni (mass%) VC (mass%) V2O5 (mass%)
VC 22.0  0.5 77.6  0.7 n.d. n.d. n.d. 95.9  1.1
VC-X70 60.6  4.1 32.5  4.7 6.3  1.1 0.6  0.1 n.d. 40.2  5.3
VC-X90 58.2  9.5 23.5  7.1 6.9  2.1 0.5  0.2 n.d. 29.0  7.5
VC-X100 74.8  8.0 5.6  2.3 4.5  0.9 0.4  0.1 n.d. 6.9  2.4
VC-CDC 97.8  0.4 0.2  0.1 1.8  0.5 0.1  0.1 n.d. 0.2  0.1
VC-500 1.9  0.4 69.0  3.2 29.1  3.0 n.d. n.d. 98.1  6.2
VC-X70-air 20.0  2.2 57.9  1.1 22.1  1.2 n.d. n.d. 78.2  2.3
VC-X90-air 23.3  5.4 53.3  4.2 22.8  2.0 n.d. 0.6  0.2 74.3  6.2
VC-X100-air 30.7  1.7 48.5  2.4 20.7  1.7 n.d. n.d. 67.4  4.1
Fig. 2 Transmission electron micrographs and schematic illustration
of the transformation process from VC to V2O5/CDC core–shell
particles. (A) VC, (B) VC-X90, and (C) VC-X90-air. Panel (C) shows the
TEM image (ﬁltered 5 eV around the zero loss peak) and the corre-
sponding chemical EELS mapping.
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Typically, a set of two peaks for inter- and deintercalation is
observed between +2 and +4 V vs. Li/Li+ or 1.2 V and +0.8 V vs.
carbon.48 The structural changes during Li+ intercalation into
V2O5 involve several phases like a, 3, d, and g for x # 2, with
three voltage plateaus at 3.4, 3.2, and 2.3 V vs. Li/Li+ (0.7 V, 0 V,
and +0.2 V vs. carbon) (Fig. 4B).48 The plateaus seen from the
galvanostatic curves (Fig. 4B) and the pairs of redox peaks in the
CVs (Fig. 4A) belong to the two-phase regions a/3, 3/d, and d/g.
Larger lithium contents (x > 2) for potentials below 2 V vs. Li/Li+
(1.2 V vs. carbon) would lead to irreversible reactions and the
formation of the g-phase.48,51,52 A detailed discussion of the
structural changes is already given in ref. 48 and 51–53. The rst
set of redox peaks emerges between 0.25 V and +0.8 V vs.
carbon for inter- and deintercalation of the rst Li-ion. A second
lithiation step occurs between 1.2 V and 0 V vs. carbon (ESI,
Fig. S4A†). For potentials above +0.8 V vs. carbon, only double-
layer capacitance of the porous carbon is encountered. Calcined
VC without the core–shell structure, but the same V2O5 phase,
shows very broad sets of redox peaks in the CV compared to the
core–shell structure. It is expected that longer ion intercalation
paths of the larger size of V2O5 domains in VC-500
C result in
slower redox reactions of the electrode, similar to VC-X70-air. In
contrast, the core–shell structures present much smaller V2O5
particles due to partial transformation into porous carbon.
Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling (GCPL) in half-cells
was further employed for assessing the power handling ability
of the electrode materials. As seen from Fig. 4B, GCPL curves of
VC-X100-air and VC-X90-air exhibited several voltage plateaus
between 1.2 V and +1.2 V vs. carbon, in agreement with the
redox peaks in the CVs. Nearly ideal double-layer behavior with
triangular-shape GCPL curves was observed for VC-CDC. The Li+
intercalation and deintercalation leads to phase transitions
during cycling and is kinetically enhanced for nanoscopic
materials because of better accessibility of intercalation path-
ways.54 Therefore, smaller V2O5 core sizes of V2O5/CDC core–
shell samples show superior rate handling compared to VC-500
with a more than 2-times larger V2O5 particle size (Fig. 4C). This
is especially seen for VC-X100-air with more than 100 mA h g1
capacity at 5 A g1 (equivalent to a rate of ca. 28C).
The lower vanadium oxide content of VC-X100-air limits the
maximum capacity at low rates. The highest value is achieved
Fig. 3 Raman spectra of (A) VC and VC/CDC core–shell particles, (B) VC calcined at diﬀerent temperatures, and (C) V2O5/CDC core–shell
particles after calcination at 450 C for 30 min. The reference Raman peaks are from VC,40 VO2,46 V2O5,44 and amorphous V2O5.45
Table 2 Porosity data from nitrogen gas sorption analysis
BET SSA
(m2 g1)
DFT SSA
(m2 g1)
Pore volume
(cm3 g1)
VC-X70 120 100 0.185
VC-X90 200 208 0.224
VC-X100 577 485 0.424
VC-CDC 1466 1535 0.673
VC-500 42 23 0.053
VC-X70-air 310 269 0.254
VC-X90-air 124 66 0.171
VC-X100-air 61 38 0.108
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 | 18905
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for VC-X90-air with more than 300 mA h g1. Typically, in the
literature capacity values are normalized to the active mass, in
this case the mass of V2O5 in the composite electrode. Using
this way of normalization, the highest capacity for VC-X90-air is
415 mA h g1. Even for higher specic currents of 5 A g1 the
specic capacity reaches more than 100 mA h g1 (comparable
to a C-rate of 12C). The normalized values are given as an inset
in Fig. 4D for comparison. Cycling in the potential window of
1.2 V to +1.2 V vs. carbon is expected to be completely
reversible,48,51,52 and this behavior was conrmed for all V2O5/
CDC core–shell particles with a coulombic eﬃciency of ca. 100%
(Fig. 4D). The VC particles calcined at 500 C with much larger
particle sizes (Fig. 1B) and without CDC shells, present a lower
charge eﬃciency of less than 80% at 20 A g1. This might be the
result of V2O5 degeneration due to kinetic limitations.
30
Electrochemical properties on a device level were measured
using an asymmetric full-cell setup with nanoporous VC-CDC as
the counter electrode. Typically, symmetric setups for electrode
Fig. 4 (A) Cyclic voltammograms at 1 mV s1, (B) galvanostatic charge–discharge curves at 0.05 A g1, (C) capacity values dependent on the
speciﬁc current, and (D) the charge eﬃciency and capacity retention. All measurements were performed in the half-cell conﬁguration with
activated carbon counter and reference electrodes from 1.2 V to +1.2 V vs. carbon.
Fig. 5 (A) Ragone plot with energy eﬃciency values and (B) speciﬁc energy retention for 10 000 galvanostatic cycles at 1 A g1 (rate of ca. 2.4C)
with cyclic voltammograms recorded before and after stability testing. All measurements were performed in the full-cell conﬁguration with
a charge-balanced VC-CDC working electrode and V2O5/CDC composite electrode with a cell voltage of 2.5 V.
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materials with battery-like behavior (e.g., intercalation/dein-
tercalation) are disadvantageous due to their polarization
dependent redox-reactions. Yet, several studies used diﬀerent
types of V2O5 or V2O5/carbon composites, such as electrospun
V2O5 nanobers,
55 V2O5/MWCNT core–shell aerogels,
56 and
V2O5/graphene aerogels
57 with the symmetrical full-cell setup.
However, in some of these studies, negative and positive
polarization in the full-cell arrangement was used (e.g. 1 V to
+1 V in an aqueous electrolyte), instead of 0 V to 1 V. In these
cases the capacitance and specic energies are much larger
reaching misleading high values of 87 W h kg1 in aqueous 1 M
Na2SO4 (ref. 56) and 78 W h kg
1 in organic 1 M LiClO4 in PC.
55
Enhanced electrochemical performance can be obtained by
use of an asymmetric two-electrode setup (Fig. 5). Studies so far
have shown, for aqueous systems, the highest specic energy of
29W h kg1 (Table 3) for hydrothermally prepared V2O5$0.6H2O
with activated carbon as the counter electrode.58 Due to the
improved voltage stability of organic electrolytes, much higher
energies can be achieved, ranging from 15 to 76 W h kg1 with
MnO2/rGO, AC fabric, or rGO as the counter electrode in an
asymmetric arrangement.34,59,60 In this study, an asymmetric
full-cell setup with V2O5/CDC on the negative polarization side
and charge-balanced VC-CDC on the positive polarization side
was used. VC-X90-air as a negative electrode material presents
superior performance with a specic energy in excess of 80 W h
kg1 for charging and more than 50 W h kg1 for discharging
(Fig. 5A). Even at higher rates, with a specic power of 6.7 kW
kg1, the specic energy is 27 W h kg1 (12 W h kg1 for dis-
charging). In agreement with half-cell measurements, VC-X100-
air shows a lower specic energy of 66 W h kg1 with compa-
rable power handling because of the lower V2O5 content. The
energy and power performance of this core–shell system is
highly competitive with current literature values and is, to the
best of our knowledge, the only core–shell system reaching 50–
80 W h kg1 specic energy when using asymmetric full-cell
measurements and proper application of the cell voltage.61
The high attractiveness of this material for electrochemical
energy storage is underlined by the high cycling stability with an
energy retention of more than 80% and 70% over 10 000 gal-
vanostatic cycles for VC-X90-air and VC-X100-air, respectively,
measured at 1 A g1 (Fig. 5B). The nearly ideal charge eﬃciency
of the half-cell measurements (100%) translates to a still
attractive energy eﬃciency of the asymmetric devices between
60 and 80% for low rates. For comparison, standard double-
layer capacitors using activated carbon electrodes only reach
slightly higher values of 80–95% dependent on the electrode.62
4. Conclusions
This study, for the rst time, demonstrates a two-step in situ
synthesis of hybrid particles consisting of porous carbon and
redox-active V2O5 by solely using VC as the precursor. The
Table 3 Literature values for full-cell measurements (two-electrodes) in symmetric and asymmetric fabrication. OLC: onion-like carbon; CNT:
carbon nanotube; NW: nanowire; rGO: reduced graphene oxide; ACC: activated carbon fabric; NS: nanosheet; PPy: polypyrrole; sym.:
symmetric; asym.: asymmetric; ACN: acetonitrile; PC: propylene carbonate; LiTFSI: lithium bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide; WE: working
electrode; CE: counter electrode
Material (WE) Setup CE Electrolyte
Specic energy
W h kg1
Specic power
W kg1 Ref.
V2O5/CDC core–shell asym. CDC 1 M LiClO4 in ACN 84 (51) 166 This study
27 (12) 6653
V2O5/OLC asym. AC 1 M LiClO4 in ACN 38 57 33
10 2004
V2O5/CNTs asym. AC 1 M LiClO4 in PC 40 200 22
7 6300
V2O5 nanowires asym. AC fabric 0.1 M LiTFSI in ACN 46 662 59
6 5260
Li+ exchanged V2O5 NWs asym. AC fabric 0.1 M LiTFSI in ACN 66 720 59
7 8320
V2O5 NWs/rGO asym. MnO2/rGO 1 M LiTFSI in ACN 15 437 60
V2O5/Pin/ACC asym. rGO/ACC LiNO3/PVA gel 39 900 65
33 18 000
V2O5/rGO NS asym. rGO 1 M KCl 76 900 34
25 30 000
V2O5$0.6H2O asym. AC 0.5 M K2SO4 29 70 58
20 2000
Layered V2O5 aerogel asym. AC 1 M Na2SO4 11 280 66
5 2200
V2O5/MWCNTs sym. WE 1 M Na2SO4 87 250 56
V2O5 nanobers sym. WE 1 M LiClO4 in PC 78 1800 55
15 1500
2 M KCl 5 1700 55
3 1800
V2O5/PPy core–shell sym. WE LiNO3/PVA gel 10 5000 67
V2O5/graphene sym. WE 1 M Na2SO4 68 250 57
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2016, 4, 18899–18909 | 18907
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particles present a V2O5/CDC core–shell structure with nano-
scopic V2O5 cores, completely accessible to electrolyte ions and
interconnected by highly conductive carbon. High specic
energies of 50 and 80 W h kg1 for discharging and charging,
respectively, were measured in a facile asymmetric full-cell
setup, while simultaneously retaining ultrafast cycling. The
asymmetric cell design with CDC on the positive polarization
side leads to superior stability over 10 000 cycles and compa-
rably high energy eﬃciency of 60–80% at low rates. The novel
synthesis procedure can easily be scaled up by means of larger
precursor mass and may also be very attractive for other redox-
active compounds.
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S-2 
Elemental mapping with EF-TEM 
The vanadium post-edge window ranged from 523-533 eV, while the oxygen post-edge window ranged 
from 534-544 eV. Thereby, both the major white lines of the vanadium and the two peaks of the 
oxygen K-edge were captured separately. Each image of an energy-filtered map was taken with an 
exposure time of 40 s in case of carbon and 60 s of vanadium and oxygen. The background was fitted 
from the two pre-edge images with a power law function. The two pre-edge and one post-edge image 
were automatically taken in Digital Micrograph (Gatan) to form one elemental map. Cross-correlation 
was applied to account for sample drift between the images acquired in a three-window series. In 
addition, the three separately obtained elemental maps of carbon, vanadium and oxygen were aligned 
using a cross-correlation to ensure a proper spatial superposition of the individual RGB channels. 
Oxygen is shown in green, vanadium in blue and carbon in red to finally form the multi-component 
elemental distribution map. The reference TEM image of the exact same area of the elemental 
distribution map was acquired using mainly the elastically scattered electrons by centering an energy 
selecting slit with a width of 10 eV around the zero loss peak to increase the contrast in the image. The 
corresponding thickness map, for which an additional unfiltered image without slit was captured, 
revealed relative thickŶesses t/λ (iŶ uŶits of λ, the ŵaterial-dependent mean free path for inelastic 
scattering) ranging from 0.1 to about 1.5. 
  
S-3 
Thermogravimetric analysis 
In Figure S1 the results of the annealing process in synthetic air of all VC/CDC samples as well as the 
VC precursor are shown. The calcination of VC to V2O5 starts at ~375 °C. At ~600 °C the transformation 
is complete with a mass gain of ~40 mass%. As expected the same procedures completely burns off 
the CDC. A suitable temperature between 375 °C and 600 °C is 450 °C which was used for the synthesis 
of V2O5/CDC. At 450 °C for 30 min the VC reaches a mass gain of ~40 mass% similar to the annealing 
procedure with a maximum temperature of 600 °C accompanied by a phase transformation from VC 
to V2O5. The pure carbon sample VC-CDC loses around 20 mass%. Partially etched VC samples with 
porous carbon shell and VC core presents slightly smaller mass loss due to the remaining carbon shell. 
 
 
Figure S1: Thermogravimetric analysis in synthetic air with a heating rate of 20 °C∙min-1 (A) until 900 °C 
and (B) until 450 °C and holding for 30 min. 
 
 
X-ray diffraction 
 
Figure S2: X-ray diffractogramms of VC/CDC composites (A) and V2O5/CDC composites (B). 
  
S-4 
Nitrogen gas sorption analysis 
 
Figure S3: Nitrogen sorption isotherms of VC/CDC composites (A) and V2O5/CDC composites (B). 
 
Electrochemical measurements 
 
Figure S4: Cyclic voltammograms of VC-X90-air (A) and VC-X70-air and VC-CDC (B) at 1 ŵV∙s-1 in half 
cell configuration. 
 
 
Figure S5: Ragone plot. a) this study, b)1, c)2, d)3 e)4, f)5, g)6, h)7, i)8, j)9, k)10. 
S-5 
Scanning electron micrographs 
 
Figure S6: Scanning electron micrographs of (A) VC, (B) VC-X90, and (C) VC-X90-air. 
 
Electrode conductivity measured using 4-point probe 
Table S1: Electrode conductivity measured using 4-point probe. ͞n.d.͟ means not detectable and 
related to values which are below the detection limit of the system. 
 Electrode conductivity 
 S∙cm-1 
VC-CDC 0.54±0.02 
VC-X70-air 0.12±0.03 
VC-X90-air 0.14±0.05 
VC-X100-air 0.13±0.03 
VC-500 pure n.d. 
VC-500 (25mass% VC-CDC) 0.05±0.01 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 
In this PhD thesis, several strategies and material architectures were employed to 
synergistically combine the high rate capability of carbon materials with the high energy 
storage capacity of redox-active compounds. A special focus was set on the optimization 
of porosity, surface area, and the structure of the carbon support. Since microporous 
carbons, which are commonly used in EDLCs, present some disadvantages as substrate 
for pseudocapacitive and battery materials, carbon nanomaterials were investigated and 
compared. For this purpose, nanodiamond-derived carbon onions were used, because 
their surface area, structure, degree of carbon ordering, and chemical composition can be 
precisely tuned. Several key findings were extracted to synthesize carbon onions with 
optimal properties to support redox-active materials: 
- The surface area of nanodiamond-derived carbon onions can be increased by 
higher synthesis temperatures to ~160%, due to the decrease in density and the 
volume expansion of the particles. 
- High synthesis temperatures of 1700 °C lead to sintering and carbon 
redistribution processes, which limit the surface area increase. 
- Nanodiamond-derived carbon onions demonstrate predominantly mesopores and 
only a small pore volume fraction is in the micropore range. The pores are located 
between the particles, which makes them easily accessible for decoration with 
redox-active species. 
- Annealing of nanodiamonds in argon flow induces the formation of few-layer 
graphene between the carbon onions. Its high degree of carbon ordering and high 
conductivity are responsible for the better rate handling compared to vacuum-
annealed carbon onions.  
Different types of carbon onions and microporous carbons were hybridized with redox-
active species and electrochemically benchmarked. The hybridization strategies range 
from surface functionalization using quinones, wet-chemical coatings with manganese 
oxide, sulfur nanoparticle deposits, to vanadium oxide/microporous carbon core-shell 
architectures. Especially the influence of the carbon substrate was investigated by 
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comparing exohedral carbon onions with endohedral microporous carbons. The main 
conclusions are listed and explained below: 
- Free-standing and binder-free carbon onion/carbon fiber composite mats 
demonstrate a superior conductivity and rate capability (>60% capacitance 
retention at 100 A/g) in organic electrolyte. The exohedral and easily accessible 
surface area makes it to an ideal substrate for redox-active quinones, with high 
capacitance of 288 F/g and short charge/discharge times. 
- High temperature carbon onions as support for pseudocapacitive manganese 
oxide demonstrate a higher specific capacitance of ~150 F/g compared to low 
temperature carbon onions and microporous AC. A high graphitization is 
necessary to enable high rate applications of the non-conductive manganese oxide. 
Additionally, the use of microporous AC leads to pore blocking issues during the 
coating process, resulting in a large decrease of surface area of ~90 % for a 
manganese oxide loading of 60 mass%. 
- A combination of double-layer capacitance and redox-activity can be achieved 
using microporous carbon as conductive shell and Faradaic material as core. This 
was exemplarily shown for vanadium pentoxide/CDC core-shell particles with 
supercapacitor-like specific power and battery-like specific energy, exceeding 
80 Wh/kg in asymmetric full cell set up. 
- Carbon onions were also shown to be suitable as substrate for redox-active sulfur 
in lithium-sulfur batteries. An in situ generation of sulfur nanoparticles on carbon 
onions followed by annealing led to a homogeneous coating and high mass 
loadings with sulfur, which was easily accessible for the electrolyte ions. Combined 
with the high carbon conductivity, a high capacity of 800 mAh/g and a long life 
time, showing 400 mAh/g after 500 cycles, could be achieved. 
These studies demonstrate the importance of the carbon substrate in pseudocapacitor 
and battery hybrids. Dependent on the material architecture, a microporous carbon with 
inner surface area presents a perfect support, for example, as conductive shell, when the 
battery material is in the core. In this case, pore blocking issues can be avoided, which 
typically happen when the carbon surface is coated. Alternatively, exohedral carbons with 
exclusively outer surface area are the materials of choice for on-top coating procedures. 
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The mesoporous external surface area is only slightly decreased by adding redox-active 
species. Electrolyte ions can easily access the Faradaic coating and – in combination with 
the very high conductivity - an improved electrochemical performance is achieved, 
compared to microporous substrates or just adding carbon as a conductive additive to the 
Faradaic material. 
Further improvements of the energy storage properties of hybrid devices are expected by 
means of tuning the interface between carbon and the redox-active material, the material 
architecture, and the synthesis process. Metal oxide/microporous carbon core-shell 
particles were shown to be very suitable for high power and high energy devices. Their 
synthesis procedure includes several chlorination, oxidation, and washing steps, which is 
time-consuming and costly. However, the synthesis byproducts, in this case nickel, could 
be oxidized to form nickel oxide. This would avoid an additional washing step and a 
second redox-active material can contribute to the energy storing capacity. Additionally, 
owing to the open porous carbon shell, the metal oxide core is accessible for further 
synthesis steps. For example, a sulfidation could form a metal sulfide or different mixtures 
of metal oxide and metal sulfide with interesting electrochemical properties. 
Apart from core-shell architectures, endohedral carbons with a mesoporous structure in 
the pore size range of ~10-20 nm are also promising as substrate, since their intraparticle 
pores can be coated, yielding high loadings, and at the same time, pore blocking can be 
avoided to a certain degree. The very large interface between the Faradaic coating and the 
electrolyte is expected to show high specific power due to the fast kinetics. 
The development of full-cell devices, typically composed of the hybrid electrode and a 
microporous carbon counter electrode, leads to distinct charge balancing issues. Due to 
the high capacity of the Faradaic material in the hybrid, the counter electrode needs to 
compensate the charge by adjusting its electrode mass. Since the carbon electrode 
presents a low capacity, the full-cell specific energy is significantly reduced. To overcome 
this issue, adequate combinations have to be found to avoid pure carbon electrodes. 
Possible materials, which are well-known in the battery community, are lithium titanium 
oxide (LTO) as anode and lithium manganese oxide (LMO) as cathode. These materials 
could be synthesized as hybrid electrodes with carbon and used in full-cell arrangements. 
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